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Abstract 
The Acquisition of English initial / s  / clusters by Brazilian EFL learners
Jeanne Teixeira Rebello
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 
1997
Supervisor Professor: Barbara Oughton Baptista
The production of English initial / s /  clusters in various phonological contexts
by Brazilian EFL learners was analysed based upon universals o f syllable structure 
regarding cluster length, strength relations within the syllable and syllable contact, with 
the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) and the Structural Conformity 
Hypothesis (SCH) as predictors of learners difficulties. Longer initial /s/-clusters were 
expected to cause a greater rate of epenthesis than shorter ones. In addition, initial 
clusters which violate Hooper’s (1976) Syllable Structure Condition (SSC) were 
expected to be more difficult than those which do not violate it. Finally, based on 
Murray and Venneman’s (1983) Syllable Contact Law (SCL), the greater the degree 
to which the strength of the final segment of the context word surpassed the strength 
o f the initial /s/ o f the target word, the more difficult the structure was expected to be. 
In order to investigate these aspects o f the syllable, six Brazilian learners o f English 
from the extra curricular course at UFSC read aloud sentences containing initial /s /
clusters in controlled environments. The results yielded by this study demonstrated 
that the universal CV syllable structure, the SSC, and the SCL were not sufficient by 
themselves to predict the degree of difficulty learners found in producing English 
initial /s /  clusters. Rather, LI transfer o f voicing assimilation and the resulting
markedness relationships of /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid onsets in relation to /s/-stop onsets, 
in addition to markedness relationships regarding voicing in the environment, were 
considered to be the most crucial variables affecting the rate of epenthesis. The results 
of the present study complement those o f previous research in the area, since 
additional aspects of the syllable were taken into consideration, and since this study 
dealt with Portuguese as the native language, as opposed to Spanish or Asian 
languages.
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A Aquisiçã^o Dos Encontros Consonantais Iniciais Da Língua Inglesa iniciados 
pelo segmento / s /  Por Estudantes Brasileiros Da Língua Iriglesa
Resumo
Jeanne Teixeira Rebello
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 
1997
Orientadora: Barbara Oughton Baptista
Baseando-se nos princípios universais da estrutura silábica no que se refere ao 
tamanho dos encontros consonantais, relações de força consonantal dentro da sílaba, e 
contato silábico, foi analisada a produção dos encontros consonantais iniciais da língua 
inglesa iniciados pelo segmento / s /  em vários contextos fonológicos por estudantes
brasileiros. As hipóteses usadas para predizer as dificuldades dos alunos foram : a 
Hipótese da Diferencial de Marcação e a Hipótese da Conformidade Estrutural. Os 
encontros consonantais iniciais mais longos causariam um maior índice de epêntese do 
que os os encontros consonantais iniciais mais curtos. Além disso, os encontros 
consonantais iniciais que transgridem a Condição da Estrutura Silábica (SSC) 
(Hooper, 1976) seriam mais difíceis de serem adquiridos do que aqueles que não o 
transgridem. Finalmente, baseando-se na Lei do Contato Silábico (SCL) (Murray e 
Venneman, 1983), quanto mais o grau de força do último segmento da palavra 
contexto ultrapassasse o grau de força do segmento inicial /s/ da palabra alvo, mais 
difícil seria a estrutura. Para que fosse possível averiguar estes aspectos da sílaba, seis 
alunos brasileiros do curso extra curricular de inglês da UFSC leram em voz alta frases 
que continham encontros consonantais iniciais iniciados pelo segmento /s /  em
contextos controlados. Os resultados obtidos por este estudo revelaram que o grau de 
desvio da estrutura silábica universal CV, a Condição da Estrutura Silábica (SSC), e a 
Lei do Contato Silábico (SCL), não foram suficientes para predizer o grau de 
dificuldade que os alunos encontraram na produção dos encontros consonantais da 
língua inglesa iniciados pelo segmento /s/. Pelo contrário, a tranferência da
assimilação de sonorização da língua materna e as relações de marcação resultantes 
dos onsets do tipo /s/-nasal e /sZ-líquido, em relação aos onsets do tipo /s/-oclusivo e
VI
também as relapoes de marcaçao em reiaçao a sonorizaçao no contexto, foram 
consideradas as variaveis mais cruciais a afetar o índice de epêntese. Os resultados do 
presente estudo complementam os resultados de estudos realizados anteriormente na 
área, uma vez que aspectos adicionais da sílaba foram levados em consideraçao, e 
uma vez que em este estudo a língua materna pesquisada foi o português, e não o 
espanhol ou línguas asiáticas.
Número de páginas : 207 
Número de palavras : 37.756
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The acquisition o f a second language sound system has always been a 
challenging task to learners. This fact can be easily observed in foreign language 
classrooms, where the majority of post-pubescent learners demonstrate difficulty in 
losing their foreign accent. Grammar and lexicon, on the contrary, are areas in which 
many o f these learners succeed in acquiring a native-like competence. The frequent 
lack of complete phonological attainment in second language acquisition made 
researchers aware o f the importance of LI transfer in this particular area o f language.
Brazilian EFL learners share many difficulties regarding English pronunciation. 
The most obvious reason for these shared difficulties is that the Portuguese and 
English phonological inventories differ not only in terms o f manner and place o f 
articulation o f sounds but also in relation to distribution. Two less obvious, but 
equally important factors which influence their oral performance are the differences in 
syllable structure and phonotactic constraints of English and Portuguese. That is to 
say, sequences of segments- both within and across syllables- which are permissible in 
English may not be permissible in Portuguese, and vice-versa.
This study focuses on one particular aspect o f English pronunciation frequently 
found to be difficult to Brazilians: the production of English initial /s /- clusters. These
structures are known to cause epenthesis due to the fact that they involve a longer and 
different distribution of segments than that permissible in Portuguese. The phoneme
Chapter 1- Introduction
/ s /  in /s/-nasal and /sZ-Iiquid clusters is also known to be frequently voiced by these
learners due to native language interference. Thus, it is important to verify the 
frequency to which these clusters are modified, which ones are more frequently 
modified and in what context. It is worth pointing out that native speakers o f English 
depend heavily on rhythm for comprehension and that epenthesis interferes a lot with 
it.
Natural generative phonology has been chosen as the phonological model o f 
this research due to the fact that it offers the most relevant work in terms o f syllable 
structure. This model takes into consideration strength relations within and across the 
syllable, aspects frequently neglected in previous research in the field o f interlanguage 
phonology. Also, the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) (Eckman, 1987a) 
and the Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH) (Eckman, 1991) have been chosen as 
the predictors of learners’ difficulties. These hypotheses were chosen because they 
base their predictions on the comparison of the LI and L2.
This study was carried out with two main purposes: (1) to evaluate the 
difficulties Brazilian EFL learners would encounter in relation to the production o f the 
various initial / s  / clusters, (2 ) to verify the possibility of making predictions, based
on Natural Generative Phonology, regarding the degree o f difficulty students would 
have in producing /sZ-clusters in different phonological contexts.
The thesis is organised as follows; Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature in 
the area. Syllable structure in general is discussed mainly from the perspective o f
natural generative phonology, the theory on which this research is based. Then 
Portuguese and English syllable structures are described and compared. The 
hypotheses used to predict learners difficulty, the Markedness Differential Hypothesis 
(MDH) and the Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH), are also compared and 
commented on. Several studies on second language phonological acquisition are also 
presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3 presents the three hypotheses elaborated for this study and it also 
describes the method used. The first hypothesis compares /sC/ clusters with /sCC/ 
clusters in respect to length, the second hypothesis deals with strength relations within 
the syllable, and the third, with strength relations across the syllable. In regard to the 
method, details are given concerning the subjects who took part in the experiment, the 
material and the procedure used for the data collection as well as details concerning 
the transcriptions.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results. The main divisions o f this 
chapter are related to the three hypotheses proposed: a) comparison o f /sC/ clusters 
and /sCC/ clusters in terms of length, b) the consonantal hierarchy within the syllable, 
and c) the consonanatal strength hierarchy across the syllable. At the end o f this 
chapter a summary of the overall results is presented.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the study. The limitations o f this 
research, theoretical and pedagogical implications are presented along with 
suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2- Review O f Literature
2.1- Phonological Considerations on the Syllable
The concept of syllable as a phonological unit has been a rather controversial 
subject amongst professionals in the area of phonology. There have been many 
attempts not only at defining it, but also at including it as a unit within phonological 
theory. Hooper (1972) claims that the insertion o f syllable boundaries between 
sequences o f segments leads to a formal and universal definition o f the syllable, and 
that phonological processes are directly affected by such boundaries, since in many 
languages they are dependent upon syllable structure. Redenbarger (1979:40), on the 
other hand, criticises Hooper’s (ibid:536) universal rule o f silabication by stating that 
each language should develop its own rules. Evidence in support o f his claims is 
found in the necessity o f language-specific rules o f syllable parsing for the Portuguese 
language. Saussure (1915 [1959], in Hooper 1976) defines the syllable in terms of the 
degree of opening of the sounds. He states that the margins o f the syllables are 
formed by the least open o f the sounds whereas the nucleus, by the most open ones. 
This classification in terms o f the opening of the sounds is similar to that o f the degree 
o f sonority.
According to Ladefoged (1982:224), there has not been an agreement on a 
phonetic definition of the syllable. There are two theories which attempt to define it.
On the one hand, there are those who claim that the syllable should be defined in terms 
of the properties o f sounds, such as sonority or prominence. On the other hand, there 
are those who propose a definition of the syllable in terms of what speakers do, such 
as their production o f chest pulses or their organisation of the components o f 
utterances. As Ladefoged (ibid) claims, none of the available phonetic theories which 
attempt to define the syllable seem to be adequate.
The syllable has been thoroughly analysed within Natural Generative 
Phonology, which places special emphasis on phonotactic constraints and strength 
relations. The adoption o f this theoretical model is linked to the fact that both aspects, 
phonotactic constraints and strength relations, are paramount to the work I propose 
here. In addition to that, there is the need to fill in an existing gap in the SLA research 
on the syllable, since most studies in the area involve the composition o f the syllable 
only in terms o f CV (Broselow, 1987a, 1987b ;Tarone, 1987a ; Anderson, 1987a), not 
in terms o f natural classes or strength values as proposed in this study.
2.1.1- Syllable Structure
Hooper (1976) proposes a theory of universal and language-specific syllable 
structure. Within her theory there is also an explanation for the constraints related to 
the syllable structure itself She analyses the syllable structure of Spanish and 
concludes that the occurrence of segments within a syllable seems to be dependent on
their natural classes, i.e., “whether it is an obstruent, nasal, liquid, glide or vowel.” 
(ibid: 196).
Below is the hierarchy o f suitability o f segments in initial and final positions 
within the Spanish syllable as proposed by Hooper (1976:196).
Optimal syllable-initial
\ /
obstruents 
nasals 
liquids 
glides 
vowels
/
Optimal syllable-final
Hooper (ibid:206) has also proposed a universal consonantal strength hierarchy 
as follows:
voiced voiceless continuants voiceless
glides liquids nasals continuants voiced stops stops
Based upon the strength scale above, it can be noticed that glides are the most 
sonorant, therefore, the weakest segments on the scale while voiceless stops are 
considered the strongest, i.e., the least sonorant segments. The position o f affricates 
on the scale is not determined, but Hooper (ibid :206) believes that voiceless affricates 
are probably the strongest consonants on the scale, due to their complexity. Their 
voiced counterparts are said to be weaker. She also states that the degree o f strength
of aflfricates is very much language specific, i.e., it depends on how they relate to the 
other segments in the language and also to their specific phonetic properties. In spite 
of strength scales being to a certain extent language specific, there is a universal 
tendency for the general location of segments along them.
The degree o f strength a segment is said to have determines the positions it can 
occupy within the syllable. Syllable-initial position is said to be universally stronger 
than syllable-final position. This is supported by the fact that fortition processes, such 
as aspiration o f voiceless stops in English and the changing of the glides /y / and /w/
into obstruents (fricatives) in Spanish, “always occur in syllable-initial position and 
never in syllable-final or second position” (Hooper, 1976 ;199). On the other hand, 
lenition processes, such as assimilation and deletion, tend to occur in syllable-final 
position. According to Hooper (1976) the nucleus o f a syllable is always occupied by 
the most vowel-like segments, while the segments at the margins especially in syllable- 
initial position, are the least vowel-like.
One can say, then, that the syllable structure of languages varies not only in 
relation to the optimal CV universal syllable, but also regarding phonotactic 
constraints on the syllable, associated with differences in strength relations amongst 
segments, helping to make each language a unique system of communication.
Returning to the issue of CV as the optimal universal syllable structure, this 
implies that all languages o f the world allow this type of syllable. In fact, for some 
languages this is the only type permitted. The CV syllable is also said to be the first 
syllable type learned by young children. The fact that the CV syllable type is universal
predicts a preference for consonants in initial position over consonants in any other 
position and a preference for consonants over vowels in initial position.
Hooper (1976:229) proposes a universal condition on preferred syllable 
structure as stated below:
P ( C ): $C„,CnCpC,VC,CsCt$
where m > n > p> q
r > s> t [sic]' 
m > t
m 0
According to Hooper, this universal condition on syllable structure establishes 
that the C elements are to be found at the margins o f the syllables, and that an 
obligatory element V comprises the nucleus. As we can see, the universal preferred 
syllable structure allows up to three segments in syllable-initial position and up to four 
segments in syllable-final position. The English words spree and splash are examples 
o f three-member initial consonant clusters while the words lexis, hursts and glimpsed 
are examples o f four-member final consonant clusters (Bowen, 1978 :150). In relation 
to the degree o f strength of the consonantal segments involved, their values should 
decrease not only from syllable-initial position toward the nucleus, but also from 
syllable-final position toward the same point. In English, the words smile, snail, and 
sleeve decrease in terms of strength value of their consonantal segments from syllable- 
initial position toward the nucleus, and the words fans  and north decrease from 
syllable-final position toward the nucleus. Exceptions to Hooper’s conditions are
The arrows should be pointing toward the opposite direction.
found in the English language. For instance, all words which have initial and final- 
clusters with the fricative /s/ plus a stop {speak, sky, store, cramps, hags and hats) 
violate this condition. Thus, m is greater than n, which is greater than p, which is 
greater than q. The same occurs in syllable-final position where t is greater than s, 
which is greater than r. What is implied by the preferred syllable structure universal 
condition m > t is that “...the strongest C permitted in syllable-initial position must 
be stronger than the strongest C permitted in syllable-final position.” (ibid;230). The 
condition 0 establishes that CV type must be allowed in all languages.
Based upon the theory of universal syllable structure associated to the universal 
strength hierarchy as presented above, some claims can be made concerning syllable 
initial clusters. The implicational universals to be discussed here were first discovered 
by Greenberg (1965) and later reformulated by Cairns (1969, paraphrased in Hooper 
1976:230-1);
a) “ ...if a language allows syllable-initial clusters o f $CNV (where N= nasal 
consonant), it must also have syllable-initial clusters of $CLV (where L= liquid).”
b) “ ...if a language allows syllable-initial [two-] obstruent clusters , it must also 
allow obstruent-nasal clusters.”
c) “ ...if a language allows the syllable-initial cluster $cNV (where c= voiced 
consonant), then it must also allow clusters o f $CNV (where C== voiceless 
consonant.)”
d) “ ...if a language allows an initial sequence o f $NLV, then it must also allow 
$CLV.”
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e) “...the non-existence [sic]^ o f clusters o f two liquids in syllable-initial position 
is ruled out by the requirement that m > n and the condition that there be some 
minimum difference in strength between the first and the second C in the cluster.” .
The syllable structure condition is also meant to explain possible syllable-final 
clusters. However, the details regarding these sequences o f segments will not be 
covered here since final-clusters are not within the main scope o f this research.
The consonantal strength hierarchy proposed by Hooper (1976:208) is similar 
to that proposed by Hankamer & Aissen (1974) with the difference that the latter use 
the opposite term sonority rather than strength. Thus, the sonority hierarchy works in 
the opposite direction, i.e., stops are located at the very beginning of the scale instead 
o f at the end. Hankamer & Aissen (ibid: 131) point out that their theory differs from 
that proposed by Chomsky and'Halle (1968) in the sense that phonological rules no 
longer distinguish segments based upon their binary-value distinctive features; Instead, 
phonological processes depend upon hierarchical relations amongst phonological 
classes. In order to show that phonological rules can be stated in terms o f hierarchical 
relations amongst classes, Hankamer & Aissen present an assimilation rule in Pali 
which can be formulated in such a way.
The range o f values o f the feature sonority is from 1 to 9 on Hankamer & 
Aissen’s scale (ibid :137), stops being located at the low end with a value o f 1 and 
vowels at the high end with a value of 9. According to Hankamer & Aissen (ibid: 138) 
the scale is universal, but the placement o f segments along its extension is language
This should read existence, since the ruling out o f non-existence means obligatory existence, which  
is obviously not what Hooper wants to say.
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specific. Classes such as stops, fricatives and nasals are said to vary very little from 
language to language, and an inversion o f order amongst these three classes is never 
expected to occur On the other hand, glides and liquids vary considerably from one 
language to another. This means that the region along the scale between nasals and 
vowels is determined by each language, by the articulatory nature o f segments o f the 
language being described.
2.1.2- Syllable Contact
It was seen above that strength relations within the syllable are paramount in 
differentiating the syllable structure o f languages, and it will be demonstrated in this 
section that syllable contact is another important factor to be taken into consideration 
when investigating syllable structure. According to Hooper (1976), the relative 
strength o f segments which occur in a given sequence is the basis for assigning syllable 
boundaries. In her discussion of Spanish syllable structure. Hooper (ibid;220) adds to 
her Syllable Structure Condition (SSC) for Spanish the further condition that “requires 
that a syllable -initial C be stronger than the immediately preceding syllable-final C:
12) If XVCrSCmV, and there is no pause between Cr and Cm, then > r.” .
What Hooper means by the previous condition is that when a consonant in 
syllable-final position (Cr) is followed by a consonant in syllable-initial position (Cm) 
and no pause is produced between them, the consonant occupying syllable-initial
12
position must be stronger than the one occupying syllable-final position. An example 
which obeys Hooper’s condition would be the sentence “/i?w soaps” / t c n s e u p s /
pronounced without a pause between the words. One which disobeys her condition 
would be the sentence “Guess what ?” /g e s w o t/  also pronounced without a pause
between the words. This condition that Hooper added to her SSC for Spanish was 
generalised to historical change in all languages by Murray 8l Venneman (1983:520), 
who proposed the Syllable Contact Law (SCL), based on a reformulation o f this 
principle. They claim that “the tendency for a syllabic structure A$B to change, where 
A and B are marginal segments and a and h are the Consonantal Strength values o f A 
and B respectively, increases with the value o f a minus />.” That is to say, the more 
the consonantal strength of A exceeds that o f B, the greater the syllable structure 
violation will be, and the more likely some remedial measures will be employed in 
order to improve syllable contact. Some of the measures used on these occasions are: 
epenthesis, metathesis, assimilation, gemination, ressyllabication with vowel 
lengthening, and strengthening of glides.
In Natural Generative Phonology, the Syllable Structure Condition (SSC) is 
what accounts for epenthesis when violations of the syllable structure occur (Hooper, 
1976:235). Therefore, there is no need for the application of a rule of epenthesis such 
as those proposed in Traditional Generative Phonology. In the case of the treatment 
o f loan words in a given language, such as initial /s / + C cluster words borrowed by
Spanish, whether the vowel will be placed before or after the first consonant o f the 
cluster is not predicted by the Syllable Structure Condition. Rather, the position of
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the epenthetic vowel will usually be the one causing minimal change in the original 
form- before the /s / in the following examples: sport- / e s ’p o r t / ,  spray-
/ e s  ’ p r e i / ,  statm- / e s  ’ t a t u s /  and standard- / e s ' t a n d a r / .  Once the syllable
structure o f  the loan word has been adapted to that of the native language, the new 
item is then added to the lexicon of the native language.
As stated by Hooper (ibid 236), the vowel to be inserted can be predicted on 
the grounds o f its features, i.e., “The epenthetic vowel must always be the minimal 
vowel or a vowel whose features are copied from a nearby segment” . In both English 
and Portuguese a minimal vowel is used in epenthesis, as opposed to tone languages 
and vowel harmony languages which employ a vowel whose features are similar to 
those o f a neighbouring segment. Hooper (ibid:238) proposes a universal rule to 
explain the quality o f the minimal or weak vowel inserted. In order for this rule to 
operate a strength scale of vowels, which may vary from language to language, is 
needed. The rule is as follows: an unspecified vowel becomes a minimal or weak 
vowel.
V
- - - >
V
0  features 1 strength
By relating the Syllable Structure Condition to the strength scale o f vowels and 
to the rule described above. Hooper (ibid) believes that the epenthetic vowel can be
14
generated in new loan words, without the need of specific rules. The addition o f an 
epenthetic vowel to a loan word, which in this case begins with the cluster / s  /+ C, is
motivated by the syllable structure of the language and by its phonotactic constraints, 
which in turn means that there are principles within the language which govern such 
insertions.
When violations o f Hooper’s condition occur, second language learners often 
employ epenthesis in order to make the syllable structure of the target language (TL) 
conform to the universal CV syllable structure, especially if the native language (NL) 
conforms to this structure. According to Weinberger (1994:287), epenthesis is a 
common strategy employed by adult L2 learners in order to simplify the syllable 
structure o f the target language. This strategy differs from that used by young LI 
learners who adopt consonant deletion instead. When epenthesis is used, the 
underlying form tends to be preserved, making it possible for the listener to recover 
the underlying form. Thus, Weinberger claims that the use of epenthesis by adult L2 
learners shows that a subset of universal grammar which includes the recoverability 
principle, is still available in second language acquisition. Epenthesis is said to be 
employed by these learners because their level of phonetic accuracy is low at a stage 
when they can still access the recoverability principle. In the case o f young LI 
learners, the epenthesis stage is passed over since by the time the recoverability 
principle becomes available to them, they already possess the phonotactic ability to 
handle complex syllable structures (1994 :294).
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Returning to the issue o f Hooper’s Syllable Structure Condition principle, it is 
crucial to mention that violations o f it do occur in the underlying phonological 
structure o f Brazilian Portuguese. Whenever they appear, however, some strategies 
are employed in order to improve syllable contact. For instance, an epenthetic vowel 
/ i /  is inserted in words in which A is greater than or equal to B - ohiuso. In this
example, the strength o f h is very similar to that o f / - value 7 on the strength scale 
proposed for Portuguese by Baptista (1987;9). According to Istre (1983:193), the 
mid vowel [e] is also used as an epenthetic vowel in some dialects o f Brazilian
Portuguese in order to break consonant clusters which initiate with an obstruent. To 
illustrate this phenomenon, Istre (ibid: 193) mentions the word advogado and the two 
possible pronunciations which' are [adivo  ’ gadu ] and [adevo ’ gadu ] , and
proposes the following general rule o f epenthesis, using Transformation Generative 
(TG) notation :
0 V [sic ]
-recuado / C +consonanta
-baixo -contínuo - > vocálico
The slanted line meaning “in the environment o f  was omitted in the book.
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An epenthetic vowel is also used at word boundaries in order to cause syllable- 
final obstruents to become syllable-initial, such as in the loan word hike [ ' b a i k i ] .
In some instances, even when A is weaker than B, some lenition processes will 
occur in Brazilian Portuguese in order to make A still weaker in relation to B. This is 
the case o f the final /r / , which is realised as a flap as opposed to a trill in dialects
where initial / r /  is realised as a trill, and frequently elided in dialects in which it would
otherwise be realised as the fricative [x], as discussed by Baptista (ibid: 11). The fact
that sonorants become more vowel-like in syllable-final position also makes it easier 
for Brazilian Portuguese to conform to the Syllable Contact Law. Two illustrations o f 
this phenomenon are the production o f final 111 as the glide /w/, and the weakening or
deletion o f final nasals as the previous vowel takes on the [+ nasal] feature.
Not only are the sequences o f segments allowed in Portuguese different from 
those allowed in English, but also the strength values o f the segments are not the 
same. Both factors associated with the syllable structure permitted in each o f the 
languages under discussion makes the acquisition of the target language syllable 
structure a challenging task for Brazilian learners. The syllable structure o f both 
languages is the topic to be discussed next.
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2.2- The English Syllable
The syllable stmcture of the English language can be described in the following 
simplified formula as proposed by Prator and Robinett (1985:174):
( C ) ( C ) ( C ) V ( C ) ( C ) ( C ) ( C )
On a phonological level the syllable in English must always contain a vowel 
which forms its nucleus. This is an obligatory element in the syllable, as it is in the 
syllable structure o f any of the languages o f the world. The other elements are 
optional. That is to say, the onset o f the syllable can consist o f zero to three non- 
syllabic elements while the coda can be formed by zero to four non-syllabic elements. 
This, as we shall see later when the notion of markedness proposed by Eckman (1987) 
is presented, will determine that final clusters in English are more marked than initial 
ones, because the universal preferred syllable structure allows up to four non-syllabic 
elements in initial position but only three non-syllabic elements in final position *.
The way in which non-syllabic elements cluster within a syllable is determined 
by phonotactic constraints, i.e., there are limitations regarding what sequences of 
consonants may or may not occur within the onset and the coda in a particular 
language.
Wolfram and Johnson (1992), in their TG description o f the phonology o f 
English, establish some conditions regarding the syllable structure o f the English
When the above authors refer to initial and final clusters , they mean to say word-initial and word - 
final, although this is also the limit for the syllable.
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language, as well as the phonotactic constraints related to it . They make use o f 
feature specifications in order to state the sequences permitted in the language. The 
first condition proposed by them regards the syllable structure of initial clusters.
Condition 1- (ibid;80).
1) + # # ([-syl]) ([-syl]) ([-syl]) [+syl]
Condition 1 as stated above means that combinations o f the following kinds 
will be accepted initially; # # CCCV, # # CCV, # # CV, or # # V. Although Wolfram 
and Johnson are referring here to word-initial clusters, as indicated by the double 
boundary symbol # #, the same condition applies to syllable-initial clusters in general, 
as we saw in Prator and Robinett above. Since Wolfram and Johnson do not pretend 
to give an exhaustive analysis o f the phonological structure of English, they do not 
include conditions on final clusters. Based on Prator and Robinett and using Wolfram 
and Johnson’s notation, however, a condition for final clusters could also be stated in 
the following manner;
Final clusters- [+syl] ([-syl]) ([-syl]) ([-syl]) ([-syl])# #  +
Wolfram and Johnson’s condition 2 pertains only to initial three consonant 
clusters. It is expressed as an if-then condition, which means that a preliminary 
condition must be met in order for a second one to apply. The second one indicates 
which consonants are allowed in each position of a three-consonant cluster.
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Condition 2- (ibid:81)
If: # # [-syl] [-syl] [-syl]
Then: +ant
+cor
+str
-vd
-vd
-d.r
+son
+nas
(s) (p,t,k) (r,l,y,w)
Condition three is related to consonant clusters of three segments which end in 
the liquid /I/.
Condition 3- (ibid:81)
I f  ##[-sy l] [-syl] +cons
_+lat
Then: +ant
-cor
(P) (1)
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This condition states that the second segment must be /p/ when the final one is 
/!/. In relation to the liquid /r/, which is not included in this condition, it could be 
preceded by any of the voiceless stops in the second position.
Condition four deals with glides as the third segment in three-consonant
clusters.
Condition 4- (ibid:81)
I f  # # [-syl] [-syl] Tsyl
-cons
Then: [-cor]
(p,k) (w,y)
Condition four states that whenever there is a glide in the third position, the 
second segment must be a /p/ or /k/. The glide /y/ can be preceded by either /p/ or /k/, 
but the glide /w/ cannot. It is a restrictive case. Condition five expresses this 
restriction.
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Condition 5- (ibid;82)
If: ## [-sy i] [-syl]
Then:
-syl
-cons
-+ bk-J
[+bk]
(k) (w)
Acceptable English sequences should be allowed by the conditions mentioned 
above. These conditions eliminate all non-permissible initial three-consonant clusters 
in the English language and reflect the knowledge of native speakers of English.
In their discussion o f two-consonant initial clusters, Wolfram and Johnson 
(ibid:83) did not formalise the conditions to be applied. The sequences o f segments to 
be permitted in each of the positions will therefore, be discussed here in a different 
fashion.
When the second segment in a two-consonant cluster is anything apart from / r /  
and /I / ,  then the first one must be /s /. Here are some examples of these clusters: /sp /, 
/ s t / ,  /sk /, /sm/ and /sn /.
The segment / r /  can be preceded b y / p , b , t , d , k , g ,  S , 0 , f /  whereas 111
can be preceded by /p , b , k , g , f , s  /.
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The discussion of final consonants in English will be based on Kreidler 
(1989:122-23) and it will not be in the form of conditions established in order to 
describe the constraints o f these clusters.
The English language allows open and closed syllables. An open syllable does 
not contain a coda ; it ends with a vowel. A closed syllable, on the other hand, has at 
least one consonantal phoneme as part o f the coda. Directing our discussion toward 
closed syllables, it can be stated that the English language allows up to four 
consonantal phonemes in syllable final position. All possible patterns for syllable-final 
position will be described below:
• Svllables ending in a single consonant
a) any consonantal segment but Pal.
•  Syllables ending in two consonants
a) rC clusters- where C can be /p, b, d, y , k, g , f , v ,  s ,  m, n, 1, 0, S , ds/;
b) 1C clusters- whereC can be /p, b, t , d, t j , d s ,  k, f , v ,  s ,  m, n, 0, J/;
c) NC clusters (nasa l+consonant)-/m p,n t,nd ,n f,nd3 ,nk ,m f,n0 ,ns/;
d) FS clusters (fricative+stop)- / s p , s t , sk/;
e) SF clusters (stop+fricative)- / p s , t  s , k s , d z / ;
0  SS clusters (stop+stop)- / p t , ct/.
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A scale o f sonority has been established by Kreidler (1989:124) based upon the 
sequences described above.
vowel r  1  nasal obstruent #
Kreidler claims that either o f the liquids could come before a nasal and that 
liquids and nasals occur before obstruents in syllable-final position. He goes on to 
state that the four consonants represented in the sonority scale above cannot occur 
together due to constraints on clusters o f more than three consonants. Clusters of 
four consonants will be discussed later based on Bowen (1978). Below is the 
structure o f final clusters o f three consonants in English as proposed by Kreidler 
(1989:125).
• Svllables ending in 3 consonants
a) Three obstruents (stop+fricative+stop)- / k s t , d s t / ;
b) Nasal + two obstruents- NSS: /m p t .n k t / ,  NSF: /m p s ,n k s / , NFS: 
/nst,r)st/
c) Liquid+stop+fricative (LSF)- / r p s , r t s / ;
d) Two liquids+stop (L L S )-/r id /.
According to Bowen (1978:150), instances o f four-consonant clusters also 
occur in the English language. They always consist of at least one suffix and may 
occasionally contain two, which is possibly the reason they are not considered by
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Kriedler. He also states that the three-member cluster can either be an inherent cluster
or it can be the result o f an intrusive stop. Below are the possible sequences o f
(
segments o f four-member final clusters and the examples of words as proposed by 
Bowen (ibid):
Cluster Examples
la. ks-th-s sixths
b. kst-s texts
c. rst-s bursts, thirsts, firsts
2 a. rm[p]-th warmth
b. m[p]-th tempts, prompts
c. m[p]f-s nymphs, lymphs
d. m[p]f-t triumphed
e. m[p]s-t glimpsed
f  n[t]-th-s thousandths, ninths, tenths,months
g. n[t]s-t danced, pranced, fenced, chanced
h. ng[k]-th-s lengths, strengths
i. ng[k]-st amongst
j. l[t] s-t waltzed, pulsed
k. l[t]-th-s wealths, twelfths
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2.3- The Portuguese Syllable
The description o f the Portuguese syllable structure will be given within the 
natural generative phonological framework, which takes into consideration the 
strength o f the elements which comprise a syllable. Baptista (1987:7) described the 
Portuguese syllable based on previous work done by Hooper (1976) on the universal 
preferred syllable structure and on Spanish syllable structure. Below is her 
representation of the syllable structure for the Portuguese language.
$CmCnVCpCq$ 
ml = /p , t , k , b , d , g , f , v / = initial, may be followed by Cn
m 2= / s , S » z , 3 , m , n , n , l , / ! , r , r /  = initial, may not be followed by Cn
n = / r , 1 , w/ = may follow Cml /w/ follows only /k / and /g/)
p = /y , w/ = may follow V; may be followed by Cql (as in Spanish, / r /  occasionally
occurs in this position)
ql = /s /  = may follow V and/or Cp
q2 = / s ,  m, n , 1 , r ,  o r  r /  = may follow V (/m/, /n/, a n d / I / a r e  doubtful in this 
position)
Based upon the representation o f the syllable structure given above, it can be 
seen that the sequences in which segments can occur in the Portuguese language is
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Strictly determined by language-specific phonotactic constraints. There are restrictions 
concerning initial clusters as well as final clusters. These restrictions are part o f what 
makes Portuguese different from English, for example.
Below is a hierarchy by natural classes for the Portuguese language also 
proposed by Baptista (ibid:8).
Optimal syllable-initial
Portuguese 
obstruents / I \  
nasals 
liquids 
vowels
glides Optimal syllable-final
This hierarchy establishes that the optimal syllable-initial segments for the 
Portuguese language are obstruents in the first place, followed by nasals, liquids, and 
finally vowels, which are the least preferred segments to begin a Portuguese syllable. 
Baptista (ibid) first proposed the above positions for vowels and glides in the hierarchy 
due to the fact that Portuguese, as opposed to Spanish, does not generally accept on-
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glides (the sequences /kw, gw/ are considered exceptional), but concluded later 
(personal communication) that the proposed order was problematic for Optimal 
Syllable-Final, because it would imply that the glide occupied the nucleus position 
rather than the vowel. The orders for Optimal Syllable-Initial and Optimal Syllable- 
Final would therefore have to be different in Portuguese. Connecting this hierarchy o f 
classes to the universal preferred syllable structure CV, we can state that the 
Portuguese language has a tendency to adhere to universal principles o f syllable 
structure. That is to say, open syllables tend to predominate over closed syllables.
A strength scale for the Portuguese language has also been developed by 
Baptista (ibid:9) based upon Hooper’s work.
S. V f
m b p
y r n s z d t
w 1 Ji  r  3  S k g
---------------------- ^ ^ ---------------------------------------------- >
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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$CmCnVCpCq$
2 < n < 3 *lf n < 3, then m > 7
m > n P ^  2
If n, then m > 7 q > P
q < 5
In this scale, the value of each segment is given in terms o f strength. Also, the 
possible sequences in which these segments of different strength values can occur 
within the syllable is established by a hierarchy.
In the representation of the Portuguese syllable structure above, it can be seen 
that its nucleus is always occupied by a vowel. The remaining.parts o f the syllable, 
i.e., the onset and the coda, are optionally occupied by limited sets o f segments which 
are allowed to occur in these positions. Camara (1970:42) points out that the only 
consonantal segments found in the syllable coda are the archiphonemes /S/ and /N/, 
and the liquids 111 and /r / , corresponding to q < in Baptista’s scale above.
Even these, however, are marginal and thus weakened by most Portuguese 
speakers. The liquid 111 in final position in the syllable becomes more vowel-like. The
fricatives / s , z , J , 3 / neutralise and are represented by the archiphoneme /S/. Vowels
become nazalized before nasal consonants in final position and the nasals are usually 
deleted. Final / r /  is also often deleted. When one o f these four elements which may
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constitute the coda of the Portuguese language is followed by any consonantal 
segment except /s /, it establishes the end of the syllable.
The syllable staicture o f Portuguese complies more closely with that o f the 
universal preferred syllable structure than the English syllable structure. In Portuguese 
only two consonantal segments are allowed in syllable-initial position while in English 
three consonantal segments are allowed. In relation to syllable-final position, again we 
have two elements permitted in this position in Portuguese in opposition to four 
elements in the English Language. Besides the reduced number o f elements in 
syllable-final position in Portuguese, the ones which may occupy this position either 
become more vowel-like (nasals and the liquid 111) or are often deleted ( / r /  and / s /  in
some contexts o f certain dialects). All these factors make the Portuguese syllable 
structure closer to that o f the optimal CV syllable, and thus less marked than its 
English counterpart.
2.4- Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) and Structural Conformity 
Hypothesis (SCH)
Many studies in the area o f second language acquisition have made their 
predictions concerning the areas o f difficulty second language learners would have, 
based upon the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) proposed by Lado (1957). 
The CAH simply suggests that by comparing both the first language and the target 
language the errors learners will make can be predicted. That is to say, the areas in
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which the languages differ would be areas o f difficulty. A comparison o f descriptions 
o f the target language and the native language per se has not always been successful in 
determining these areas o f difficulty, though. Consequently, certain principles o f the 
universal grammar (UG) have been suggested to be incorporated into the CA in order 
to make it possible to predict the directionality o f difficulty. Eckman (1987a), the 
proponent o f the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH), claims that the CAH by 
itself is unable to predict the areas o f difficulty or the relative degree of difficulty. He, 
therefore, suggests that a universal notion of “relative degree of difficulty” be 
incorporated into the CAH. This notion, as stated by Eckman (ibid:60) “...must be 
valid on the grounds which are independent of the facts surrounding second language 
acquisition.” This notion o f “relative degree of difficulty” is based on “typological 
markedness”, which he defines as follows (ibid:60):
“A phenomenon A in some language is more marked than B if the presence o f 
A in a language implies the presence o f B; but the presence o f B does not imply the 
presence of A.”
The notion o f markedness can be applied not only to phonology but also to 
syntax. One example from phonology would be the voiced and voiceless obstruent 
phonemes. Voiced obstruents are said to be more marked than their voiceless 
counterparts, since the presence of voiced obstruents implies the presence o f voiceless 
obstruents.
To apply the Markedness Differential Hypothesis, the grammars o f both the 
native language and the target language are systematically compared with the
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markedness relations stated in UG. Based on this comparison, the following 
predictions can be made, according to Eckman (ibid:61):
(a) Those areas o f the target language which differ from the native language 
and are more marked than the native language will be areas o f difficulty.
(b) The relative degree o f difficulty of the areas of the target language which 
are more marked than the native language will correspond to the relative 
degree of markedness.
(c) Those areas o f the target language which are different from the native 
language, but are not more marked than the native language will not be difficuh.
Eckman mentions as an example o f the application o f the MDH the facts 
regarding English and German final obstruents. In order to predict if German learners 
o f English would have more difficulties in producing final voiced obstruents than 
English learners o f German would have in suppressing this contrast in final position, 
since both voiced and voiceless obstruents are allowed in final position in English, the 
notion o f markedness as proposed by the MDH can be applied. The contrast o f voiced 
and voiceless obstruents in final position is more marked than in medial or initial 
position. Thus, since Germans do not contrast these sounds in the most marked 
position, they have difficulty in acquiring this contrast in English, while English 
speakers do not normally have difficulty suppressing the contrast when acquiring 
German.
All in all, Eckman (ibid) believes that the comparison of the native language 
and the target language is important for the prediction of errors to be made by second
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language learners, but has incorporated markedness into the CAH in order to make it 
more effective in the prediction of the direction and relative degree o f difficulty.
In order to complement the MDH, Eckman, Moravicsik, & Wirth (1989, in 
Eckman 1991 :24) developed The Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis 
which was defined as follows : “The universal generalisations that hold for the primary 
languages also hold for the interlanguages.” The two justifications for this hypothesis 
is that Interlanguages are languages and that universal generalisations hold for both 
primary and non-primary languages. This hypothesis differs from the MDH in the 
sense that it is more easily falsified, since there are facts that falsify the SCH but not 
the MDH, and facts that falsify the MDH also falsify the SCH. In the SCH, 
predictions are based only upon implicational universals whereas in the MDH, they are 
based upon implicational universals and differences between the NI^ and the TL 
(ibid ;33).
Eckman (1991) tested The Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis 
against two implicational universals concerning initial and final consonant clusters 
formulated by Greenberg (1978, in Eckman 1991 :24) :
a. “Fricative-Stop Principle: If a language has at least one final consonant 
sequence consisting o f stop + stop, it also has at least one final sequence consisting o f 
fricative + stop.
b.“ResolvabiIity Principle: If  a language has a consonantal sequence o f length 
m in either initial or final position , it also has at least one continuous sub-sequence of 
length m -1 in this same position.”
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A strong version o f the ResolvaDiniy rnncipie preaicis mat a language tnat has 
a tri-literal consonant cluster should also have both o f its bi-literal sub-sequences. 
That would be the case o f / s p l /  cluster and the bi-literal subsequences /s p /  and /p i / .
The weak version, on the other hand, predicts that a language that has a tri-literal 
consonant cluster should have at least one o f its bi-literal subsequences, but not 
necessarily both. In this case, a language with / s p j /  cluster should contain either /s p /
or /p j / ,  but not necessarily both o f them.
No such distinction between weak and strong version was proposed for the 
Fricative-Stop Principle in Eckman’s (1991 :30). This principle was simply confirmed 
or not.
In order to perform the testing of the hypothesis, data from the interlanguage 
o f Korean, Japanese and Chinese (Cantonese) learners of English were gathered. 
These data included initial and final consonant clusters related to both the Fricative- 
Stop Principle and the Resolvability Principle. Results showed that only a very few 
number o f the tests of the generalisations were counter to the universais. The majority 
o f them supported both universais under study. Thus, Eckman (ibid) concluded that 
the results substantiated the Interlanguage SCH, since the generalisations made in the 
principles above also held for the interlanguages tested. This in turn meant that 
universais that hold for primary languages possibly hold for non-primary languages as 
well.
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2.5- SLA Phonological Studies on the Syllable and Others
A great deal o f research has been done in the field o f phonological acquisition 
regarding the syllable. These studies generally investigate patterns of behaviour o f 
EFL learners in the production o f initial and final clusters in English, and the extent to 
which native language transfer of rules and language universals affect learners’ oral 
performance. Most studies to be mentioned in this section treat the issue o f syllable 
structure in relation to the learner’s preference o f a CV syllable structure or a CVC 
syllable structure. They are, therefore, studies which completely neglete other 
linguistic aspects which are of extreme importance when analysing the syllable 
structure of any language. This trend of research, however, has not yielded conclusive 
results because a preference for different structures has been demonstrated in different 
studies (see 2.1). This restricted view o f the syllable has been expanded in very few 
studies conducted in the field over the past fifteen years. These studies, discussed in 
2.5.2, take into consideration aspects o f the syllable, strength relations within and 
across syllables, which have demonstrated to influence the oral performance o f EFL 
learners.
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2,5.1- Studies focusing on the learners’ preference for a CV syllable structure or 
a CVC.
One study which focus upon the learner’s preference for a CV or CVC syllable 
structure is that of Broselow (1987a), who examined the production of initial clusters 
by Iraqi and Egyptian learners o f English. The focus o f her study was to check how 
the epenthetic vowel would be employed by these two groups in order to make the 
syllable structure o f English conform with that o f both dialects o f Arabic. Egyptians 
and Iraqis approached initial clusters o f two segments in different ways. While 
Egyptians would insert the epenthetic vowel between the first and the second 
consonant in the cluster, the Iraqis would insert it before the cluster itself However, 
in two-consonant clusters initiating with /s /  plus a stop, Egyptians changed their
pattern of error and placed the epenthetic vowel before the cluster itself On the other 
hand, in clusters o f /s /  plus any consonant other than a stop, such as / s i /  and /sw/,
their pattern o f error was to place the epenthetic vowel between the first and the 
second segment in the cluster. In clusters of three elements, i.e.. Is/ plus stop plus
another consonant, the epenthetic vowel also occurred before the cluster. Broselow 
explains the exceptionality o f the production o f /s /  + stop clusters by Egyptian
learners as being related to the fact that these clusters are also exceptional in the 
English language, due to the fact that they violate the sonority hierarchy within the 
syllable. Selkirk (1984) claims that the behaviour o f Egyptian learners toward / s /  plus
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obstment clusters could be explained on the grounds that these segments, / s /  plus
obstruents, can function as single consonants. Hence, Egyptian learners would 
hesitate to break them up. Broselow concluded from her findings that some o f the 
errors committed by both groups o f learners could be attributed to the use o f a 
phonological rule o f the first language in the production of second language forms, 
which in turn means that language transfer played a significant role in the production 
o f the initial clusters by Iraqi and Egyptian learners. Errors related to clusters which 
violate the sonority hierarchy within the syllable, such as /s /  plus stop clusters, could
not be attributed to language transfer, but rather to universal principles.
In a very similar study Broselow (1993) investigated the production o f English 
initial clusters by Iraqi and Egyptian learners, and observed that their pattern o f 
behaviour in regard to these structures varied. The systematicity of certain errors led 
her to believe that learners did transfer NL phonological rule into the second language. 
Even when the NL and the TL differed in some respects, some aspects o f the NL 
predicted the sort o f error these learners committed. There was only one type o f error 
detected which could not be attributed to NL transfer, that related to the principle of 
sonority within the syllable. This fact was observed since the Egyptian learners treated 
the marked clusters s  + stop different from the unmarked obstruent-sonorant. The
same treatment o f these exceptional clusters was found in the in the production o f loan 
words by Hindi, Bengali, Central Pahari, and Sinhalese speakers (ibid :82).
Broselow (1987b) also investigated the perception and production o f American 
learners o f Egyptian Arabic in relation to word juncture. The way in which cross­
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word linkage of syllables is allowed differs in these two languages. Consequently, the 
errors committed by these learners are said to be associated mainly with language 
transfer, since they tend to use the syllable structure o f English when producing the 
target language forms. According to Broselow (ibid:275), the findings o f this paper 
support the fact that transfer plays an important role in the acquisition o f a second 
language phonological system, specially in regard to syllable structure restrictions. 
However, the fact that learners preferred a less marked syllable structure indicates also 
the importance of universal principles of markedness in second language acquisition.
I
Initial clusters have also been investigated by Karimi (1987), who observed the 
strategies employed by Farsi speakers in the production o f these clusters in English. 
Difficulties handling initial clusters were expect to occur since the syllable structure o f 
Farsi differs from that o f English. Farsi allows only one consonant before the vowel 
while English allows up to three. The epenthetic vowel was the strategy used by all 
speakers before initial clusters in order to overcome syllable structure differences. In 
relation to the /s /  clusters, Farsi speakers inserted a vowel before both / s /  plus stop
and / s /  plus nasal clusters, regardless of the differences in terms o f violation o f the
sonority hierarchy within the syllable. Therefore, their pattern of error differed fi'om 
that o f the Egyptian speakers mentioned by Broselow (1987a), who treated these 
clusters in different ways. Karimi concluded that neither the use of the epenthetic 
vowel nor the speakers’ treatment of initial /s /  cluster could be traced to their native
language. Yet the fact that all speakers employed the same strategy in handling initial 
cluster and different strategies in handling /s /  clusters, was an indication o f the
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necessity o f a better understanding of the syllable structure o f Farsi and interlanguage 
as well as o f the exceptionality o f / s /  clusters, in order to analyse the results from a
different perspective.
Tarone (1987a) analysed the syllable structure of the interlanguage o f speakers 
o f Brazilian Portuguese, Cantonese and Korean. The main purpose of her work was 
to compare how interlanguage syllable structure differs from that o f the target 
language and also to determine the processes involved in the elaboration o f 
interlanguage syllable structure. The processes expected to occur were language 
transfer, reactivated first language acquisition processes and different universal 
processes. Each of these would suggest a different behaviour on the part o f the 
learner towards the syllable structure o f the target language. That is to say, language 
transfer would be connected to the use o f first language syllable structure in target 
language forms. Reactivated first language processes would mean the use o f common 
first language acquisition processes, such as deletion, in the shaping o f the syllable 
structure. And finally, universal processes would mean that the interlanguage syllable 
structure would be influenced by the universal preference for the open CV syllable. 
The results yielded by this study indicate that language transfer was perhaps the most 
dominant process affecting the syllable structure o f interlanguage phonology. 
Epenthesis and deletion were employed by the learners as a way to simplify syllable 
structure. The choice of the strategy used by the learners seemed to be directly 
related to their first language. Brazilians, for instance, applied epenthesis instead of 
deletion. Another interesting factor observed by Tarone was the preference learners 
showed for the CV open syllable in shaping the interlanguage syllable structure. All
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these factors contributed to the differences detected between the syllable structure o f 
the interlanguage and that o f the target language.
Anderson (1987a) also conducted a study on the syllable. The Markedness 
Differential Hypothesis was applied in order to predict the relative frequency o f errors 
o f learners o f two dialects o f Chinese (Amoy and Mandarin) and o f colloquial 
Egyptian Arabic in their production of English. The predictions made by the MDH 
were in terms of the length o f the clusters and their positions within the syllable, since 
these languages differ from English in both respects. Neither o f  the Chinese dialects 
allows clusters in initial or final positions. In addition to that, there are restrictions 
concerning what consonants may occur in final position. Colloquial Egyptian Arabic, 
on the other hand, allows clusters only in final position. These clusters cannot 
consist o f more than two consonants before a pause. Thus, for the Chinese groups 
final clusters are expected to be more difficult to learn since they are more marked 
than clusters in initial position. For the Arabic group no predictions can be made, 
since the language allows clusters only in marked position. The results o f this study 
proved the MDH to be a good predictor of the performance of these learners in 
relation to syllabification, since the production o f less marked shorter clusters was 
superior to that o f more marked longer ones for both the Chinese and the Arabic 
group. Also, the Chinese group performed better on the unmarked initial clusters than 
they did on the marked final ones. Unmarked forms were well performed by both 
groups, regardless o f the fact that they could be new to some of the learners. On the 
other hand, when forms were marked and new to some o f the learners, the results 
differed.
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Eckman (1987b) attempted to elucidate issues regarding interlanguage 
phonological rules, such as the constraints and limitations that govern these rules, their 
relationship with the TL and the NL phonological structures, and also the simplicity o f 
interlanguages in relation to a certain TL. Word-final consonant cluster reductions 
produced by Japanese, Korean, and Cantonese learners of English served as the basis 
for the analysis o f the interlanguage phonological rules. A certain systematicity was 
detected in the shortening of clusters these learners produced. For instance, when a 
tri-literal consonant clusters was reduced, it resulted in a less marked bi-literal form, 
i.e., in a fricative-stop or stop-fricative cluster instead of a stop-stop or fricative- 
fricative cluster. Bi-literal clusters, on the other hand, had equally either their first or 
second segment eliminated. Thus, the reduction o f both types o f clusters (tri-literal 
and bi-literal) showed that more marked forms were reduced to less marked ones. 
Based upon these facts, it can be said that the shortening o f the clusters by these 
learners served as a means to approximate the phonetic representations o f the IL to 
those of the NL. Concerning the simplicity of ILs in relation to a given TL, Eckman 
concluded that the forms found in the IL o f these learners were relatively less marked 
than the TL forms. Regarding the constraints and limitations that govern ILs, resuhs 
show that violations o f universal principles on final bi-literal clusters occur only when 
such clusters are not the result o f the shortening of a tri-literal cluster.
One interesting similarity between LI and L2 acquisition is that o f the 
application of universal principles. To illustrate this fact. Major (1987;215) mentions 
Donegan and Stampe’s (1979) principles which govern fortition processes, such as 
epenthesis. Their first principle is that fortitions precede lenitions. Major exemplifies
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this principle by showing the behaviour o f LI learners in relation to /sC/ clusters. He 
states that a child often deletes the initial /s /  as in the word spoon- /s p u n / — [pun] or
insert a vowel [ e s p u n ]  o r  [ s e p u n ]  but never inserts a vowel after deletion (a
lenition process) has occurred - /s p u n / [pun] -> *[epun]. Their second principle
regarding fortitions is that they never occur twice on the same segment. Major 
(ibid:216) gives some examples of children learning English as their first language and 
Brazilians learning English as their second language concerning the production o f /sC/ 
clusters. Children would produce [se p u n ] or [e sp u n ]  but perhaps never
* [e sep u n ]. Also, Brazilian learners would produce [ is p u n ]  or [e sp u n ]  but rarely
if ever *[isipun] or *[esepun]. The oral production of both groups o f learners
(LI and L2) demonstrates one phenomenon of language speech, vowel epenthesis, 
that could be considered either a developmental or an interference process within 
Major’s theory. According to his findings, interference processes predominate at the 
early stages o f L2 acquisition at the expense o f developmental processes, which appear 
at later stages. In LI acquisition, on the other hand, only developmental processes are 
to be found.
The acquisition of second language syllable structure was also investigated by 
Ross (1994) who analysed two phenomena present in the interlanguage o f Japanese 
EFL learners of English. The first phenomenon was the preference learners showed 
for open syllables as demonstrated in the use o f paragogic epenthesis. The second was 
the developmental process o f apocopation o f final segments in first language words.
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Ross (ibid: 3) observed that learners applied the process o f epenthesis, paragoge, in 
order to make the target language word conform with the syllable structure o f 
Japanese. This meant transfer of syllable structure constraints o f the first language to 
the second language. The process o f apocopation, on the other hand, appeared at a 
later stage in the interlanguage o f these learners when they already had some fluency 
in the language and had acquired some of the stress rules of English. Thus, Ross (ibid) 
concluded that learners attempted to suppress open syllables in the second language 
due to the influence the acquisition o f L2 stress rules exerted on syllable structure 
constraints. The appearance of epenthesis (a transfer process) at the early stage o f 
acquisition and of apocopation (a developmental process) at a later stage, supports 
Major’s (1987) claim that interference processes predominate at early stages o f  
acquisition at the expense of developmental processes which appear at later stages 
(Ross, ibid :5)
2.5.2- Studies focusing on strength relations within and across syllables
Tropf (1987) analysed the production of single syllable final consonants and of 
initial and final consonant clusters in the interlanguage of 11 Spanish learners o f 
German. The main focus o f the study was to verify if L2 phonological acquisition is 
influenced by the sonority factor, specially considering the variability that may occur in 
the IL of learners. Not only was the difference in terms of the syllable structure o f 
both languages observed, but also the relevance of sonority in the integration o f co- 
occurrent variants. That is to say, there was an interest in verifying the connection of
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the feature “sonority” with the fact that certain “free” variants occur more often and 
cannot be explained based upon the differences between he native language and target 
language. The results provided by this study demonstrated that the sonority factor 
influenced the choice for certain variants in the production o f initial and final clusters 
and of syllable final consonants, regardless of the syllable structure condition o f both 
the NL and the TL. For instance, in the production of syllable initial plosive-fricative 
clusters /p f /  and / t s / ,  learners showed a preference for fricatives to plosives.
Whenever a plosive was realised a fricative was also produced. Tropf (ibid: 187) could 
not explain this phenomenon in relation to NL or TL influence. Further evidence in 
support o f the sonority hierarchy as an explanation for the results was demonstrated in 
the production of the syllable initial cluster / t s v / .  Whenever a plosive variant
occurred, two fricatives were also realised in the same cluster. And the realisation o f a 
sibilant involved the realisation o f a [v]. Tropf (ibid) could not say whether the
regularities presented were due to the sonority factor alone, or also to the fact that the 
clusters were in conformity with the canonical syllable structure o f the TL. It can be 
said, though, that the facility learners have in acquiring a TL form is related to the 
degree o f sonority o f single consonants and of the components of consonant clusters in 
a given context. In this particular study Tropf (ibid) did not control for environment, 
the sonority relations rnentioned here are those within the syllable, i.e., within the 
given clusters.
One study which takes phonological environment into account is that o f 
Carlisle (1991). He verified the performance o f Spanish learners of English in relation
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to the production o f three-member initial clusters o f the type /sC /, where C was a
voiceless stop. His main objective was to check if the frequency of epenthesis o f 
these learners was influenced by the environment which preceded the onsets. Results 
demonstrated that subjects used epenthesis more often after word-final consonants 
than word-final vowels. Thus, strength relations across syllables seem to have affected 
the oral production o f these learners.
2.5.3- Studies focusing on the principles and parameters of UG
Young-Scholten (1994) conducted a study in L2 acquisition to verify whether 
second language learners have access to the principles and parameters o f UG 
(Universal Grammar). She commented on the results obtained by some studies 
(Broselow, 1987; Broselow and Finner, 1991) and the extent to which they supported 
the view that UG is directly accessible in L2 acquisition, that learners’ ILs conform to 
its principles and also that parameters can be reset. The question posed by Young- 
Scholten (ibid: 195) research was, then, why only a very limited number o f L2 learners 
acquire the target language phonological system completely if the principles o f UG are 
accessible and parameters can be reset.
One of the principles of sonority, the sonority sequencing generalisation, was 
discussed by Young-Scholten (ibid) in relation to the choice of placement o f the
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epenthetic vowel by Egyptian Arabic learners in Broselow’s (1987) study. The fact 
that these learners were sensitive to the violations o f the sonority hierarchy in some o f 
the initial /sC/ clusters, showed that phonological principles of UG are still accessible 
to second language learners. The minimal sonority distance parameter was also 
discussed in relation to Broselow and Finner’s (1991) study. In this case, learners 
reset this parameter at an intermediate stage in relation to the NL and the TL, i.e., the 
new parameter setting-allowed more clusters than permitted in their first language but 
less than permitted in the second language. Young-Scholten (ibid: 198) explained that 
lack o f complete L2 phonological attainment is related to some learnability 
considerations which go beyond parameter resetting and access to the principles of 
UG
Thus, the Subset Principle was examined in order to explain these differences 
in L2 phonological attainment. The basis for this explanation is related to the fact that 
when a learner must acquire the superset, a less restricted grammar, in the L2 and has 
the subset, a more restricted grammar, in the LI, s/he is at disadvantage. The opposite 
occurs when the subset has to be acquired in the L2 and the learner has the superset in 
the L I . In this case, the learner is at an advantage. In order to obtain more conclusive 
results, Young-Scholten claims that flirther research is necessary in the field involving 
EFL learners at the final stage o f acquisition.
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Chapter 3- Method
3.1- Hypotheses
Universal principles, strength relations within the syllable and syllable contact 
are the key elements to be taken into consideration in this research in order to predict 
the behaviour o f Brazilian EFL learners in relation to the production o f initial / s /
clusters in English. The Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) and the 
Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH) will be used as predictors of the difficuhies 
learners are to be confronted with in terms of the length of initial clusters, and o f 
strength relations both within and across syllables.
Anderson (1987a:283) claims that longer clusters are more marked than 
shorter clusters, therefore, more difficult to be acquired. This statement leads to the 
elaboration o f the first hypothesis, i.e., that due to the effect o f universal syllable 
structure, learners will have greater difficulty in producing initial three-segment 
clusters than two-segment ones.
Hooper (1976:206) proposes a universal strength hierarchy of segments by 
natural classes and establishes the positions each o f these segments can occupy within 
the syllable, which in turn means that these elements relate to each other and are 
directly interwoven within the structure of the syllable. The second hypothesis, based 
on this aspect o f the syllable, states that due to the effect o f strength relations within 
the syllable, learners will have greater difficulty in producing initial /s /  clusters which
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violate the sonority hierarchy principle within the syllable than those clusters which do 
not.
Hooper’s (1976:220) principle of strength relations across syllables, which was 
further reformulated by Murray & Venneman (1983:520), will serve as the basis for 
the third hypothesis, which involves phonological context. This hypothesis states that 
due to the effect o f strength relations across syllables, learners will have greater 
difficulty in producing initial / s /  clusters preceded by segments o f greater or equal
strength value than those preceded by segments o f lesser strength value.
3.2- Subjects
Six subjects from English extra-curricular courses at UFSC were selected to 
take part in this experiment. The levels o f instruction chosen were 3, 6  and 9 
respectively, and two subjects were selected from each of these levels. The reason for 
having selected subjects from three different levels was to verify whether their level o f 
instruction influenced their performance. Only one out of these six subjects was a 
female, and their ages ranged from 19 to 31 years old. All o f them were university 
students enrolled in different courses at UFSC. Their experience as EFL learners 
varied from 1 to 8 years o f instruction at private institutions. None of these subjects 
had ever spent any time abroad. They were considered by their teacher to be average 
students within their groups in relation to the accuracy o f their pronunciation, and 
none of them spoke any other language fluently apart from Portuguese.
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The fact that only six subjects participated in this research is related to the 
large number o f phonological contexts included in the corpus and also to the limited 
scope of this study, since it is a Master’s thesis. A larger number o f subjects would 
certainly make results more reliable, but the large number o f examples per consonant 
found in the corpus somehow make up for the small number of subjects.
3.3- Material
Isolated sentences were chosen as opposed to free speech, a common 
procedure in phonological research, in order to ensure that all relevant phonological 
contexts were included in the corpus. The corpus consisted of a total of 312 sentences 
distributed as follows. Each o f the seven two-segment /s/- clusters / si, sw , sp , s t ,
sk, sm , sn  / and five three-segment Is/- clusters / sp r, s tr , skr, spl, skw  / was
contextualized in 312 sentences, in each of which the cluster was preceded by a 
different phonological context including all of the 21 consonants 
/p , t , k , s ,  f ,  j , e , b , d , g , z , v , 3 , 3 , m , n , r ) ,  j , l , t S , d 3 /, two o f the six
vowels/diphthongs / i ,  u , o u , a i ,  a u , o i /  (varied at random) and silence (i.e., when
the /s/-cluster was at the beginning of the sentence.
The establishment of different contexts was an essential feature o f the corpus 
because o f the objective of determining under which circumstances an epenthetic 
vowel was more likely to occur in the speech of these EFL learners. Final consonant 
clusters in the context words were avoided in order not to complicate the syllable
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Structure at the boundary o f the words under investigation. Also, reduced vowels 
were avoided in the context since they would make it more difficult to tell whether 
epenthesis had occurred or not.
Since the pronunciation o f one sentence may affect the pronunciation o f the 
following, each subject was given a different sequence o f sentences to be read. Thus, 
similar mistakes related to the sequence of sentences would be avoided amongst 
subjects. In addition to that, special attention was paid to alternating clusters o f the 
same type and similar environments, so that they would not occur in a row. This was 
a way to keep subjects from perceiving the purpose o f the study as well as to avoid 
the influence o f one cluster or context on the following one.
3.4- Procedure
A pilot test was conducted prior to the data collection itself in order to ensure 
that the procedures established were correct and efficient. Although no major 
alteration had to be made in the original set o f procedures, this test helped the 
researcher be more certain that neither time nor subjects would be wasted due to its 
possible mishandling.
Subjects were recorded individually reading the 312 sentences, on a small Sony 
cassette recorder, in a quiet room of the Centro de Comunicacao at UFSC. The time 
spent for each recording varied from 30 to 50 minutes, depending solely on the 
subject. Subjects were first asked questions regarding personal information such as 
age, EFL experience as a learner, level of education, time spent abroad, and command
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o f any other language besides Portuguese. After this short interview, instructions 
were also given in Portuguese concerning how the test would work. Subjects were 
then informed that the test consisted of four sittings and that they would have to read 
aloud approximately 78 sentences in each o f them. A two-minute interval was 
allocated between the sittings to give them a little rest. Subjects were asked to cover 
the sentences they had read in order not to get lost. They were not allowed to read 
the test beforehand, but they were made aware o f the fact that many of the words in 
the text could be unknown to them in terms of meaning as well as pronunciation, but 
that for the purpose of the research it was not necessary to be acquainted with all of 
them. Subjects were also asked to make a pause between sentences and to repeat the 
entire
sentence whenever they hesitated ; since only their last attempt would be considered. 
3.5- Transcriptions
In relation to the transcriptions, only the target word and the word supplying 
the context were transcribed. Because of the large "amount o f work involved in 
analysing the data, it was impossible to find another rater to make the data more valid. 
However, the researcher had been previously well trained in transcription and every 
sentence was listened to several times before making a decision as to whether 
epenthesis had occurred or not. An acoustic analysis was not necessary in this study, 
since what was taken into consideration was the perception o f the listener. It would 
be necessary in studies focusing on detecting epenthesis not perceived by the listener.
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The lack o f fluency in the subjects’ speech and the change in the vowel quality, 
facilitated the perception o f the epenthetic vowel, specially when the vowel / i /
occurred in the position o f environment.
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Chapter 4- Results and Discussion
This chapter is comprised o f the results and discussion concerning hypotheses
1, 2 and 3, The analysis o f the results obtained for these hypotheses did not take into 
consideration the /sw/ cluster, since none of the subjects inserted a vowel before this
structure, although some subjects substituted the high vowel /u / for the glide /w/,
causing, for example, the bisyllabic English word sweater / s w e . t e j /  to be
pronounced with three syllables : / s u .  e . t e j / .  By excluding /sw/ from the analysis,
the variable transfer was not confounded with the variable cluster length. O f all 
clusters investigated in this study, /sw/ is the only one that also occurs in Portuguese ; 
The only difference is that its second element can be either the glide /w/ or the vowel
/u/, depending on the dialect spoken. For instance, the name Sueli may be
pronounced either as / s u . e . l i /  or as /s w e . l i / .
4.1- Epenthesis by class level
Three levels of instruction (3, 6  and TOEFL) were dealt with in this research. 
Table 1 and Figure 1 show that for each o f the levels there is a low and a high rate of 
epenthesis. The lowest rate, 40%, comes from level TOEFL (subject 5), followed by
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43% from level 3 (subject 1), then by 46% from level 6  (subject 3), 54% from level 
TOEFL (subject 6 ), 61% from level 6 (subject 4), and finally by 70% from level 3 
(subject 2). The results of both subjects within each level collapsed together show that 
there was very little difference amongst the total rates o f epenthesis. Level 3 was only 
two percentage-points higher than level 6  and nine percentage-points higher than level 
TOEFL Level 6  was only seven percentage-points higher than level TOEFL. The 
results indicate that the levels had no relation to the rates o f epenthesis, since the 
difference amongst the total rates of epenthesis was rather small and probably not 
statistically significant. Thus, no claim can made in this study concerning the influence 
o f level o f instruction on the production o f English initial /s/-clusters.
Table 1 : Rate of epenthesis by level
I..CVCI3 U v e l6 Level TOUFL
$f S2 Total S3 S4 $5 S6 Tm ni
N* prod’s 312 307 619 310 309 619 312 307 292
133 216 349 143 190 333 125 167 292
Rate epcn 43% 70% 56% 46% 61% 54% 40% 54% 47%
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Figure 1 : Rate of epenthesis by level
Q Level 3
□  Level 6
□  Level TOEFL
Subject / Total
4.2 Analysis of /sC/ clusters vs. /sCC/ clusters
This section reports the results concerning the first hypothesis, which, based on 
Anderson (1987:283), states that because longer clusters are more marked than 
shorter ones, they will be more difficult to produce. Two types of analysis were 
carried out in order to compare the subjects’ production o f /sC/ clusters in opposition 
to /sCC/ ones.
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First, the percentages of error committed in the production of these bi-literal 
and tri-literal consonant clusters were calculated in broad terms, i.e., without focusing 
on the elements which make up these structures. This analysis is reported in 4.2.1.
The second type of analysis consisted of a comparison of each two-segment 
cluster with the three-segment cluster composed o f the same second element. 
Specifically, /s p /  clusters were analysed in relation to / s p j /  and to / s p l /  clusters,
/ s t /  clusters in relation to / s t  j /  clusters, and /s k /  clusters in relation to /skw / and
/ s k j /  clusters. This procedure comparing pairs o f clusters with the same second
element, was important to eliminate the influence of other phonotactic variables. The 
results o f this analysis are reported in 4.2.2.
Results in relation to the subjects’ production o f all /sC/ and /sCC/ clusters will 
be first displayed showing the different epenthesis rates obtained by each subject 
individually, and then summarised with all subjects together. Epenthesis rates are 
expressed in percentages, calculated by dividing the number o f occurrences o f 
epenthesis within each cluster type by the total number of sentences involving that 
particular type of cluster. Mispronunciations not involving vowel epenthesis, i.e., a 
small number o f consonantal insertions not counted, since they did not serve to 
simplify syllable structure, but rather were probably caused simply by distraction or 
other non-linguistic factors.
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4.2.1. General analysis of clusters independent of components
The resuhs concerning the individual performance of the six subjects and of the 
group as a whole are displayed in Table 2 and Figure 2 below. Four subjects (1, 2, 5 
and 6 ) produced more epenthesis with /sC/ clusters than with /sCC/ : subject 1 had 
epenthesis rates o f 51% and 43% respectively, subject 2 rates o f 80% and 70%, 
subject 5 rates o f 50% and 39%, and subject 6 , 63% and 52%. Subjects 3 and 4, on 
the other hand, produced less epenthesis with /sC/ clusters than with the /sCC/ 
clusters : their rates o f epenthesis were 46% and 55% (subject 3) and 65% and 70% 
(subject 4). The group results in the bottom line also show a greater rate o f epenthesis 
for the /sC/ clusters in opposition to /sCC/. Vowel epenthesis occurred in 55% o f the 
sentences with IsCCf clusters and 59% with the /sC/ clusters. In sum, contrary to the 
expectations o f hypothesis 1, Table 2 and Figure 2 below show that there was very 
little difference between the total rate o f epenthesis for /sCC/ clusters and the total rate 
for /sC/ clusters. The former actually being four percentage-points lower. In fact, only 
two of the six subjects had a higher rate of epenthesis for the tri-literals. Therefore, it 
cannot be said from these data that the tri-literal clusters caused more difficulty.
Table 2 : Rate of epenthesis by subject and by group
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hC f /sCC/
N® prod’s N*epen Rateepen N"* prod’s N"epen Rate
epen
SI 156 79 51% 130 56 43%
S2 154 124 80% 128 90 70%
S3 155 71 46% 130 72 55%
S4 153 99 65% 130 91 70%
S5 155 77 50% 129 50 39%
156 98 63% 130 68 52%
<»roup 929 548 59% 111 429 55%
Figure 2 : Rate of epenthesis by subject and by group
80% >
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60%
51%
50% >•^ *1
Rate epen 40% >^ 0
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20%
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4.2.2- Analysis of clusters, grouped by second component
A comparison of the second element of the cluster was paramount to this part 
o f the analysis. It helped make the results more reliable, since intrinsic characteristics 
o f these bi-literal and tri-literal clusters were taken into consideration. Results 
concerning rates o f epenthesis are discussed by cluster type, first, in terms o f individual 
subjects and, then summarised, in terms of the group.
4.2.2.1 Cluster /sp / vs. cluster /sp C /
Table 3 and Figure 3 below illustrate the individual and group frequencies o f 
epenthesis regarding clusters /s p /  a n d  /spC /. Two subjects (1 and 5) did worse
with the /s p /  cluster than with the /sp C / clusters / s p l /  and / s p j / .  The frequencies
o f occurrence o f epenthesis for subject 1 were 54% for the /sC/ structure and 48% for 
the /sCC/ clusters, and for subject 5 the frequencies were 54% and 43% respectively.
Four subjects (2, 3, 4, and 6 ) produced less epenthesis before /s p / than before
the /sp C / clusters. The frequencies of epenthesis for subject 2 were 58% before
cluster /s p /  and 74% before clusters /spC /, for subject 3 the frequencies were 44%
and 58% respectively, for subject 4 they were 58% and 75%, and for subject 6 , 50% 
and 61%.
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The group rates corroborate the individual results showing that, on the whole, 
the difference between the total rate o f epenthesis for /sp C / clusters and that for the
/s p /  cluster was small (seven percentage-points lower for the /sC/ structure). Thus, it
cannot be said from this small difference in the rates of epenthesis that tri-literal 
clusters were more difficult to produce than bi-literal clusters. The total frequency of 
epenthesis for /s p /  was 53%, for / s p j /  51%, for / s p l /  69%, and for both these
/sp C / structures together 60%.
Table 3 : Individual and group rate of epenthesis of cluster /sp / vs. cluster /sp C /
/ s p / /S p J / / s p l / Both /s p C /
Fr0d Epeii Rate Prod Epeit Rate Prod Epeit Rate Prod Ep«n
S! 26 14 54% 26 7 27% 26 18 69% 52 25 48%
S2 26 15 58% 25 16 64% 25 21 84% 50 37 74%
S3 25 11 44% 26 12 46% 26 18 69% 52 30 58%
S4 24 14 58% 26 20 77% 26 19 73% 52 39 75%
S5 26 14 54%. 25 9 36% 26 13 50% 51 22 43%
S6 26 13 50% 26 14 54% 26 18 69% 52 32 61%
Gp 153 81 53% 154 78 51% 155 107 69% 309 185 60%
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Figure 3 : Individual and group rates of epenthesis of cluster /s p / vs. /sp C
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4.2.2.1 Cluster / s t /  vs. cluster /s tC /
The individual and group results o f clusters / s t /  and / s t  j /  are displayed in
Table 4 and Figure 4. As we can see, subjects 1, 5 and 6 produced more epenthesis 
before the /sC/ structure. The frequencies of epenthesis for subject 1 were 46% for 
/ s t /  and 38% for / s t  j / ,  for subject 5 they were 36% and 35% respectively, and for
subject 6 , 54% and 46%.
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Subjects 2, 3 and 4, on the other hand, produced less epenthesis before /sC/ 
clusters than before /sCC/ clusters. The frequencies o f occurrence of epenthesis for 
subject 2  were 65% before / s t /  clusters and 73% before Vs t j /  clusters, for subject 3
the frequencies were 53% and 60% respectively, and for subject 4 they were 52% and 
61%.
In regard to the group performance of clusters / s t /  and / s t j / ,  the /sC C /
structure caused only slightly more epenthesis (52%) than the /sC/ (51%). The /sCC/ 
structure was only one percentage-point higher than the /sC/. Also, the number of 
subjects who performed worse with the /sCC/ cluster was the same as that for the /sC/ 
cluster. Thus, it cannot be stated that /sCC/ clusters caused more epenthesis than /sC/ 
clusters.
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Table 4: Individual and group rates of epenthesis of c lu ste r /s t/v s . c lu s te r /s t j /
/st/ /stJt/
prod’s N^'cpen Rate epen N" prod’s N"epen
SI 26 12 46% 26 10 38%
S2 26 17 65% 26 19 73%
S3 26 14 53% 25 15 60%
S4 25 13 52% 26 16 61%
S5 25 9 36% 26 9 35%
S6 26 14 54% 26 12 46%
Group 154 79 51% 155 81 52%
Figure 4: Individual and group rates of epenthesis of cluster / s t /  vs. cluster
/ s t j /
S 6  O i « M p
S u  b  j e  c t
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4.2.2.3 Cluster /sk / vs. clusters /skC /
The percentages obtained for clusters /sk /, /skw / and / s k j / ,  displayed in
Table 5 and Figure 5, demonstrate that /s k /  caused slightly more epenthesis than the
/sk C / structures. Four subjects (1, 2, 5 and 6 ) produced vowel epenthesis more
frequently before the /s k /  structure than they did before the /sk C / clusters : their rates
of epenthesis were 54% and 36% respectively for subject 1, 73% and 65% for subject
2, 61% and 36% for subject 5, and 69% and 48% for subject 6 .
Only subjects 3 and 4 did better with /s k /  than with the /sk C / clusters :
subject 3 produced rates of 35% and 52% respectively, and subject 4 rates o f 61% 
and 69%.
The group results for clusters /sk /, /skw / and / s k j /  also show that there was
very little difference between the total rate of epenthesis for the /sC/ structure and the 
total rate o f epenthesis for the /sCC/ structures. The former actually being eight 
percentage-points higher. Although four of the six subjects had a higher rate of 
epenthesis for the bi-literal structure, the small difference in the total rates o f 
epenthesis cannot be used to say that the /sC/ cluster was more difficult, but the results 
were certainly not in the expected direction of more frequent epenthesis for the /sCC/ 
cluster.
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Table 5 : Individual and group rates of epenthesis of cluster /s k / vs. /sk C /
/sk / /skw / / s k j / Both /sk C /
Frad tpen Rate Frod Epen Rale Frod Epen Rate Frod Epen Rate
SI 26 14 54% 26 11 42% 26 8 31% 52 19 36%
i l l 26 19 73% 26 22 85% 26 12 46% 52 34 65%
S3 26 9 35% 26 14 54% 26 13 50% 52 27 52%
S4 26 16 61% 26 18 69% 26 18 69% 52 36 69%
s s 26 16 61% 26 11 42% 26 8 31% 52 19 36%
i l i i 26 18 69% 26 15 58% 26 10 38% 52 25 48%
GP 156 92 59% 156 91 58% 156 69 44% 312 160 51%
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4.2.2.4- Summary of results
Although it was shown in the general analysis in 4.2.1. that the total rate o f 
epenthesis for/sCC/ clusters was slightly less than for /sC/ clusters, Tables and Figures
3, 4 and 5, as well as the collapsed results o f Table and Figure 6 , show that the rates 
o f epenthesis for the tri-literal structures were somewhat higher for two o f the three 
groups o f clusters. The differences in the rates of epenthesis, though, especially for 
the / s t /  clusters, are rather small. In fact, what we have is a seven-percentage-point
advantage for biliteral /s p /  clusters, an eight-point advantage for triliteral /sk C /
clusters, and an almost identical rate for biliteral and triliteral / s t /  clusters.
Table 6 : Group rates for all clusters
/sC/ /sCC/
N‘’prod K"epen Rate epen N ’ prod N'*epea Rate epen
/sp/vs*/spj,spl/ 153 81 53% 309 185 60%
/st/vs. /st j/ 154 79 51% 155 81 52%
/sk/ vs. /skw, ska/ 156. 92 59% 312 160 51%
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Figure 6 : Group rates for all clusters
/sp/ vs. 
/spr.spi/
S/sC/ Rate epen 
S/sCC/ Rate epen
/sk/ vs. 
/skw.sk'Y
Type of cluster
4.2.3 Discussion of /sC / vs. /sC C / clusters
The individual and group results obtained for analysis 1, where clusters were 
considered independent of their components, show that /sC/ clusters caused slightly 
more epenthesis than /sCC/, although the differences in the percentages were small. In 
analysis two, however, where bi-literal and tri-literal clusters were grouped according 
to their second component, we observed a balance in terms of number of subjects who 
produced more epenthesis before /sC/ clusters and before /sCC/.
In both analyses concerning hypothesis 1 the difference in the total rates o f  
epenthesis was very small. Thus, the data provided were insufficient to state that /sC/
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clusters caused more epenthesis than /sCC/ clusters. The results clearly do not, 
however, support the hypothesis based on the MDH, that longer clusters are more 
difficult to acquire than shorter clusters (Anderson, 1987 :283). According to this 
hypothesis, /sCC/ clusters were expected to cause more epenthesis than /sC/ clusters, 
since neither occurs in Portuguese and this length o f initial cluster is more marked in 
English. Thus, what these results seem to indicate is the need to consider other 
possible intralinguistic factors which may influence the frequency o f certain 
phonological variants in the interlanguage of second language learners.
In relation to the Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH) (Eckman, 
Moravicsik, & Wirth 1989, in Eckman 1991), it is paramount to say that no data were 
collected in regard to some o f the bi-literal subsequences o f the tri-literal clusters 
/ s p j ,  s p l ,  s t j ,  skw , s k j / .  For instance, the subsequences/p j, p i ,  t J ,
kw, k j /  were not included in the corpus as initial clusters. The first reason for
leaving them out was the fact that this study is concerned only with the production o f 
initial /s/-clusters. The second reason had to do with the fact that these clusters exist 
in the L I, and would probably exist in the Interlanguages o f these learners. The bi­
literal subsequences / s p , s t , s k  /, which do not exist in the L I , were not frequently
present in the subjects’ interlanguages. The fact that /sC/ clusters caused slightly more 
epenthesis than /sCC/ clusters overall, although possibly not statistically significant, 
indicates that results were counter only to the strong version o f the Resolvability 
Principle, since the presence o f a tri-literal structure did not always imply the presence 
o f both its bi-literal subsequences. Also, it was not possible to say from the data that
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neither subsequence o f a given tri-literal cluster existed, but it was possible to say that 
for several subjects it was not true that both bi-literal existed before the tri-literal. The 
interlanguage o f subject 5 illustrates this phenomenon, since the rates o f epenthesis 
were 61% for the bi-literal structure-24% more than the 37% obtained for the tri­
literal structure. Thus, the generalisation made by the Resolvability Principle 
(Greenberg, 1978 :11) held only for the primary language (English), but not for the 
interlanguages o f the subjects, since /sC C / clusters caused less epenthesis than /sC /
clusters..
So far, most studies concerning the syllable have not accounted for 
phonological environment, but rather have focused only on the learners’ preference 
for a CV syllable in opposition to a CVC (Broselow, 1987a ; 1987b ; Tarone,1987a ; 
Ross, 1994). There has also been a great concern with the length of clusters, i.e., 
markedness relations within onsets or/and codas. This is the case of Weinberger’s 
(1987) study of final clusters, in which longer codas were more fi'equently modified 
than shorter codas, and also o f Anderson’s (1987a) study of both initial and final 
clusters, in which modifications o f these structures occurred more often as the length 
o f these clusters increased. Carlisle (1991) comments upon this and various other 
studies on initial and final clusters and suggests that their results should be taken 
cautiously since they lacked control o f environment. Thus, the fact that environment 
was controlled in the present study seems to be a very plausible explanation for the 
difference in the results obtained. In the previous studies, the /sCC/ clusters might, by 
chance, have occurred in more difficult environments. In the present study all clusters 
occurred in the same environment.
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In addition to the need for controlling for phonological environment, which has 
to do with strength relations across syllables, there is also a need for focusing on 
strength relations within the syllable. One study which takes into consideration this 
aspect o f the syllable is that of Tropf (1987) on initial clusters. The only drawback in 
relation to the outcome o f this study is the fact that, as in the other studies mentioned, 
environment was not controlled. Another limitation to her study, however, was the 
fact that she dealt only with the clusters not in violation of the Universal Canonical 
Syllable Structure.
The results of this study presented so far have demonstrated that markedness 
relations in terms o f cluster length alone could not explain the relative frequency o f 
epenthesis o f these learners. Thus, it was decided to look at the interaction between 
markedness relationships in terms of cluster length and in terms o f strength relations 
within and across syllables in order to complement this analysis. The importance o f 
the interaction between these intralinguistic factors has been put forth by Carlisle 
(1994:246).
Besides the above explanations given for the different results obtained in this 
study, there is also the need to point out that little research in this field has examined 
the performance of Portuguese speakers (two studies which have : Tarone, 1987a; 
Major, 1987). Most studies have dealt with native speakers o f Spanish (Carlisle, 
1991 ;1994 ; Tropf, 1987), which according to Baptista (1987), has a less restricted 
syllable structure than Portuguese, and with speakers of various dialects o f Arabic 
(Broselow, 1987a ; Anderson, 1987a). So not only may markedness relations within
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the TL have acted as an influencing factor on the outcome o f these learners, but also 
markedness relations between the NL and the TL.
The focus o f the following analysis will be on strength relations within the 
syllable, which was the key element for the elaboration of my second hypothesis.
4.3- The consonantal strength hierarchy within the syllable
My second hypothesis, based on Hooper’s (1976 :206) claim, states that 
clusters which violate the Syllable Structure Condition within the syllable will cause 
more epenthesis than those which do not. In order to investigate this aspect o f the 
syllable, c lusters/sp , s t ,  s k ,  s p j ,  s t j ,  s k j ,  s p l ,  skw /w ere grouped as
clusters in violation o f this principle. The degree of strength of segments in these 
clusters does not decrease continually from the margin to the peak of the syllable, due 
to the fact that the fricative 1st is more sonorant than stops. Clusters / s i , sm, s n /  ,
on the other hand, were grouped as clusters not in violation o f the consonantal 
strength hierarchy, since the degree of strength of the segments which comprise these 
clusters decreases from the margin to the peak of the syllable.
Epenthesis rates are expressed in percentages, as for the results o f hypothesis
1, calculated by the total number o f occurrences o f epenthesis divided by the total
number o f sentences involving a particular cluster. Results will be first discussed on
f.
an individual basis then as for the group as a whole.
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4.3.1- Analysis of /sZ-clusters in violation of the Syllable Structure Condition 
(SSC) vs. / s /  clusters not in violation.
The results displayed in Table 7 and Figure 7 below show the subjects’ 
individual frequency o f epenthesis. Only subjects 1 and 3 produced more epenthesis 
before clusters in violation than before clusters not in violation. The rates of 
epenthesis for subject 1 were 52% and 50% respectively, and for subject 3, 51% and 
47%. The majority o f the subjects (2, 4, 5 and 6 ) produced less epenthesis before 
clusters in violation than before clusters not in violation. The rates of epenthesis for 
subject 2 were 6 8 % and 96% respectively, for subject 4 rates were 65% and 72%, for 
subject 5 the rates were 43% and 49%, and for subject 6 , 54% and 6 8 %.
The group results in the bottom line are also not in the expected direction o f 
more epenthesis before clusters in violation. In fact, the rate o f epenthesis for clusters 
not in violation was actually seven percentage-points higher (63%) than for those in 
violation (56%), and four of the six subjects produced less epenthesis before clusters 
in violation. Although these differences have not been shown to be sufficient to say 
that clusters not in violation caused more epenthesis, the results certainly do not 
support the hypothesis based on the syllable structure condition (SSC), which 
predicted more epenthesis before clusters in violation.
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Table 7; Individual and group frequencies of epenthesis for clusters in violation 
vs. clusters not in violation
Ousters not in violation Clusters iti viotatioa
N" prod’s N“epen Rate epen N" prod’s NTepen Rate epen
SI 78 39 - 50% 182 94 52%
S2 76 73 96% 206 141 68%
S3 78 37 47% 206 106 51%
S4 78 56 72% 205 134 65%
S5 78 38 ^ 49% 206 89 43%
78 53 68% 208 113 54%
Group 466 296 63% 1213 677 56%
Figure 7: Individual and group rates of epenthesis for clusters in violation vs. 
clusters not in violation
R a t e  e p e n  soh
g c n i s t c i  n o i  in V i a l s t i  i 
g C  III $t«< I s in v i o l A tia
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In order to verify whether the length o f the clusters was an influencing factor 
on the general results mentioned above, an analysis was conducted comparing bi-literal 
clusters in violation of the universal strength hierarchy to bi-literal clusters not in 
violation. Also, tri-literal clusters, which are all in violation, were compared to 
biliteral clusters not in violation.
In the former analysis, shown in Table 8 and Figure 8 below, bi-literal clusters 
not in violation (/sm, s n ,  s i / )  caused somewhat more epenthesis (63%) than bi­
literal clusters in violation ( / s t ,  s k ,  sp /), 54%. Again, the difference between the
total rates o f epenthesis for these two groups o f clusters may be insufficient to say that 
bi-literal clusters not in violation were more difficult, but the results were certainly not 
in the expected direction.
Table 8 : Frequency of epenthesis for bi-literal clusters in violation vs. bi-literal 
clusters not in violation
Bi>literai clusters not in violation Bi'literal clusters in violation
N" prod's 466 463
IS" epen 295 252
Rate epen 63% 54%
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Figure 8 : Frequency of epenthesis of bi-literal clusters in violation vs. bi-literal 
clusters not in violation
In the latter analysis, shown in Table 9 and Figure 9, the results were similar. 
While the tri-literals were expected to be more difficult because of their length and the 
fact that they are all in violation, the bi-literals not in violation actually caused more 
epenthesis (63%) than the tri-literals (55%). While this difference may not be 
statistically significant, the results again were certainly not in the expected direction.
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Table 9 : Frequency of epenthesis for tri-literal clusters vs. bi-literal clusters not 
in violation
Tri-literal clusters Bi-literal clusters not in 
vioiation
N" prod’s 776 466
N” epen 424 295
55% 63%
Figure 9 : Frequency of epenthesis for tri-literal clusters vs. bi-literal clusters not 
in violation
Rate epen
55%
63%
Type of cluster
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4.3.2- Comparison of /sZ-nasal and /sZ-liquid and homorganic advantage
Although Hooper’s Syllable Structure Condition (SSC) did not make the right 
predictions regarding /s/-stop vs. /sZ-sonorant clusters, it did make the right
predictions concerning ZsZ-nasal clusters, since the rates o f epenthesis for the ZsZ-nasal
clusters were somewhat higher than for the ZsZ-liquid clusters. This prediction was
based on the fact that the difference in strength between the segment ZsZ and ZmZ or Zn/
is smaller than that between ZsZ and 111 (Table 10 and Figure 10).
Homorganic advantage was investigated in regard to ZsZ-nasal clusters. Results 
o f the whole group showed epenthesis rates o f 67% for ZsmZ and 63% for ZsnZ (Table
10 and Figure 10). The difference between the total rate o f epenthesis for the 
homorganic cluster ZsnZ and the total rate for the heterorganic ZsmZ was very small (a
four percentage-points lower for ZsnZ). Therefore, no strong claim can be made about
the homorganic cluster ZsnZ being easier to produce than the heterorganic ZsmZ,
although results are tending in the right direction according to the theory.
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Table 10 : /sZ-nasal vs. /sZ-liquid clusters and homorganic advantage of /s/-nasal 
clusters
/sm/ /sn/ /sm, sn/ /sl/
N" prod’s 156 154 310 156
104 97 201 92
«pen 67% 63% 65% 59%
Figure 10 : /sZ-nasal vs. /sZ-liquid clusters and homorganic advantage of /sZ-nasal 
clusters
Rate epen
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-5Tr
63% 65%
59%
/sm/ /sn/ /sm,sn/
Type of cluster
Homorganic advantage was also investigated in regard to clusters in violation 
o f the universal strength hierarchy. Table 11 and Figure 11 display the results
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concerning bi-literal and tri-literal clusters in violation. Within the bi-literal group, 
/ s t /  produced the lowest rate of epenthesis (51%), followed by /sp /, 53%, and by
/sk /, 59%. Again, as for the /s/-nasal clusters, there was very little difference in the
total rate o f epenthesis between the homorganic cluster and the total rate for the 
heterorganic clusters. The homorganic cluster was only two percentage-points lower 
than the heterorganic /s p / and eight percentage-points lower than /sk /. Within the
tri-literal group o f clusters, there was also very little difference between the total rate 
o f epenthesis for the homorganic cluster / s t j /  (52%), and the total rates for the
heterorganic / s p j /  (51%) and / s k j /  (44%). The homorganic structure was only one
percentage-point higher than the heterorganic / s p r / ,  and eight percentage-points
higher than / s k j / .  As we can see, the results concerning homorganic advantage are
probably not statistically significant, because o f the small difference in the percentages 
obtained. Thus, we can only say that for the /s/-nasal clusters and for the bi-literal 
clusters in violation results seemed to tend in the expected direction according to the 
theory. In regard to the tri-literal clusters, results were not in the expected direction.
Table 11 : Homorganic advantage of bi-literal and tri-literal clusters in violation
Bi-liieral Tri-litei'al
/St/ /sk/ /Sp/ /str/ /spr/ / s k r /
N" prod^s 154 156 153 155 154 156
N"epen 79 92 81 81 78 69
Rate epen 51% 59% 53% 52% 51% 44%
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Figure 11 : Homorganic advantage of bi-literal and tri-literal clusters in violation
4.3.3- Voicing assimilation of /sZ-sonorant clusters
Because o f a possible link to the unexpected results concerning clusters not in 
violation of the SSC, it was considered important to investigate the possible 
relationship between the voicing assimilation of / s /  and the rate of epenthesis. Tables
12 and 13 and Figures 12 and 13 show the results concerning the voicing assimilation 
o f /sZ-nasal and ZsZ-Iiquid clusters and the rates of epenthesis related to these 
structures. As we can see, in 59% of the clusters ZsmZ and ZsnZ, the ZsZ was voiced
by the subjects, and, out o f these, 82% were pronounced with epenthesis. A much 
lower rate o f epenthesis (40%) was obtained in the productions without the voicing
clusters. In this case, in 55% of the structures the / s /  was voiced by the subjects, and,
out o f this number, 73% caused epenthesis. Only 41% of the /s/-liquid clusters
produced without the voicing of /s /  caused epenthesis. These results show that the
voicing assimilation o f these structures is apparently related to the high rates o f 
epenthesis obtained for /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters, but a statistical analysis would
be necessary here in order to present more reliable results.
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Table 12 : The voicing assimilation of /sZ-nasal and /sAIiquid clusters and their 
corresponding rates of epenthesis
/sAnasai /sMiqiiid
N'prod’s 310 156
r + v d 183 86
Rate -i-vd 59% 55%
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Figure 12 : The voicing assimilation of /sZ-nasal and /sZ-liquid clusters and their 
corresponding rates of epenthesis
/s/-nasal /s/-liquid
Type of cluster
Table 13 : Rate of epenthesis by voicing
/s/-nasa} /»/•liqald
K {+ v4\ 183 86
N^epeo 150 63
Rate epcn 82% 73%
127 70
N^epe» 51 29
Rate open 40% 41%
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Figure 13 : Rate of epenthesis by voicing
Rate epen 13 Voiced 
H Voiceless
/s/-nasal /sZ-liquid
Type of cluster
4.3.4- Discussion of clusters in violation vs. clusters not in violation
Both individual and group results concerning hypothesis 2 have shown that 
strength relationships within the syllable did not have the expected effect on the 
difficulty these learners found in handling initial clusters of two and three segments. In 
fact, /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters actually caused more epenthesis than /s/-stop 
clusters, which violate the Syllable Structure Condition. As previously mentioned, a
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statistical test would be necessary for the results concerning /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid 
clusters.
A particular characteristic o f Brazilian EFL learners was observed in the output 
of these subjects: the voicing assimilation of the segment I s /  in /sZ-nasal and /s/-
liquid clusters. Based on my own teaching experience, I have noticed that these 
clusters are usually troublesome to Brazilians, first, because they tend to voice this 
fricative, and, second, because the voicing assimilation of this fricative seems to be 
somehow linked with the placement o f an epenthetic vowel. The voicing assimilation 
o f I s /  can be attributed to LI influence, since this sibilant is always voiced in
Portuguese when preceding nasals or liquids, although in Portuguese they are 
always in separate syllables. The words eslavo / e z . l a . vu/, asma / a z . ma/, desligar
/d e z .  l i .  gaxA Oslo /o z . l u /  illustrate this phenomenon. The results o f this study
seem to indicate that the voicing assimilation of /s /  somehow facilitates epenthesis, but
this fact needs to be further investigated. The effect of voicing was not one of the 
original hypotheses and the test was not set up to test this hypothesis. A statistical 
analysis was not carried out. However, since the differences in the percentage were 
great, it does not appear quite likely that inappropriate voicing assimilation was 
related to the rate o f epenthesis.
A possible explanation for this relationship is that voiced consonants are 
more marked than voiceless consonants, and therefore, are expected to cause more 
epenthesis. Silva (forthcoming) found that final voiced consonants caused more
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epenthesis than final voiceless consonants. Thus, the voicing assimilation o f / s /  in
/s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters may explain the fact that these structures were more 
frequently modified than the bi-literal and tri-literal /s/-stop clusters, since the stops 
found in /s/-stop clusters are all voiceless and cannot cause voicing assimilation. In 
fact, results obtained from the analysis of both these structures showed that the / s /  in
the /s/-sonorant clusters was frequently voiced by the learners, and that epenthesis 
occurred at a much greater rate when /s /  was voiced.
The voicing assimilation of / s /  and its effect on the results obtained can be
related to one of Greenberg’s (1965 :23) generalisations : that voiceless obstruents are 
said to dominate over voiced obstruents in both clusters o f obstruent + obstruent and 
clusters o f obstruent + sonant. In other words, voiced obstruents are more marked 
than voiceless obstruents in these clusters. Although Greenberg is clearly referring to 
relationships within obstruent-obstruent pairs and within obstruent-sonant pairs, it is 
quite possible that across-cluster-markedness relationships concerning voicing 
assimilation exist besides. Thus, the voicing o f /s /  in initial in initial /s/-nasal and /s/-
liquid clusters may make these clusters (voiced obstruent + sonant) more marked than 
the bi-literal and tri-literal clusters in violation o f the Syllable Structure Condition 
(voiceless obstruent + obstruent), and, thus, be the explanation for /s/-nasal and /s/- 
liquid clusters causing more epenthesis than /s/-stop clusters. Perhaps length o f cluster 
and strength relations within the syllable play only a secondary role in facilitating
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epenthesis, while the markedness of segments which constitute a given cluster seems 
to be the most influential factor.
One more aspect to be mentioned in regard to /s/-nasal clusters and /s/-liquid 
clusters is that the difference in the rates o f epenthesis between these structures was 
probably not statistically significant, since the total rate o f epenthesis obtained for /s/- 
nasal clusters was only nine percentage-points higher than the total rate o f epenthesis 
for /s/-nasal clusters. Thus, this result and the results concerning homorganic 
advantage of /sm/ over /sn /, although probably not statistically significant, are at least
in the same direction o f the findings o f Carlisle (1988, in Carlisle, 1994 ;235), who 
investigated the frequency of epenthesis before the onsets /sm , s n ,  s i /  in
controlled environments. His hypothesis was based on another o f Greenberg’s 
(1965 .27) language universais, which states that a language which has obstruent-nasal 
onsets will also have obstruent-liquid onsets. Thus, according to this universal, 
obstruent-nasal onsets are more marked than obstruent-liquid onsets. The results 
obtained by Carlisle (ibid) showed that the /sm/ cluster caused the highest frequency of
epenthesis followed by /sn /, and then by / s i / .  The fact that /sm/ caused a higher
frequency o f epenthesis than /s n /  led him to try to draw a parallel between his results
and those o f Greenberg (ibid :29), who found that a coda o f a nasal + homorganic 
obstruent was less marked than a coda of a nasal + heterorganic obstruent. Thus, 
Carlisle’s explanation for the /s n /  cluster being easier than /sm/ cluster was that in the
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former the segments are homorganic and, therefore, more easily articulated, whereas 
in the latter they are heterorganic. The results of the present study lean in the 
direction o f homorganic advantage for /s/-nasal clusters, and also for the bi-literal /s/- 
stop clusters. If  this advantage really does exist, however, it disappears with the 
influence o f the additional segment in the tri-literal /s/-stop clusters. A statistical 
analysis would be necessary in order to make a stronger claim in relation to the 
homorganic advantage obtained for these clusters.
Markedness relationships related to voicing, as discussed above, associated 
with strength relationships within the syllable, may help us clarify the results obtained 
for hypothesis 2. As commented by Carlisle (1991 :91), the difference in sonority 
between the first and the second member o f an onset may influence the rate o f 
epenthesis, since this rate tends to increase as the difference in degree o f sonority 
between the two segments decreases. If  we consider that nasals are less sonorant than 
liquids, which implies a smaller difference in degree o f strength between nasals and the 
fricative Is /  than between liquids and /s /, we can then understand why the rate o f
epenthesis before /sm/ and /s n /  onsets was higher than before / s l / .
Another explanation for liquids being easier than nasals in regard to these 
clusters is the fact that Portuguese allows /I/ in the second position within the syllable 
after bilabials and velar stops (e.g. pluma /p lu .m a /-  “plume”, gloho / g lo .b u / -
“globe”) whereas /m/ and /n / are never found in this ‘position, regardless o f the
consonant in first position.
8 8
Overall, the analysis concerning strength relationships within the syllable 
yielded both expected results and results which were unexpected but explainable 
through markedness theory. On the one hand, results obtained for /s/-nasal clusters 
versus /s/-liquid clusters were expected according to the theory o f markedness and to 
the Syllable Structure Condition, although a statistical analysis would be necessary 
here in order to make a stronger claim. On the other hand, results concerning initial 
/s/-clusters in violation o f the Syllable Structure Condition versus initial /sZ-clusters not 
in violation appeared, at first, contrary to both hypothesis two and the theory of 
markedness. However, after verifying that /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters become 
more marked than /s/-stop clusters due to the voicing assimilation o f /s /  (Greenberg,
1965 :23), we can, then, say that these results went only against hypothesis two, but 
not against the theory o f markedness.
In addition to markedness, the exceptionality of / s /  can also help explain the
results obtained in this study. Hooper (1976 ;218) points out this exceptionality, 
which makes /s /  behave differently in different languages. In English and Icelandic,
for instance, it is considered a very strong consonant and can occur before and after 
obstruents in syllable final position in English. In Spanish, on the other hand, Isl  is
considered a rather weak consonant in terms o f its distribution, since Asy-stop clusters 
cannot be found in this language. The vs/ in Portuguese is also considered to be a
weak consonant, due to the fact that it becomes voiced in voiced environments. In
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Icelandic, on the other hand, where I s /  is regarded as a strong consonant, it never
voices in voiced environments (Istre, 1981 :191). The fact that learners found /s/-stop 
clusters easier than /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters, in spite o f their violation o f the 
Syllable Structure Condition, may be somehow linked with the exceptionality o f this 
segment.
Tropf (1987) also found the sonority factor to be relevant for the choice o f 
certain variants in the production of onsets o f the form /JC(C)/, but only investigated
clusters which were in conformity with the canonical syllable structure. So, although 
her results are consistent with the results obtained here for /s/-nasal in relation to /s/- 
liquid clusters, they cannot be directly related to those obtained in this study for 
clusters in violation o f the Syllable Structure Condition, where the sonority 
relationship between the first and the second segment o f onsets by itself did not prove 
to be the most important variable constraint in facilitating epenthesis.
One more possible explanation for the results showing a greater rate of 
epenthesis before clusters not in violation of the SSC is related to frequency of 
exposure. There are eight different types of /s/-stop clusters as opposed to four types 
o f /s/-sonorant clusters, giving learners a greater exposure to the former.
Summing up the discussion, the results concerning the comparison o f /s/-nasal 
clusters to /s/-liquid clusters, although possibly not statistically significant, tended 
toward conformity with both the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) 
(Eckman, 1987a) and The Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH) (Eckman,
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Moravicsik, & Wirth, 1989, in Eckman 1991). In relation to the MDH, /s/-nasal 
clusters, as expected, caused somewhat more epenthesis than /s/-liquid clusters, since 
the former type o f cluster is more marked than the latter (Greenberg, 1965 :27). Also, 
within the class o f nasals, /sm/ was expected to cause more epenthesis than /sn /, since
the segments in this particular cluster are heterorganic whereas in /s n /  they are
homorganic (Carlisle, 1994 :235). In relation to the SCH, results o f /s/-nasal vs. /s/- 
liquid clusters also supported this hypothesis, since /s/-nasal clusters caused somewhat 
more epenthesis than /s/-liquid clusters, and, the heterorganic cluster /sm/ caused 
somewhat more epenthesis than the homorganic cluster /sn/. These results showed that 
the universals that hold for the primary language (English) also held for the subjects’ 
interlanguages, since the more marked type of clusters in English (/s/-nasal clusters 
and heterorganic clusters) produced the highest rates o f epenthesis in the subjects 
interlanguages. These results, though, need to be fUrther investigated due to the lack 
o f a statistical analysis.
Results concerning clusters in violation of the Syllable Structure Condition vs. 
clusters not in violation appear to contradict the MDH and the SCH if the only 
variable taken into consideration were the sonority relationship between the first and 
the second member o f these onsets. In this case, according to the MDH, /s/-clusters in 
violation were expected to cause more epenthesis than /s/-clusters not in violation, 
since they do not exist in the native language (Portuguese) and are also more marked 
in the target language (English). In regard to the SCH, /s/-clusters in violation o f the
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Syllable Staicture Condition are not expected to exist in the interlanguages o f the 
subjects without the prior existence of clusters not in violation. However, if we 
consider the fact that the first member of /s/-nasal and /s/-liquid clusters was mostly 
pronounced as /z / by the subjects, and that it led to the formation of a more marked
ty p e  o f  c lu s te r  ( v o ic e d  o b s t r u e n t  +  s o n a n t)  in  o p p o s i t io n  to  a  le s s  m a r k e d  ty p e
(voiceless obstruent + obstruent), results, then, were in accordance with both 
the MDH and the SCH, since the more marked-type of cluster caused more epenthesis 
than the less marked type.
The issue of environment is the topic to be discussed in the next section.
4.4- The consonantal strength hierarchy across syllables
Hypothesis 3 was based on Hooper’s (1976:220) principle o f strength relations 
across syllables, which was further reformulated by Murray & Venneman (1983:520) 
into the Syllable Contact Law, which says, “the tendency for a syllabic structure A$B 
to change, where A and B are marginal segments and a and b are the Consonantal 
Strength values o f A and B respectively, increases with the value of a minus 6 .” In 
other words, the more the consonantal strength of A exceeds that o f B, the greater the 
syllable structure violation will be, and the more likely some remedial measures will be 
employed in order to improve syllable contact. Applying this law for diachronic 
change in primary language to interlanguage phonology, it was predicted that due to 
the effect o f strength relations across syllables learners would have greater difficulty in
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producing initial Is/ clusters preceded by segments o f greater or equal strength value
than those preceded by segments o f lesser strength value.
To test this prediction, eight categories o f environment were elaborated 
according to the degree of strength of segments. The strength value for each o f these 
categories was calculated based on the consonantal strength hierarchy below proposed 
by Hooper (1976 :206). Notice that affricates are not represented in this scale, but 
were given value 7 since Hooper (ibid) believes that they should be placed at the very 
end. Vowels are not represented either, since it is a consonantal strength scale, but 
were given the lowest strength value (0 ) due to the fact that they always occupy the 
peak of the syllable.
glides liquids nasals
voiced voiceless continuants voiceless
contmuants voiced stops stops
In order to establish the difference in strength between the environment and 
/s /, the segment which initiated all clusters, the strength value o f /s /, which is (5), was
subtracted from the strength value of the environment , which preceded the cluster. For 
instance, either o f the affricates / t  S , d s /  minus the voiceless fricative /s /  gives a
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Strength value o f (+2), since 7-5= +2. Below are the syllable contact numbers 
obtained by subtracting /s/ from the environment.
• Affricates / t  S , d s /  : value (+2 )
• Voiceless stops / p , t , k  / : value (+1)
• Voiceless continuants and voiced stops /b , d , g , s ,  f , 6 , J / ; value (0)
• Voiced continuants / z , v , 3 , 3/ : value (-1 )
• Nasals/m, n , r ) / : value (-2)
• Liquids / j , 1/ : value (-3)
• V o w els/i, u , o u , a i ,  a u , 0 1 / ;  value (-5)
Besides the syllable contact numbers mentioned above, the null environment 
was also considered. It occurred either when subjects paused between the word which 
supplied the environment and the word with the /s /  cluster or when the word with the
/s/-cluster initiated a sentence. Glides would have been difficult to place in the 
position of environment, and were, therefore, not included in the analysis. Vowels 
which were nasalized due to LI interference were assigned the same strength value as 
those not nasalized. It is important to mention that although the test was designed 
with the same number o f sentences for each environment, some of the environments
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occurred more often than others because o f substitution. For instance, final / I /  was 
often substituted by /u / or /u / due to LI interference, since this liquid is never realised
as such at the end of the syllable in Portuguese.
In the results o f hypothesis 3, as for hypotheses 1 and 2, epenthesis is 
expressed in percentages. These percentages were calculated by dividing the number 
o f occurrences o f epenthesis in a given environment by the number o f sentences which 
contained that environment. The rates o f epenthesis for each environment will be 
given first for each individual and then for the whole group. Two complementary 
analyses will be carried out for the whole group : one comparing environments o f 
lesser strength to environments of equal or greater strength and to null context, and 
the other comparing environments in terms o f whether they were vowels, consonants 
or simply null.
4.4.1- Analysis of the syllable contact numbers
The results displayed in Table 14 and Figure 14 show the rates of epenthesis o f 
all subjects individually for the different syllable contact numbers. For subject 1, the 
highest rate o f epenthesis (60%) was caused by null context, followed by 57% for the 
syllable contact number [0], 55% for [+2], 45% for [-2], 43% for [-1], 31% for both 
[-5] and [+1], and 11% for [-3]. For subject 2, the highest rate of epenthesis (100%) 
was obtained for the syllable contact numbers [+2] and [-3], followed by 87% for [-
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1], 80% for [-5], 75% for null context, 74% for the syllable contact number [-2], 73% 
for [0], and 63% for [+1], For subject 3, the highest frequency o f epenthesis (6 8 %) 
was caused by the syllable contact number [+2 ] ,  followed by 61% for [-1], 60% for [- 
5], 53% for null context, 50% for the syllable contact number [-3], 44% for [0], and, 
finally, 18% for [+1], For subject 4, the frequencies o f epenthesis were as follow : 
85% for null context and for the syllable contact number [-1], 75% for both [-3] and [-
2], 63% for [-5], 54% for [0], 44% for [+2], and 22% for [+1], In regard to subject 5, 
a rate o f epenthesis o f 72% was obtained for the syllable contact number [+2], 
followed by 67% for null context, then 55% for the syllable contact number [-5], then 
50% for [-3], 39% for [-2], 38% for [0], 31% for [-1], and finally, 13% for [+1], 
The rates o f epenthesis o f subject 6 were as follow : 85% for the syllable contact 
number [-3], 75% for null context, 70% for the syllable contact number [-1], 6 8 % for 
[-5], 54% for [+2], 43% for [0], 41% for [+1], and 27% for [-2],
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Table 14 : Individual rates of epen. for the different syllable contact numbers
Null ■^5 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2
N" prod 87 61 9 22 7 60 26 9
■ 1 N"epen 52 19 1 10 3 34 8 5
Rale ipcn 60% 31% 11% 45% 43% 57% 31% 55%
147 30 4 19 16 37 19 12
S2 n u p m n o 24 4 14 14 27 12 12
Rate «pen 75% 80% 100% 74% 87% 73% 63% 100%
N'prod 45 52 8 23 23 66 39 25
S3 N”epen 24 31 4 7 14 29 7 17
Rate cpcrt 53% 60% 50% 30% 61% 44% 18% 68%
111 46 4 16 13 46 23 18
S4 94 29 3 12 11 25 5 8
Kate epen 85% 63% 75% 75% 85% 54% 22% 44%
N^prod 30 60 12 23 16 81 30 25
■ N" epen 20 33 6 9 5 31 4 18
Rate cpcn 67% 55% 50% 39% 31% 38% 13% 72%
68 54 13 22 20 74 27 13
■ 1 N"«pen 51 37 11 6 14 32 11 7
Rate epen 75% 68% 85% 27% 70% 43% 41% 54%
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Figure 14 : Individual rates of epenthesis for the different syllable contact
numbers
Subject
t32
o o
□-1
0 -2
□  -3
□  -5
□  Null
Group results were important for statistical reasons because o f the fact that the 
number o f sentences within each category was small. General tendencies could be 
masked in the report of the individual results. The results concerning the frequencies 
o f epenthesis obtained for the whole group of subjects for the different syllable contact 
numbers show that the highest rates come from the positive end o f the scale- 6 6 % for
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(+2), and then from the middle of the scale- 64% for (-1), and then from the negative 
end- 57% for (-5). The lowest rate- 29% for (+1)- is next to the highest at the 
positive end o f the scale. It is obvious that there is no sequence according to the 
syllable contact numbers (Table 15 and Figure 15).
Table 15 : Group rates of epenthesis for the different syllable contact numbers
Null -5 -3 -2 -1 0 +I +2
N ’pn>d’s 488 303 50 125 95 364 164 102
N® epeit 351 173 29 58 61 178 47 67
Rate epen 72% 57% 58% 46% 64% 49% 29% 66%
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Figure 15 : Group rates of epenthesis for the different syllable contact number
Null -3 - 2 - 1 0  1
Syllable Contact Number
Environments were also analysed according to whether they were null, 
environments o f lesser strength ([-5], [-3], [-2], [-1]), and environments o f equal or 
greater strength ([0], [+1], [+2]). Table 16 and Figure 16 show that the frequency of 
epenthesis was considerably higher after the null context (72%) than after the other 
two. As to the difference between environments o f greater or lesser strength, contrary 
to expectations, more epenthesis was produced after segments o f lesser strength 
(56%) than those o f greater strength (46%), making it impossible to support 
hypothesis 3, based on Murray and Vennemann’s Syllable Contact Law.
1 0 0
Table 16 : Rates of epenthesis for null context, environments of lesser strength 
and environments of equal or greater strength
Null Lesser Strength Equai/greater strength
N ^ ro d ’s 488 573 630
N**epen 351 321 292
Rate epen 72% 56% 46%
Figure 16 : Rates of epenthesis for null context, environments of lesser strength 
and environments of equal or greater strength
80%
70%
60%
50%
RATE EPEN 40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1 7 ^
Null
context
Lesser
strength
Environment
Equal or 
greater 
strength
An analysis v^ a^s also conducted in which environments were divided into 
vowels, consonants or simply null. Results displayed on Table 17 and Figure 17 show 
that the highest rate of epenthesis occurred after the null context (72%), followed by
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vowels (57%) and finally, by consonants (49%). The total rate o f epenthesis obtained 
for the null context was fifteen percentage-points higher than that obtained for vowels, 
and twenty-three percentage-points higher than that obtained for consonants. There 
was very little difference between the total rate o f epenthesis for vowels and the total 
rate for consonants, the former actually being eight percentage-points higher. 
Although results concerning vowels and, consonants showed a slight tendency to be 
contrary to the expectations, a statistical analysis would be necessary here in order to 
say that vowels caused more epenthesis than consonants.
Table 17 : Rates of epenthesis for null context, vowels and consonants
Null context Vowels Consonants
N" prod’s 488 303 900
N”epen 351 173 440
Rate epcn 72% 57% 49%
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Figure 17 : Rates of epenthesis for null context, vowels and consonants
Null context Vowels
Environment
Consonants
An analysis comparing voiced/voiceless obstruent pairs in the context was 
conducted in order to verify if these subgroups of consonants could be acting as 
variable constraints. The rates o f epenthesis for the voiced stops were 69% for /b/,
52% for /d/, and 85% for /g/. In regard to the voiceless stops, the rates were 28% for
/p/, 27% for / t / ,  and 23% for /k/. The rates of epenthesis for the voiced fricatives
were 45% for /v/, 25% for /3/, 63% for /z/, and 100% for /3 /. Voiceless fricatives
yielded the following rates of epenthesis : 32% for /f / ,  11% for /0/, 40% for /s /, and
27% for III. The rates of epenthesis for the affricates were 8 6% for the voiced l&^l
and 49% for the voiceless / t  J/. Thus, the results show that, in every case, the rate for
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the voiced member o f the pair was much greater than the rate for the voiceless 
member, and in half of the pairs the rate for the voiced member was more than twice 
as great. Collapsing these results, the average rate o f epenthesis for voiced obstruents 
was (69%), compared to less than half- 31%- for voiceless obstruents. It appears 
clear that voicing assimilation in the environment is a very important variable (Table 
18 and Figure 18).
Table 18 : Rates of epenthesis for voiced/voiceless obstruent pairs in the context
Voiced Obstruents
/b / /a / /a / /2J Tôiai
N" prod s^ 49 73 66 22 4 54 14 56 338
N“epen 34 38 56 10 1 34 14 48 235
Rate epen 69% 52% 85% 45% 25% 63% 1 0 0 % 86% 69%
Voiceless Obstruents
/p / / t / fkf / f / /e / /S / W / t s / Total
NT prod's 46 62 57 87 27 35 29 49 392
13 17 13 28 3 14 8 24 120
K«t«e{)eo 28% 27% 23% 32% 11% 40% 27% 49% 31%
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Figure 18 : Rates of epenthesis for voiced/voiceless obstruent pairs in the context 
(Dark bar: voiceless / Light bar: voiced)
Environment
to w  iS iS"  5 o o
4,4.2- Discussion of the different environments
In the individual analysis, only results o f subject 1 supported the hypothesis 
based on Murray and Venneman’s (1983 :520) Syllable Contact Law, since this 
subject produced more epenthesis after environments of equal or greater strength
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(49%) than after environments o f lesser strength (33%), although the highest rate of 
epenthesis (60%) was obtained for null context. The results o f the remaining subjects 
(2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 ) contradicted the Syllable Contact Law in the sense that 
environments o f lesser strength caused somewhat more epenthesis than environments 
o f equal or greater strength. Three out of these subjects (4, 5, and 6 ) produced more 
epenthesis after null context than any other type o f environment. The tendency 
showed by the results which were contrary to the SCL would have to be fiirther 
investigated by carrying out a statistical analysis
Results for the whole group demonstrate that there was little difference 
between the total rate of epenthesis for environments of lesser strength (56%) and the 
total rate for environments o f equal or greater strength (46%). The former actually 
being ten percentage-points higher than the latter. The null context, which caused the 
highest frequency of epenthesis (72%), was sixteen percentage-points higher than 
environments o f lesser strength, and twenty-six percentage-points higher than 
environments o f equal or greater strength. Thus, although it cannot be said from these 
data that results contradict the hypothesis based on Murray and Vennemam’s Syllable 
Contact Law, since no statistical analysis was conducted they certainly do not support 
it. No relation was found between the syllable contact numbers and the way the 
frequency of epenthesis increased or decreased. In other words, the frequency o f 
epenthesis did not increase gradually from the syllable contact numbers o f lesser 
strength to those of equal or greater strength. Rather, no consistency was found in 
regard to these numbers. Thus, these results show that strength relations across the
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syllable by themselves did not seem to influence the rate o f epenthesis produced by the 
subjects.
The null environment was the only type o f environment which expressed a 
consistently high rate o f epenthesis in all the analyses conducted. Only in the 
individual analysis o f subjects 2 and 3 this environment did not cause the highest rate 
o f epenthesis. The reason why the null context induced epenthesis to such a high 
degree may have to do with the fact that when words are said in the stream o f speech 
some instantiations o f epenthetic vowel may be deleted, and may, therefore, surface 
much less ofien in the speech o f learners than when they occur before a word initiating 
a sentence or before a word which is preceded by pause. In Tarone’s study (1987a) 
o f epenthesis after codas of single consonants, results regarding null context also 
yielded the highest rate o f epenthesis (50%) o f all environments considered.
Carlisle (1991 :85) considered vowels and consonants to be the only 
environmental constraints which influenced the rate o f epenthesis, since no significant 
result was obtained for the subgroups o f consonants soiioraiit vs. obstruents and 
voiced vs. voiceless ohstruents. The results of this study concerning vowels and 
consonants as environments did not corroborate those of Carlisle (1991, 1994), who 
found the frequency of epenthesis to be higher after word-final consonants than after 
word-final vowels. Tarone ( 1987a) also found a higher frequency o f epenthesis 
before word-initial consonants than word-initial vowels. In the present study, though, 
vowels induced epenthesis (57%) more frequently than consonants (49%), although 
this difference was not statistically confirmed. The subgroups voiced/voiceless 
obstruent pairs seem to have acted as environmental constraints, since the rate of
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epenthesis for the voiced obstruents was 69% while that for the voiceless obstruents 
was 31%. Again, the issue o f voicing assimilation seems to have played a crucial role 
in inducing epenthesis. In the results o f the previous section it was suggested that the 
voicing o f the fricative / s /  in initial /s/-clusters caused high rates o f epenthesis
produced by the subjects, since the voicing assimilation o f this fricative led /sZ-nasal 
and /sZ-liquid clusters to become more marked than s-stop clusters. In this section, 
results show that voiced obstruents caused the second highest frequency o f epenthesis 
(69%), followed by 57% obtained for vowels and 31% for voiceless obstruents. The 
highest rate o f epenthesis, though, was that obtained for null environment (72%). The 
difference between these total rates of epenthesis would have to be confirmed by a 
statistical analysis in order to make stronger claims concerning the degree o f difficulty 
o f these environments. A statistical test would be interesting specially for comparing 
voiced obstruents to vowels and null context to voiced obstruents, since the difference 
between these environments was rather small in terms o f percentage-point.
Carlisle (1991 ;90) states that both the degree of sonority of the preceding 
environment as well as the sonority relationships among the members o f initial ZsZ
clusters may affect the frequency in which epenthesis occurs. In the present study 
none of these constraints seems to have played a major role in affecting the rate o f 
epenthesis. Instead, markedness relationships in terms of voicing assimilation between 
members o f the initial ZsZ clusters acted as a more powerful constraint in inducing 
epenthesis than length of cluster or strength relations within and across syllables.
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Thus, a constraint different from those observed in previous studies could be proposed 
to influence the rate in which epenthesis occurs in second language acquisition.
The large range o f percentages obtained for the different syllable contact 
numbers seems to indicate that there is something in the environment affecting 
difficulty. For instance, the high rate of epenthesis for the null context may be related 
to the fact that speakers were not assisted by rhythm. Also, some syllable contact 
numbers (+2 , 0 , - 1) involve segments which require assimilation ( / t j , d 3 , J , z ,  3 /) a
process not usually present in the speech o f these learners. As already discussed, the 
results o f this study contradicted those obtained by Carlisle (1991) and Tarone 
(1987a), whose subjects were non-native speakers of English living in English- 
speaking countries. In the present study, none o f the subjects was fluent in English or 
had ever spent any time abroad. These aspects may have to do with the difference in 
the results obtained from previous research, since when there is a lack o f fluency, it 
may make no difference whether a word ends in a vowel or a consonant. In this study 
learners frequently could not make the assimilation between words.
All in all, there is some evidence that environment was relevant, but not in the 
direction o f previous research (the vowel vs. consonant constraints proposed by 
Carlisle, 1991) or in terms of the predictions made based on the syllable contact 
numbers. Silva’s (forthcoming) results were in the direction predicted by the same 
theory, but his study dealt with final singleton consonants, while the present study 
dealt with initial Isl clusters, which in themselves are exceptional.
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The resuhs of this study show that ahhough languages share many universal 
properties, some o f the individual features of the native language may sometimes play 
a more important role in the process o f acquisition than any o f the universal 
characteristics o f languages. This is the case of the voicing assimilation of the fricative 
/ s /  before nasals and liquids in different syllables in Portuguese. This particular
characteristic o f Portuguese seemed to have influenced the rate o f epenthesis to a 
higher degree than strength relations within and across syllables, aspects o f the 
syllable which are more universal.
4.5-Summary of Overall Results
The first hypothesis predicted that learners would have more difficulty in 
producing initial three-segment clusters than two-segment ones. The results o f the 
two analyses carried out in order to verify whether the length o f the cluster influenced 
the rate o f epenthesis were as follow s:
• when comparing /sC/ clusters vs. /sCC/ clusters independent o f cluster 
components, results show that there was very little difference between the total rate o f 
epenthesis for /sC/ structures and the total rate for /sCC/ structures. A statistical 
analysis would be necessary in order to confirm that the /sC/ structures caused more 
epenthesis than the /sCC/ structures.
• when comparing clusters grouped by their second component, results show 
that /sCC/ clusters caused somewhat more epenthesis than /sC/ for two groups o f
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clusters analysed, while in the third group o f clusters /sC/ structures were more 
difficult to produce than /sCC/. Because o f the small difference between the total 
rates o f epenthesis for the /sC/ and for the /sCC/ clusters, it cannot be said from these 
data that the tri-literal structures caused more difficulty.
Thus, the results concerning the first hypothesis showed that cluster length alone 
did not determine the rate o f epenthesis, since, in general, /sC/ clusters caused 
somewhat more epenthesis than /sCC/ clusters. This would have to be further 
investigated in future research in the field.
The second hypothesis predicted that clusters in violation of the sonority 
hierarchy principle / s p ,  s t , s k ,  s p j , s t  j , s p l , skw / would cause more epenthesis
than clusters not in violation / s l , sm, sn /. Results demonstrated that clusters which
are not in violation actually caused somewhat more epenthesis than clusters which are 
in violation, therefore, showing that strength relations within the syllable did not act as 
a crucial factor in causing epenthesis. In spite of the great difference between the 
rates of epenthesis obtained for the /s/-sonorant clusters in relation to the /s/-stop 
clusters, a statistical test would be necessary in order to confirm that the former causes 
more epenthesis than the latter.
The third hypothesis predicted that strength relations across the syllable would 
affect the difficulty learners would find in producing initial /s /  clusters. Results
showed that strength relations across the syllable did not act as a crucial factor in 
causing epenthesis, since there was very little difference between the total rate of 
epenthesis for environments o f lesser strength and the total rate for environments of
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equal or greater strength. Also, there was no tendency for epenthesis to increase or 
decrease with the degree o f difference in strength across syllables.
Environment was found to be important, not in terms of the difference in 
strength between A $ B, but in terms of the degree o f markedness regarding voicing
assimilation. Markedness relationships o f voicing assimilation were found to be
r
important not only in the environment, but also with the clusters themselves. Thus, 
the voicing assimilation o f /s /  in clusters not in violation (/s/-nasal and /s/-liquid) made
them become more marked than /sZ-clusters in violation (/s/-stop), and, consequently, 
more difficult to be produced. In this study, markedness relationships o f voicing 
assimilation seem to have predominated over strength relationships within and across 
the syllable.
It is important to point out that a statistical analysis would be necessary in this 
study only to confirm the unexpected results obtained for each o f the hypotheses. 
That is to say, for showing that : a) bi-literal clusters cause more epenthesis than tri­
literal clusters ; b) clusters not in violation cause more epenthesis than clusters in 
violation ; c) environments o f lesser strength cause more epenthesis than environments 
o f equal or greater strength. In regard to the original hypotheses, it was possible to 
answer them even without a statistical test, since all results tended in the opposite 
direction.
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Chapter 5- Conclusion
5 .1 -Limitations of the Research
The resuhs o f this study would have been more reliable if the following aspects 
were improved :
a) stalistical analysis- a statistical test would be necessary in order to confirm 
the unexpected results obtained for the hypotheses as well as to confirm the results 
concerning the voicing assimilation o f /s/. It would not be necessary, though, in order 
to answer the original hypotheses ;
h) a larger number o f sub jects ;
c) various socioHnguistic contexts- different sociolinguistic contexts could 
have been used besides list-reading. The resuhing pronunciation would have been 
less accurate in free speech than in word-list reading, but the patterns found would 
most likely have been the same. The use o f various sociolinguistic and 
phonological contexts can be illustrated by Beebe’s (1988) study. She, the first 
SLA researcher to follow Labov (Dickerson, 1974), tested 10 subjects over 9 
months in 3 different speech “styles” : free speech, dialogue reading and word-list 
reading. She also included different phonological contexts. For all the subjects the 
list-reading produced the most accurate pronunciation and the free speech the least 
accurate. They were also consistent in reacting to the phonological contexts- the 
same contexts elicited more or less accurate pronunciation for all subjects. The
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easier the sociolinguistic context (speech style) and the phonological context, the 
more accurate the variable produced, but the patterns were the same.
d) one more rater in order to have interrater reliahility.
The ideal way to conduct this research would have been by improving all the 
limitations just mentioned, but it was not possible due to the limited scope o f this 
research (Master’s thesis). Thus, 1 would suggest that all these aspects were taken 
into consideration in a group research in the field.
5.2- Theoretical Implications
In this section, some suggestions will be made concerning the theories used in this 
study in relation to the resuhs obtained. According to Anderson (1987 :283), longer 
clusters are more marked than shorter clusters, and therefore, more difficult to be 
acquired. If this statement is to be applied on a universal basis, /sC/ clusters should 
have been easier than /sCC/ clusters. However, results showed that, at least for this 
particular group o f learners, shorter clusters caused more epenthesis than longer 
clusters, thus, casting doubt on the degree to which SL production is constrained by 
UG. Perhaps we should be more cautious and say that the extent to which learners 
have access to these principles and parameters is directly related to the interaction 
between their native language and the target language. This seems to be a plausible 
explanation o f why results did not support the influence o f UG in terms o f cluster
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length, but did support the influence of UG in regard to markedness relationships in 
terms o f voicing, both in the environment and within the cluster itself
Young-Scholten (1994) investigated one o f the principles o f sonority, the sonority 
sequencing generalisation, based on the production of initial clusters by Arabic 
learners in a study conducted by Broselow (1987). She concluded that phonological 
principles o f UG are accessible to second language learners, since the subjects who 
took part in that research were sensitive to the violations o f the sonority sequencing 
generalisation in some o f the initial /sC/ clusters. In the present study, however, 
clusters not in violation of the Syllable Structure Conditioning caused more epenthesis 
than clusters in violation. Again, results were contrary to predictions made by UG, at 
least from the perspective o f strength relations.
Hooper’s (1976) theory o f universal and language-specific syllable structure
• served as the basis for this research. In her theory she proposes a universal condition 
on preferred syllable structure which determines, among other aspects o f the syllable, 
that the degree o f strength o f the consonantal segments which comprise a syllable 
should decrease from syllable-initial position towards the nucleus. Hooper also 
proposes that a syllable-initial C be stronger than the immediately preceding syllable- 
final C, a principle which was further reformulated by Murray & Venneman 
(1983 :520) and served as the basis for the Syllable Contact Law. According to the 
Syllable Contact Law, the more the consonantal strength of A exceeds that o f B, the 
greater the syllable structure violation will be, and the more likely some remedial 
measures will be employed in order to improve syllable contact. If we analyse the 
results o f this research in relation to the theory on which it was based, we can see that
1 1 5
Strength relations within and across the syllable did not have much effect on the 
production o f initial /sZ-clusters, since clusters in violation of the Syllable Structure 
Conditioning caused less epenthesis than clusters not in violation, the only exception 
being the comparison between nasals and the lateral, and environments o f equal or 
greater strength caused less epenthesis than environments of lesser strength. Thus, 
there is very little support in the results o f this study for the relevance o f strength 
relations within or across the syllable to second language acquisition. Rather, the 
results concerning the tendency to voice the sibilant in voiced environments indicate 
that native-language transfer has taken preference over UG. It can be said, then, 
that results o f this study have not demonstrated any link between second language 
acquisition o f /s/-clusters and diachronic language change, the perspective from which 
the syllable was investigated by Murray & Venneman.
5.3- Pedagogical Implications
The results o f several studies (Patkowski, 1994; Carlisle, 1994; Yavas, 1994) 
conducted in the field of second language phonological acquisition have provided 
important information for the teaching of pronunciation. The findings o f such studies 
certainly enrich the instruction of pronunciation, since learners can have access to 
material and activities suitable to their levels and presented based on a hierarchy of 
difficulty. The grading of the teaching material implies presenting less complex 
structures first, followed by more complex structures. One of the greatest benefits 
provided by these findings is, in my opinion, the interaction between what takes place
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in research and what teachers actually do in class, since for many years researchers 
worked basically on their own, making no further use o f the resuhs obtained from their 
studies. Thus, the application o f these findings to the teaching of pronunciation works 
like a bridge connecting two separate worlds.
The role o f the teacher in the teaching of pronunciation should be that o f someone 
who makes use o f the latest findings in the field and adapts them to the learners’ 
reality. In other words, not all teaching suggestions made apply necessarily to all 
learners of different LI backgrounds. In fact, specific characteristics o f the native 
language should be considered carefully. To illustrate this fact, the present study 
resulted in a different hierarchy of difficulty than that obtained by Carlisle (1994), 
although both studies dealt with initial /s/-clusters. This difference may be related to 
the fact that in this study the subjects’ native language was Portuguese while in the 
study conducted by Carlisle the subjects’ native language was Spanish.
Carlisle (1994) suggests that less marked structures be presented to learners 
before more marked structures. Based upon his results, two-member onsets should 
be presented before three-member onsets, / s l /  cluster before /sm/ and /s n /  clusters,
/ s m , s n , s l /  before / s t , s k , s p / ,  and vocalic environment before consonantal
environments.
Results o f the present study indicate that when teaching the /s/-nasal and /s/- 
liquid clusters, the voiceless quality o f / s /  should be stressed, since the rate of
epenthesis increases dramatically with the voicing of /s /  in these structures. Another
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suggestion is that the environments in which the /s/-clusters appear should be practiced 
in the following sequence :
• Voiceless contexts
• Vowels
• Voiced contexts
The null context should be the last environment to be presented to learners. 
Learners should also be taught how to link words in order to avoid pauses, which 
helped increase the rate of epenthesis. Again, it is important to point out that these 
teaching points may be specific to native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese whose 
language differs in many respects from other languages already investigated.
5.4- Future Research
Besides the improvement o f all the limitations mentioned above, many aspects 
o f the present study could be changed in order to obtain more comprehensive and 
reliable results concerning the acquisition of initial /s/-clusters by Brazilian EFL 
learners. For instance, the difference between natural acquisition and classroom 
learning could also be investigated. Subjects would then be selected according to 
these two categories. One more change that could be made in relation to the present 
research is to have subjects divided into Spanish and Portuguese speakers. This would 
provide findings more specific to each of these languages, since most of the previous 
studies on /s/-clusters dealt basically with Spanish speakers.
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Concerning the corpus, my suggestion is that environments should be better 
controlled in order to collect a balanced amount of each o f the contexts. Substitutions 
o f environments occurred very frequently for different reasons. For instance. 111 was
rarely produced as a lateral, but usually as the vowel /u / due to native language
interference. The segment /3 / was frequently substituted by /d s /  due to spelling
interference. The phoneme /S/ was often replaced by /d / also because o f native
language interference. Thus, a better way of ensuring the production of these contexts 
could be developed in future research.
More essential than any of the suggestions made above is that researchers in 
the field of second language acquisition take a greater interest in the area o f phonology 
and, consequently, help enlighten this so neglected area o f second language teaching.
i l 9
Appendices 
Appendix A- Corpus 
1) sp Clusters
111- He speaks with the girls all the time. 
l e i  I- They spoilt everything.
/u/- How do you spell your name?
/ou/- No spitting on the floor.
/p/- That map specially attracted me.
/ t / -  Do not speed up, please.
/k/- The black spades are in the big box.
Isl- His father is a famous speech therapist.
Ill-  Your rush spoilt everything.
/f / -  People’s life span in Brazil is not very long.
/ t  J/-1  don’t like such spoilt children.
/0/- The twentieth Spanish person in the list is Carlos. 
Pol- The whole mob spoke to the minister.
/d/- A mad sponsor decided to pay for the conference, 
/g/- The big spatula is for the icing o f the cake.
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/z /- You should always specify what you want.
73/- She bought a beige spaniel.
/v/- Lots o f spectators were standing by the gate.
Idl- Children love playing with spades.
/dg/- We don’t give the judge special privileges.
/m/- There are some special effects in that film.
/n/- This has been done specially for you.
/r)/- They sang spectacular songs.
/ r / -  The beggar spelt his name.
I ll-  Several species of mammal are in danger o f extinction, 
null- Spaghetti is my favourite dish.
2) St Clusters
/ e i / -  You may stay here.
/u/- Those guys are too stubborn.
/ou /- No standing near the door. .
/ a i / -  My staff is better trained.
/p / - 1 hope steelworkers are not on strike, 
/ t / -  Don’t get stuck there.
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/k /-1  do not like stale bread.
/s /-  Hamley’s is a famous store in London.
I ll-  Don’t brush stallions in this area.
/f / -  Jeff steals all the time.
/0/- The cloth stains cannot be removed.
/ t  J/- That is such still water.
Pol- They rob students out in the park.
/d/- You should stand up for your rights.
/g/- The big stapler is better.
/z /- She was stabbed by her husband.
/3/- The rouge stuck on the clown’s face.
/v/- It’s all a matter o f style.
IQI- Clean the cut with sterilised cotton.
/d 3 /- The judge stood by the window.
/m/- I’m starving.
Ini- Mix all the ingredients and then stir the sauce, 
/r)/- You can see shooting stars at night.
/r / -  Peter stares at me every day.
I ll-  All staple diets are regular and basic, 
null- Students are not allowed in the hall.
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3) sk Clusters
/u/- If you do skateboarding you’re prone to having bad knees, 
/ou /- You should go skiing.
/a i / -  That guy skin-dives every weekend.
/au /- The cow skipped across the pasture.
/p /-1  hope skiving does not become common practice here, 
/ t / -  The cupboard was hanging a bit skew.
/k/- The book skips over adult life.
/s /-  Famous skinheads were present at the meeting.
I ll-  Josh skidded into the ditch.
/f / -  This section is a brief sketch of the school’s history.
/9/- Both skiers got hurt.
I t i l -  Which ski lift are you taking?
/b/- Bob skimps on his warm-up exercises all the time.
/d/- Some fish passed skimming along the bottom of the sea. 
/g/- Big skiffs are not allowed in this river.
/z /- She is skeptical about it.
/3 /- Beige skirtings were fitted on that house.
/v/- He has a nice pair o f skis.
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/3/- They acted with skill and conviction.
/d s /-  She was wearing a huge skirt.
/m/- Sam skinned his knee.
Ini- A human skeleton consists o f many bones.
/r)/- Long skeins of geese were flying over the rooftops. 
It I- Mark likes roller-skating.
Ill-  Paul skewered bits o f meat on the branches, 
null- Sketchpads are useful for drawing on.
4) sw Clusters
/ou /- A few years ago swearwords were rarely heard, 
/ a i / -  Thai sweets are delicious.
/au /- You must now swear on the Bible,
/o i / -  The boy swept the floor yesterday.
/p/- Stop swanking, please.
/ t / -  The showers brought swarms of insects to the place, 
/k/- Turtle-neck sweaters are beautiful.
Isl- This swampy area should be cleared.
I ll-  Josh swapped his old car for a new one,
/f / -  Think o f your wife sweating over the stove.
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/0/- Both swans belong to the local zoo.
/ t  y -W hich  sweater should I wear?
/b/- Bob swatted mosquitoes all night long.
/d/- David swore he would never tell anyone.
/g/- Big swastikas were drawn on the wall.
/z /- These swimmers were the winners.
73 /- Beige sweatbands were worn by the athletes.
/v/- These plants grow by the edges o f swamps.
/3/- You can find many people with swarthy complexions. 
/d 3 /- She worked at a huge switchboard.
/m/- Jim swaggered back to his place.
/n/- Wrap the baby in swaddling clothes.
/r)/- Don’t take a long swallow of this whiskey!
It I- Peter swam out into the sea.
/I / -  Michael swabbed the floor this morning, 
null- Sweets are bad for your teeth.
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5) sm Clusters.
I ll-  They always see smugglers crossing the border, 
/ou /- So smokers are not allowed here?
/au /- The bow smashed into the dock.
/o i /-S h e  gave me a coy smile.
/p/- This soup smells good.
/ t / -  I ’ve got small pox.
/k/- You look smart tonight.
/s /-  London is famous for its smog.
I ll-  Josh smirked and left the room.
/f / -  My wife smokes heavily.
/0/- They both smashed up the car.
/ t  J/- Each smithy should be cleared today.
Pol- Bob smiled at me.
/d/- His dad smacked him on the bottom.
/g/- Big smelters are used in this factory.
/z /- She said his smile was beautiful.
/3 /- She wore a beautiful beige smock.
/v/- They were accused o f smash-and-grab robbery.
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/S/- They used to fight with small arms.
/dg /- The wallpaper had huge smudges all over it. 
/m/- I ’ve got some small change.
Ini- The local cinema has been smartened up.
/r)/- They’re always making small talk.
It I- They are smartly dressed.
/ I / -  Bill smashed through the plate-glass wall, 
null- Smallholdings are very common in England.
6) sn Clusters
111- She snores every single night.
/e i / -  They snatched the paper from the man’s hand, 
/au /- How snobbish can she be?
101.1- 1 enjoy snuggling close to him.
/p/- Stop snivelling right now!
/ t / -  Look at the information and make it snappy.
Isl  They ate delicious snacks.
/k/- Jack snared me on purpose.
I ll-  Josh sneered at the idea.
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/f / -  His wife sniggered at him.
/0/- They both snicked their fingers with the knife.
/ t  J/- Which sniper shot at her?
/b / Bob sneaked up behind me.
/d/- The lid snapped shut.
/g/- There are many big snails around here.
/ z / - I ’m tired o f these snappish pupils.
/3 /- She likes her beige sneakers.
/v / - 1  would have snapped up a chance like that.
/3/- You have trouble with sneezing, don’t you?
/d 3 /- The hotel has a huge snack bar.
/m/- Children like the game ‘ snakes and ladder’.
/n/- Ian snagged his trousers on a bramble.
/r)/- The swamp is fiall of long snakes.
/r / -  These drugs cure snakebites.
I ll-  Beautiful snapdragons were planted in the garden, 
null- Snake charmers are very popular in India.
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7) sl Clusters
111- Paul uses many slang words.
/ e i / -  They sleep long hours every day.
/u/- Sue slapped him across the face.
/o i / -  The little boy sliced the bread.
/p/- Wake up sleepyhead!
/ t / -  Security has got a bit slack.
/k/- Jack slung the book across the room.
/s /-  She fell into a dreamless sleep.
I ll-  Josh slandered her behind her back.
/ f / -  There was a great rough slab in front o f the house. 
/0/- They both slept on the couch.
I t l l -  There was too much slapstick in the comedy.
Pol- Bob slunk away to his room.
/d/- Ted sloshed water all over the room.
/g/- She was given a big sledgehammer.
/z /- Mark is always slagging off his friends.
/3 /- She has a beautiful beige sleeping bag.
/v/- She is fond of slap-up meals.
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IQI- The baby’s eyes were clogged with sleep.
/d s /-  There is a huge slammer in this town.
/m/- Tom slowed down at the intersection.
/n/- Jack’s face has been slashed with broken glass, 
/r)/- My shirt has long sleeves.
/ r / -  Peter slammed the door.
/I / -  All sleepers are taken at the moment, 
null- Slackers are not well paid in this company.
8) spr Clusters
111- We sprayed a little perfiame over ourselves, 
/u/- Did you spread the news around?
/e i / -  They sprawled out on the bed last night, 
/ou /- That old man is so spry, it’s unbelievable!
/p / - 1  hope sprouts will come out.
/ t / -  They ate meat spring-rolls.
/k/- Jack sprained his ankle.
/s /-  This sprinkler is not working properly.
I ll-  They are having fresh spring-onions.
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/f / -  Jeff spread out the newspaper.
/0/- Both spring-rolls are spicy.
/ t  S/- Each spring we go to the country side.
/b/- Bob spring-cleaned the house last weekend.
/d/- The door o f the safe had sprung open.
/g/- Meg sprinted to her car.
/z /- He was sprung from prison.
/g/- It was a beige springboard made of wood.
/v/- They bought a couple o f springy mattresses.
IQI- She was caught with springboks in the trunk o f her car. 
/d s /-  The village sprawled all over the mountain.
/m/- Jim sprinkled the pie with sugar.
/n/- Paris is beautiful in springtime.
/r)/- He went on a drinking spree.
/r / -  Hair spray is very bad for the ozone layer.
I ll-  Small sprats are found in the sea. 
null- Sprayers should wear special clothes.
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9) spl Clusters
111- He splashed the water.
/ e i / -  The motorway splits this community in half.
/u/- They do splendid clay work.
/ou /- Peter is so splenetic sometimes.
/p/- We need to stop splinter groups from being formed, 
/ t / -  She wrote splendid detective novels.
/k/- Jack splurged on an expensive car.
/s /-  The police splashed through the shallow water.
I l l -  Don’t rush splenetic boy!
/f / -  This is a rough splintery surface.
/0/- Both splendiferous films were selected for the festival, 
/ t  S/- Which split peas do you want?
/b/- Little Kathy’s bib split.
/d/- There were loud splashes coming from the bathroom, 
/g/- I ’ve got a big splinter in my foot.
/z /- Food was splattered all over the kitchen wall.
/3 /- She wore a beige splint on one leg.
/v/- He did that in a burst of spleen.
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/3/-He pressed the mattress with splayed fingers.
/d s /-  It’s a huge split level house.
/m/- She was caring for him splendidly.
/n/- Brian spliced the film together.
/q/- That was an exciting splashdown.
It I- Peter splashed out and bought a new car.
/ I /  He heard an occasional splatter o f snow on the window, 
null- Splats were heard in the laundry area.
10) str Clusters
/ e i / -  Don’t say strange things.
/u/- They acted too strangely.
/ou/- You should go straight ahead.
/a i / -  My strategy is to avoid the enemy.
/p/- There was a sponge and a bar of soap strewed on the floor, 
/ t / -  Eight streets have been closed.
/k/- She told the joke straight-faced.
/s /-  Loose strands of wire can be dangerous.
I ll-  Have you been to the Turkish Straits?
1 3 3
/ f / -  His wife strongly influenced his choice.
/0/- Her bags had cloth straps.
/ t y -  How much stretching has she done?
/b/- Bob struggled to finish his paper.
/d / - 1 went to bed straightaway.
/g/- The big streetlamp was out.
/z /- These strawberries are delicious.
/3/- The rouge strangely disappeared.
/v/- She has a lot of strength;
Idl- There are hills abound with streams and waterfalls. 
/d 3 /- The village straggles down the hillside.
/m/- Relations between our families became strained.
Ini- Brendon strode along the river.
It\I- Betty’s hair is being straightened at the hairdresser’s, 
/ r / -  This has always been their struggle.
I ll-  He is a tall strapping boy.
null- Strict upbringing won’t do her any good.
11) skw Clusters
/u/- He’s chosen the blue square.
1 3 4
/ou /- No squads will be located at the border.
Ib.i I- That guy squandered his savings last weekend, 
/o i / -  You don’t seem to enjoy squalid flats.
/p/- Stop squelching, Peter!
/ t / -  They eat squash at every meal.
/k/- They look squarely at social problems.
/s /-  That was a delicious square meal.
I ll-  Josh squatted down under the tree.
/f /-  JefFsquealed on Paul.
/6/- Both squashy tomatoes were used in the salad.
/ t  J / - 1 like peach squash.
/b/- Bob squeezed the packs.
/d/- It was an area of a hundred square miles,
/g/- He gave her hand a big squeeze.
/z /- She always squabbles over little details.
/S/- His shirt had beige squares.
/v/- There are people living in conditions of squalor, 
IQI- 1 saw her with squirrels around her feet.
/d s /-  Village squatters were evicted this morning, 
/m/- It would have made him squeamish to look at it.
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/n/- The town square was well-kept.
/q/- There was a strong squall over the bay yesterday.
/ r / -  There was a car squashed between two lorries on the motorway. 
I ll-  Several squad cars were sent to the area, 
null- Square deals were given to them.
12) skr Clusters
/ou /- Only low scrub can survive on that land.
/ a i / - 1  scrabbled weakly at the sanded floor.
/au /- You don’t know how scrupulous he is.
/ o i / -  The oldest boy scribbled all over the floor.
/p / - 1 hope screenwriters will appear soon.
/ t / -  They offer a somewhat scrappy education.
/k/- He does not like scrambled eggs.
/s /-  The police scrawled on a piece o f paper.
I l l  Josh scrambled up the bank.
/f / -  Jeff scraped through his exams last semester.
/ 0 /- If we both scrape up enough money we can open a bar.
I t l l -  There is no policy concerning such screening.
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/b/- Rob screwed up his eyes as he faced the sun.
/d/- They both should scram.
/g/- Meg scratched the boy’s back.
/z / - 1  held his scraggy wrist.
/g/- It was written on a beige scroll.
/v/- It was made o f scraps o f old clothes.
/3/- The programme started off with scripted dialogue on tape 
/d s /-  It was a huge scrapbook.
/m/- Sam screamed in terror.
/n/- All nuts have been scraped.
/r)/- He bought a long screwdriver.
It I- You have to make your way over screes o f stones.
Ill-  People like small screens.
null- Scrufiy children can be found in the street.
Subjects 1 and 2
Appendix B- Transcriptions
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1) sp Clusters 
subject 1 subject 2
111- He speaks [ hispiks ] [ hispiks ]
/e  I / - They spoilt [ d e isp o ilt ] [d e l + spo ilt ]
/u/- you spell [ ju ispew  ] [je ispew  ]
/ou/- No spitting [ now  + + a sp ^ tiQ  ] [ d e isp jtin  ]
/p/- map specially [ m a p 0 speiili ] [ m ep  + ispejia li ]
/ t / -  not speed [ no tsp id  ] [no tsp id  ]
/k/- black spades [ b lek isp^ids ] [ blaekispeidz ]
/s /-  famous speech [ fe im a u sp iti  ] [ fa m a u s  + is|3 iti ]
III- msh spoih [ hAjspgju ] [ JA jespoilt ]
/ f / -  life span [ laif + 0 spaen ] [ laifspaen ]
/ t  S/- such spoih [ SAtiispgilt ] [ su tja sp g lit ]
/0/- twentieth Spanish [ tw e n ti + a sp en ij ] [ tw entieB  + spaen ii ]
/b/- mob spoke [ m ob + spow k ] [ m o b sp o w k  ]
/d/- mad sponsor [ med + 0sponsoj ] [ m edisponsoj ]
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/g/- big spatula [ b ig sp a ta la  ] [ bjgi + a sp a tu la  ]
/z /- always specify [ ayw eiz  + isp esifa i ] [ a lw eiz  + a sp e s ifa i ]
/g/- beige spaniel [ b e id 3  + sp e in jaw  ] [ b e id sisp en ja l ]
/v/- of spectators [ of + + sp e k te it0 js  ] [ of + sp e k ta to jz  ]
161- with spades [ w isp e is  ] [ w id azp e id z  ]
/dg/- judge special [ d3 Ad3 0  + a sp e fa w  ] [ 3 u d 3 ispeiiaw  ]
/m/- some special [ sA tnaspeiaw  ] [ som ispe iia l ]
/n/- done specially [ dA naspeiiali ] [ dA naspeiiali ]
It)I- sang spetacular [ se i]0 sp e tak ju l0 j ] [ seQ ispetekju laj ]
/r / -  beggar spelt [ b jg a rsp elt ] [ b a g a j + sp ew t ]
111- Several species [ s e v e ja u sp e s  ] [ sev e ja w  + + spjsiz ]
null- Spaghetti [ isp a g e ti ] [ s p a g e t ]
2 ) st Clusters
/e i / -  may stay [ m eiis te i ] [ m eiistei ]
/u/- too stubborn [ tu + stubojn ] [ tu + astubojn ]
/ou /- No standing [ nowstendin ] [ nowistendirj ]
/ a i / -  My staff [ maiistaf ] [ maistaef ]
/p/- hope steelworkers [ howpistiw ] [howp + estJiwojkejz ]
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/t /-  get stuck [ get + stuk ] [ getis $ tuk ]
/k/- like stale [ laiksteju ] [ laikstale ]
/s/- famous store [ feim owz + stoj ] [ fam owzastoj ]
III-  brush stallions [bjAj + + asteilionz ] [ bjuistalionz ]
/f/-  Jeff steals [ dsefastiwz | [ dsef - astew z ]
/9/- cloth stains [ klaus + asteinz ] [ klo0 + isteinz ]
I t l l -  such still [ sAti + istiw ] [ SAti + stjiw ]
/b/- rob students [ jobstjydants ] [ hob + stydants ]
/d/- should stand [ Judstend ] [ Judstaend )
/g/- big stapler [ bigistaplaj ] [ bigistaplej ]
/z/- was stabbed [ woz + + teikbad ] [ WOZ+ istaebed ]
73/- rouge stuck [ hugastuk ] [ hudsistyki ]
/v/- of style [ ofstaju ] [ of stall ]
/3/- with sterilized [ wis + astejilaizad ] [ wi0 + + istaiJelized ]
l&Sl- judge stood [ dsAgadstud ] [3yd33 + astyd ]
/m/- I'm starving [ aim stajvin ] [ aimistajvin ]
Ini- then stir [ den + stjij ] [ den - istjj ]
/q/- shooting stars [ iytiQistajz ] [ iatjQstajz ]
/r/- Peter stares [ pjtajstajs ] [ pjrej - astejz ]
111- All staple [ ousteipow  ]
1
[ auastaple ]
null- Students [ istjydants ] [ stjydants ]
3) sk Clusters
/u/- do skateboarding [ duaskeitbojdit] ] [ du + askeitbojdin ]
/ou/- go skiing [ go + askait] ] [ gu+ + askjn ]
/a i/-  guy skin [ gaiiskjndaivz ] [ gai - iskin ]
/au/- cow skipped [ kauiskjpad ] [ kau - iskiped ]
/p/- hope skiving [ howp + skaivin ] [ howpskiviQ ]
/t/-  bit skew [ bat + + iskju ] [ bitskju ]
/k/- book skips [ buk + + askaips ] [ buk + skips ]
/s/- Famous skinheads [ feimowskjnhedz ] [ fem ow  + iskinhedz ]
II I-  Josh skidded [ dsoskaidad ] [30Í + iskjded ]
/f/-  brief sketch [ bjif + asketi ] [ bjifisketii ]
/9/- Both skiers [ bos $ kaiajz ] [bau0 + ask^ajz ]
I t l l -  Which ski [ witiskai ] [witias + + $ ki ]
/b/- Bob skimps [ bgbas + + k1ps ] [ bob + isKips ]
/d/- passed skimming [ pasadskjmin ] [pesed + + skjmiQ ]
/g/- Big skiflFs [ bigiskis ] [ bigiskifs ]
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/z/- is skeptical [ iz + sk jp t ik a u  ] [ iz - sk e p tik a u  ]
/3/- Beige skirtings [ b e ig  + + askiJtlQZ ] [ b e i3  + 0 sk iJtit]z  ]
/v/- of skis [ askjs ] [ o fo sk is  ]
IQI- with skill
)
[ w iS isk iw  ] [ W I0 + isk iw z  ]
/(I3/- huge skirt [ hjug + s k ijt  ] [ hjud3lskjjt ]
/m/- Sam skinned [ SAm + isk in  ] [sam  + skjned ]
/n/- human skeleton [ jy m a n s k e ie to n  ] [h jy m 0n isk e le to n  ]
/g/- Long skeins [ lo Q o o sk in s  ] [ la u g 0sk jn z  ]
/r/- roller-skating [ holejsk^itin ] [ ja y le j is k ^ it in  ]
/I/- Paul skewered [ pow + + 0skju0j ] [ pow + + isk jw e je d  ]
null- Sketchpads [ sk e t ip o d z  ] [ sk e t ip e d z  ]
4) sw Clusters
/ou/- ago swear [ a g o w  + s w ijw o jd  ] [0gow  + + swejwojdz
/ax/- Thai sweets [ t a is w it s ] [ 0ai + s w it s  ]
/au/- now swear [ nauswej ] [ n a u  + + s w e j  ]
/o i/-  boy swept [ b o isw e p  ] { b o i + s w e p  ]
/p/- Stop swanking [ stopswAQkin ] [ stop + + swankin ]
/t /-  brought swarms [ b jo t s w a jm  ] [ b ja u g B  + + s w o jm z
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/k/- neck sweaters [ nek + + switajz ] [ neki - swerajz ]
/s/- This swampy [ disw epi ] [ d isw epi ]
I II -  Josh swapped [ d30s + swepad ] [ 3Qia - ispeilali ]
/f/-  wife sweating [ w aif + + switiQ ] *5
/0/- Both swans [ bos + SWA ] [bau0 + sw ow z ]
/ t  J/- Which sweater [ witj + swjtaj ] [ witja - sw erej ]
/b/- Bob swatted [ bobsweitad ] [ bob - swoted ]
/d/- David swore [ deividswoj ] [ deividsw oj ]
/g/- Big swastikas [ bigswgwstikas ] [ bjgi + + swgstikaz ]
/z/- These swimmers [ dis + swimajz ] [ dizswimejz ]
/3/- Beige sweatbands [ bjjgswitbendz ] [beids + swetbaendz ] •
/v/- of swamps [ ofswam ps ] [ ofswaemps ]
IQI- with swarthy [ wita + + sw ojti ] [ W I0 - SWOJtl ]
/dz/ huge switchboard [ hAgswitiibojd ] [ hjud3 + + sujtiibojd ]
/m/- Jim swaggered [ dslsw eidsaj ] [ d3im + izwgjged ]
/n/- in swaddling [ i + + swedlin ] [ in + + siwodliQ ]
/q/- long swallow [ loQswolow ] [ loosw alow ]
/r/- Peter swam [ p_itaJSWAm ] [ pjraj - swaem ]
/I/- Michael swabbed [ maikauswejbad ] [ maikau - sw gbed ]
-  Sentence not read by the subject.
1 4 3
null- Sweets [ sw its ] [ sw its ]
5) sm Clusters.
111- see smugglers [ si + 0smAgl0Jz ] [ si + 0smAglejz ]
/ou/- So smokers [ sowzm0yk0jz ] [ sowizmaykejz ]
/au/- bow smashed [ bow + 0zmei0d ] [ bau + izmaied ]
/o i/-  coy smile [ koiizmaju ] [ koiizmail ]
/p/- soup smells [ sow psm ew z ] [ sowp^ + + izmewz ]
/t/-  got small [ gotsm aw  ] [ gotism ow ]
/k/- look smart [ luksmaj ] [ luk^ismajt ]
/s/- its smog [ itsm ow ] [ itsizmog ]
III-  Josh smirked [ 3osm_ijk0d ] [ 3oi + izmjjked ]
/f /-  wife smokes [ waifsm owks ] [ waif + izmowk ]
/0/- both smashed [ bosm eiod ] [ bo0 + izmeied ]
/ t  S/- Each smithy [ iti + smAtii ] [ itiizmJB ]
/b/- Bob smiled [ bobizmailowd ] [ bobizmailed ]
I6J- dad smacked [ dedismaekod ] [ ded + izmaked ]
/g/- Big smelters [ bigizmelt0jz ] [ bigizmevytejz ]
/z/- his smile [ hizmaju ] [ hizizmail ]
/3/- beige smock. [ beigizmowk ] [ bei3izmgk ]
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/v/- of smash [ ofsm ei ] [ ofizmeti ]
IQI- with small [ wid + 0sm gw  ] [ wi0 - izmgw ]
/ds/- huge smudges [ hAg + 0smAd30z ] [ hud3 + izmytiejz ]
/m/- some small [ SAmsmow ] [ sumizmgw ]
Ini- been smartened [ binzmajtin0d ] [ bin + izmajtenad ]
/r)/- making small [ meikiQismow ] [ meikiQizmow ]
/r/- are smartly [ ajsm ajtli ] [ ajizmajtli ]
111- Bill smashed [ biwizmei0d ] [ biw + izmeied ]
null- Smallholdings [ smowhowdi ] { 0smowhowdlQZ ]
6) sn Clusters
111- She snores [ Jisnojz ] [ ii + iznojz ]
/e i / -  They snatched [ deizneti0d ] [ del + iznctied ]
/au/- How snobbish [ hausngbii ] [ hauiznobij ]
/o i /- enjoy snuggling [ end30i + asnAglin ] [ en30i + izn_iglii] ]
/p/- Stop snivelling [ stopsnaivlii] ] [ stoplsnivelit] ]
/t /-  it snappy [ itisnepi ] [ itisnepi ]
I s l  delicious snacks [ dalijowzsnaeks ] [deyiiows0zneiks ]
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/k/- Jack snared [ d 3 8 k sn e j0 d  ] [ d 3aek^ + iz n a je d  ]
/$/- Josh sneered [ d 3 o sn jj0 d  ] [ 3 o j + izn id a ja d  ]
/f /-  wife sniggered [ w a if  + + s jg n a j ] [ w a if  + iz n ig e ja d  ]
/0/- both snicked [ b o s + sn jk a d  ] [ b o 0  + izn iked  ]
I t l l -  Which sniper [ w t|i + iz n q ip a j ] [ w it iiz n ip e j ]
/b/ Bob sneaked [ b o b isn ikad  ] H<6
/d/- lid snapped [ lid isn e p a d  ] [ lid + izn e p e d  ]
/g/- big snails [ big + a sn e ju z  ] *7
/z/- these snappish [ d is  + + a s n e p ii  ] [ diz + + izn aep ii ]
73/- beige sneakers [ b e ig isn jk a jz  ] [ b e i3 + iz n e ik e jz  ]
/v/- have snapped [h e v sn e p a d  ] [ h e va zn a e p e d  ]
/5/- with sneezing [ w it isn j3 it] ] [ w i6  + + izn_iz1 ]
/ds/- huge snack [hAg + sn e k  ] [ h ju d 3 iz n e ik b a j ]
/m/- game snakes [ g e im  + a s n e ik s  ] [ g e im i + + iz n e ik s  ]
/n/- Ian snagged [ lA + a s n e id 3 id  ] [ j a  + izn aeged  ]
/q/- long snakes [ lo Q a sn e ik s  ] [ lo Q izn e ik s ]
/r/- cure snakebite [ k ju jz n e ik b a it s  ] [ k u j + izn e ik b its  ]
111- Beautiful snapdragons [ b jy r ifu a sn e p d ja g o n z  ] [b ju rfu lizn a e p d ja g o n z  ]
null- Snake [ sn e ik  ] [ isn e ik  ]
 ^—  Scnlcncc omitted from llic corpus. 
’ “  Sentence omitted from the corpus.
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/3/- with sleep [ widslip ] [ w i0slip ]
/d s /-  huge slammer [ h u g asle im aj ] [ hjuds + iziam ej ]
/m/- Tom slowed [ to + 0sl§y0 d  1 [ to + izlfued ]
/n/- been slashed [ b“i + 3slc^ad ] [ binizlaeied ]
/r)/- long sleeves [ loQslivz ] [ loQizlivz ]
/ r / -  Peter slammed [ p jtajisle im ad ] [ p jr0j + izlemed ]
111- All sleepers [ aw slip0jz ] [ awizHpejz ]
null- Slackers [ slskejz ] [ 0zlaekejz ]
8) spr Clusters
111- We sprayed [ w isp je iad  ] [ w izpjaid  ]
/u/- you spread [ ju sp je d  ] [ ju ispjEd ]
/ e i / -  They sprawled [ d eispjglad ] [ 6 e i + + spjoled ]
/ou /- so spry [ so w sp ja i ] [ so w isp ja i ]
/p/- hope sprouts [ how pspjow ts ] [ how pispjyts ]
/ t / -  meat spring [ mit + 0spj_ii] ] [ met + + 0spj_it] ]
/k/- Jack sprained [ d3ekspjein0d ] [ d3ekispjeined ]
Isl- This sprinkler [ d ispjjn klj0 j ] [ 0izpjii]kl0j ]
III- fresh spring [ fjej + aspjjQS ] [ fjeiispjjQ ]
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7) si Clusters
111- many slang [ m eni + asleQZ ] [ meniizglend ]
/e i / -  They sleep [ deislip ] [ deiizlip ]
/u/- Sue slapped [ su0slap0d ] [ sju + iziaped ]
/o i /- boy sliced [ boi0s{js0d ] [ boi + sMsed ]
/p/- up sleepyhead [ap + sljphed ] [ Ap + izhphed ]
/t /-  bit slack [ big + + aslek ] [ bitslaek ]
/k/- Jack slung [ dsekslAt] ] [ d3eki + IzIai] ]
Is l-  dreamless sleep [ djjml0slip ] [ djemlasizlip ]
I II-  Josh slandered [ 30slendajad ] [ 3oi + iziendejed ]
/f/-  rough slab [ haugizlaeb ] [ hug + iziaeb ]
/0/- both slept [ bos + 0slep ] [ bo0 - iziep ]
/ t  I /- much slapstick [ nriAtiisiepstik J [ nriAti + Izlaepstik ]
/b/- Bob slunk [ bobslAnk ] [ bob + iziyk ]
/d/- Ted sloshed [ ted0slgi0d ] [ ted + isloied ]
/g/- big sledgehammer [ bigizlEd3 i + hAm0j ] [ bjgi + izled3 ham ej ]
/z/- always slagging [ ayw eiz + 0sleg1 ] [ alweiz + iziaegl ]
/3/- beige sleeping [ bigisHpl ] [ bei3ezLipa ]
/v/- of slap [ onzlep ] [ ofizlep ]
1 4 8
/f/-  JefF spread [ dsefspjed ] [ d3Ef+ spjcd ]
/0/- Both spring [ bos + aspjjQS ] [ bow0 + + 0SpjjQ ]
/ t  J/- Each spring [ itispjiQ ] [ itiispjj ]
Pol- Bob spring [ bobspjjklinsd ] [ bob + spjiQ ]
/d/- had sprung [ hedspjAQ ] [ hedspjUQ ]
/g/- Meg sprinted [ megspjjntad ] [ megi + ispjjnted ]
/z/- was sprung [ wospjAQ ] [ wazispjoQ ]
Iz l-  beige springboard [ bliQspjiQbojd ] [ bid3 i - spjiQbojd ]
/v/- of springy [ ofspjjQi ] [ of + spj_it]i ]
/3/- with springboks [ widaspjjnboks ] [ wid + ispjjQbuks ]
/dg/- village sprawled [ vjladsi + spjovylad ] *8
/m/- Jim sprinkled [ d3“i9spjjnkl0d ] [ d3 im + ispjjnkled ]
/n/- in springtime [ inespjiQtaim ] [ in + ispjjQitaim ]
/r)/- drinking spree [ djjQkiQspji ] [ djjnkl + aspji ]
/r/- Hair spray [ h e jsp je i] [ hejispjei ]
111- Small sprats [ sm ow spjets ] [ izmgwizpjaets ]
null- Sprayers [ 0spjei0jz ] [ spjeijz ]
-  Sentence omitted from tiie corpus.
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9) spl Clusters
/i / -  He splashed [ hisplejad ] [ hizplajed ]
/e i / -  motorway splits [ motojweiispl^its ] [ motojwei + osplits ]
/uA do splendid [ dusplendid ] [ du + splendid ]
/ou/- so splenetic [ sow + 0spleri9tik ] [ soisplenetik ]
/p/- Stop splinter [ stopsplintej ] [ stop + ispjJoz ]
/t /-  wrote splendid [ wjowtasplendid ] [ w jow t + isplendi J
/k/- Jack splurged [ d3eksplAjd30d 1 [ d3ek0splyg0jed ]
/s/- police splashed [ p0lisispleiis ] [ polls + ispleia0 ]
III-  rush splenetic [ hAiisplenik ] [ jAi + + 0splenetic ]
/f /-  rough splintery [ JogsplJnt0Ji ] [ hug + spHnteji ]
/0/- Both splendiferous [ bosplendjfojowz] [b0u0+isplendjfejowz]
/ t  S/- Which split [ witiispht ] [ witiospNts ]
Pol- bib split [ bibispht ] [ bibispht ]
/d/- loud splashes [ lawdospleiad ] [ lowdisplejiz ]
/g/- big splinter [ bigispLint0j ]
/z/- was splattered [ woz + 0slaptJ0d ] [ wazizpletjed ]
IZ,I- beige splint [ bigisphnt ] [ bei3 izplint ]
' -  Scntcnce omitlcd from Ihc corpus.
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/v/- o f spleen [ ofispO ] [ ofispfl ]
IQI- with splayed [ wis + aspleiad 1 [ wi0 + + Isp ie iad  ]
/d s /-  huge split [ hAgaspljt ] [ h jud 3 ispHt ]
/in/- him splendidly [ his + a sp len d id li ] [ Hi +asplendidli ]
/n/- Brian spliced [ b ja in sp la isa d  ] 1 b ja ia n  + + isp la ise d  ]
/q/- exciting splashdown [ eksaitiQ isp le idon  ] [eksaitat]aspleid3on ]
/r / -  Peter splashed [ p_lt0jspleiad ] [ p jra j + isp le jed  ]
/ I /  occasional splatter [ oka3anaw + aspleitaj ] [ o k e jo w isp le re j ]
null- Splats [ a sp le ts  ] [ splets ]
10) str Clusters
/e i / -  say strange [ seig stJE i3i ] [ se ia stje n d 3  ]
/u/- too strangely [ tustJend3li ] [ tju + istiend3ali ]
/ou/- go straight [ gowstjei3ahEd ] [ gow + + stjait ]
/a i / -  My strategy [ m aistjatesi ] [ maiistJat83i ]
/p/- soap strewed [ sowpstJuad ] [ swop + astje w ad  ]
/ t / -  Eight streets [ eitistjjts ] [ eit^istjjts ]
/k/- joke straight [ d3owkstjei30d ] [ istj^it ]
/s /-  Loose strands [ lustjendz ] [ luzistjends ]
III- Turkish Straits [ tAjkiitjeit] [tAjkiiistjeiz+ +stjeits ]
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/f /-  wife strongly [ waifastJOQli ] [ waifstJOQied ]
/0/- cloth straps [ klowsastjeps ] [ ko0 + istjaeps ]
/ t j / -  much stretching [ rriAtistjetiii] ] [ mAtiaistjetiit] ]
Pol- Bob struggled [ bobastJAQlad ] [ bob + istjygled ]
/d/- bed straightaway [ bedstjeiraw ei ] [ bfid + stJ^itawei ]
/g/- big streetlamp [ bigi + istjjlAmp ] [ bigi + istjitjilemp ]
/z/- These strawberries [ distjobejiz ] [ diziztjobejiz ]
73/- rouge strangely [ hjugastjendsli ] [ hu3 - stjend3ali ]
/v/- of strength [ ofistjend33 ] [ afstjent ]
/3/- with streams [ wistjimz ] [ wiOtJimz ]
/ds/- village straggles [ v||ad3a + astjaglez ] [ v_ilad3 + istjegow z ]
/m/- became strained [ bikeimistjeined ] [bicam istjeined ]
/n/- Brendon strode [ brendostjowd ] [ bjendo + astjow d ]
/r)/- being straightened [ bir]istjei3 itinad ] [ bit] + + istjaitenad ]
/r/- their struggle [ deiJstJAgow ] [ dizistJAgow ]
/I/- tall strapping [ tol + stjepii] ] [ tawastjepii] ]
null- Strict [ stjjkti ] [ stjikt ]
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11) skw Clusters
/u/- blue square [ bluskw£j ] [ bluiskwEJ ]
/ou/- No squads [ nowskweds ] [ noiskwEds ]
/a i/-  guy squandered [ gaiiskwend0j0d ] [ g 0 i + skwandejod ]
/o i /- enjoy squalid [ end30iaskwalid ] [end30i + + iskwalid ]
/p/- Stop squelching [ stopskweltiin ] [ stopiskayiin ]
/t/-  eat squash [ itskwej 1 [ eitskwEi ]
/k/- look squarely [ lukskwejli ] [ luk  ^+ + iskwEjli ]
/s/- delicious square [ dohjos + 0skw8J ] [ deljiiowziskwEJ ]
III-  Josh squattted [ 30skeitid ] [ 3oi + askw etedawn ]
/f/-  JefF squealed [ d3efiskwilid ] [ d3ef + iskwaled ]
/9/- squashy tomatoes [ boskweii ] [ b0U0 + + iskwEji ]
/tJ /-  peach squash [ pitiskwei ] [ pitJiskwEi ]
/b/- Bob squeezed [ bobiskwiz0d ] [bob + skwized ]
/d/- hundred square [ hAndj0d + + 0skw£j ] [ hAndjediskwaiJZ ]
/g/- big squeeze [ bigiskwiz ] [ bigiskwjz]
/z/- always squabbles [ aywizskweiblow ] [ alweiz + oskEbowz ]
/3/- beige squares [ bli + skwEJz ] [bei3izkwEJ0z ]
/v/- of squalor [ of + + skweloj ] [ ofaskwaloj ]
/3/- with squirrels [ wiskwaijowz ] [ wiB + iskwij0 is ]
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/d3 /- Village squatters [ vilad3 iskwet0jz ] [ vilad3 + iskwajtej ]
/m/- him squeamish [ himskwimii ] [ hi + askwemii ]
/n/- town square [ tawnskwej ] [ tawiskwej ]
/q/- strong squall [ stJOQpskwewz ] [ stjoi]0skwaw ]
/r/- car squashed [ kaj + 0skweiid ] [ kaj + iskwejed ]
111- Several squad [ sev0jaw 0skwed ] [ sevejawiskwed ]
null-■ Square [ 0SkWEJ ] [ skWEJ ]
12) skr Clusters
/ou/- low scrub [ lowskjAb ] [ low + + 0skJAb ]
/a i/-1  scrabbled [ aiskjeibow  ] [ aiskjEbled ]
/au/- how scrupulous [ haw + 0skjupulowz J [ hawiskjupulowz ]
/o i /- boy scribbled [ boiskjjbl0d ] [ boi + skjebled ]
/p/- hope screenwriters [ howp0skjinwjait0jz ] [ hop + skjizwjjtajz ]
/t/-  somewhat scrappy [ sAmwot + skjEpt ] [ somewDtiskjaep ]
/k/- like scrambled [ laikskjEmbow ] [ laikskjamblEd ]
Is l-  police scrawled [ pgllsiskjowled J [ poHsi + askjgled ]
/ y  Josh scrambled [ 3oskjemblowd ] [ 3oi + iskjambled ]
/f /-  Jeff scraped [ d3Efiskjeipid ] [ d3Ef + iskjaped ]
1 5 4
/0/- both scrape [ bos0skjeip0 ] [ bo0 + iskjep ]
/ t j / -  such screening [ SAtiaskjJnii] ] { SAti + + skjjrii ]
/b/- Rob screwed [ hobiskjju0d ] { job0 + + skjewed ]
/d/- should scram [ iu + skjem ] [ iudskjaem ]
/g/- Meg scratched [ m egs $ kjetjid J [ meg + skjetjed ]
/z/- his scraggy [ hiskjegi ] [ his + + kjed3 i ]
/3 /- beige scroll [ big + skjow ] [ bei3 iskjow ]
/v/- of scraps [ ©fskaeps ] [ afiskjaeps ]
IQI- with scripted [ wid0skj_ip0d ] [ wiB + iskjjpted ]
/ds/- huge scrapbook [ hjug + skjepbuk ] [ hjud3 iskjepbuk ]
/m/- Sam screamed [ seskjmod ] [ saem + 0skjem 0d ]
/n/-been scraped [ biskjeipid ] [ binskjaped ]
/r)/- long screwdriver [ 16 + skjydjaiv0j ] [lot] + skjudjaiv0j ]
/r/- over screes [ ovyv0jskjiz ] [ OV0J + skjis ]
111- small screens [ smowskjinz ] [ laikizmow ]
null- Scruffy [ skJAfi] [ skjufi ]
Subjects 3 and 4
1 5 5
1) sp Clusters
Subject 3 Subject 4
I l l -  He speaks [ hiispyks ] [ hispiks ]
/e i / -  They spoih [ deispoilt ] [deiispoilat ]
/u/- you spell [ juispel ] [ JuspGW ]
/ou/- No spitting [ nowispaitiQ ] *10
/p/- map specially [ m epspeiali ] [ mep + spejiali ]
/t /-  not speed [ notspir ] *11
/k/-black spades [ blekspeids ] [ blekspeidz ]
/s/- famous speech [ feim ow s + ispjti ] [ feimuzispjti ]
l y -  rush spoilt :(=12 [ JAi + aspgilt ]
/f /-  life span [ laifspen ] [ laifspen ]
/ t  J/- such spoih [ sAtJispoilt ] [ SAtjspoilt ]
/9/- twentieth Spanish [ tw etispen ii ] [ tw entispaenii ]
Pol- mob spoke [ mobaspgwk ] [ mob + aspowk ]
-- Sentence omitted from ihe corpus. 
'' “  Sentence omitted from the corpus.
— Scntcnce not read by the subject.
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/d/- mad sponsor [ m edsponsor ] [ maed0spgnsoj ]
/g/- big spatula [ bigaspetula ] [ big0spatula ]
/z/- always specify [ gw izaspesifai ] [ auwiz + asp esifa i ]
/3 /- beige spaniel [ beidsispeinjal ] [ beid30spenjow ]
/v/- of spectators [ 0vspekteit0jz ] [ 0fspekteitojz ]
Idl- with spades [ widspeidz ] [ wifspeidz ]
/d3 /-judge special [ d3Ad3ispei0l ] I d3Ad30sp ei0 l ]
/m/- some special [ SAmspei©! ] [ sAm0speiow ]
Ini- done specially [ dAnspeJali ] [ d60sp e i0li ]
/r)/- sang spectacular [ seQspetekul0j ] [ sei] + 0spetakulaj ]
/r/- beggar spelt [ bjgajspelt ] [ begaj + spew t ]
111- Several species [ sev0jaw aspesis ] [ s0V0Jow0spesis ]
null- Spaghetti [ sp0g e n  ] [ 0s p a g e n ]
2) st Clusters
/e i / -  may stay [ m eiistei ] [ m eiste i J
/u/- too stubborn [ tustApbojn ] [ tiu0StAb0jn ]
/ou/- No standing [ nowistendiQ ] [ now0Stendi ]
/ a i / -  My staff [ m aistef ] [ m aistaf ]
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/p/- hope steelworkers [how pstiw w ojks ]_ [ how pstiw w ojkajz ]
/t /-  get stuck [ getstAk ] [ get +  stAk ]
/k/- like stale [ laiksteil ] [ laiksteib o w  ]
/s/- famous store [ feim ow stoj ] [ feim o w s + astg j ]
/J/- brush stallions [ bjAjsteljanz ] [ b jA j + astalio z ]
/f /-  Jeff steals [ d3efstiwz ] [ d3efstiwz ]
/0/- cloth stains [ klodasteinz ] [ klow sasteinz ]
/ t  J/- such still [ SAtiastiw ] [ SAti +  stiw ]
/b/- rob students [ jo bistjydants ] [ Job +  astjy d a n ts ]
/d/- should stand [ Judasten ] [ Judstend ]
/g/- big stapler [ bigsteplaj ]
/z/- was stabbed [ woz + astepid ] [ w azastebid  ]
/3/- rouge stuck [ Jowd3stAk ] [ JU3 + astAk ]
/v/- of style [ avastail ] [ afstall ]
161- with sterilized [ w id astejila izd  ] [ wif +  a stc jila iz id  ]
/d3/- judge stood [ d3Ad3istud ] [ d3Ad30Styd ]
/m/- I’m starving [ a im astajvit] ] [ a im s ta jv i ]
/n/- then stir [ d enstij ] [ den + stij ]
/q/- shooting stars [ iyrir) + a sta jz  ] [ iytit]astajz ]
-- Sentence omitted from the corpus.
/r/- Peter stares [ p_ir0j + estejz]
1
[ pitej + stejz ]
111- All staple [ aw 0stepow  ] [ aw astepow  ]
null- Students [ stydants ] [ ostjudonts ]
3) sk Clusters
/u/- do skateboarding [ duiskeinbojdiQ ] [ du + 0skeitbojdi ]
/ou/- go skiing [ gowiskjQ ] [ gowiskain ]
/a i/-  guy skin [ gailskj ] [ gai + iskjn ]
/au/- cow skipped [ kaw + skjpid ] [ kaw + skipid ]
/p/- hope skiving [ howpskjvit] ] [ howpskaivl ]
/t /-  bit skew [ bitiskjy ] [ bitskju ]
/k/- book skips [ bukskips ] [ bukskips ]
/s/- Famous skinheads [ feimowziskjnheds ] [f^imows + iskiheds ]
/S/- Josh skidded [ dsojskidid ] [ d3oi + + ©skqidid ]
/f /-  brief sketch [ bjifsketi ] [ bjjfis + + keti ]
IQI- Both skiers [ botskj0jz ] [ bowf + skaijz ]
/tS /- Which ski [ witiiski ] [ witiskai ]
Pol- Bob skimps [ bobskimps ] [ bobiskimps ]
IdJ- passed skimming [ pESid0skimit] ] [ pesidskjml ]
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/g/- Big skiffs [ bigiskjfs ] [ big0sk_ifs ]
/z/- is skeptical [ izskeptikaw ] [ izoskcptikaw ]
/3 /- Beige skirtings [ beid30skijtit]z ] [ bej30 + 0skajfiz ]
/v/- of skis [ ofskis ] [ 0fskis ]
Idl- with skill [ widskiw ] [ wi0skiw ]
/d3 /- huge skirt [ hAQskijt ] [ hjyd3 i + 0skejt ]
/m/- Sam skinned [ saemskinid ] [ sam  + 0skjnid ]
Ini- human skeleton [ hjynnanskaletan ] [ jym an + askoleton ]
/q/- Long skeins [ looskainz ] [ loQ0sk_inz ]
/r/- roller-skating [ jowlajskeitit] ] [ jolojskeifi ]
111- Paul skewered [ powskjyjed ] [ pow + iskjyjid ]
null- Sketchpads [ sketipedz ] [ ©sketjpeds ]
4) sw Clusters
/ou/- ago swearwords [ 0gowswijw3jdz ] [ ag0w + swejwojdz
/a i/-  Thai sweets [ taisw its ] [ tai + swits ]
/au/- now swear [ nawswej ] [ nawswej ]
/o i /- boy swept [ boiswept ] [ boi + sw ept ]
/p/- Stop swanking [ stopswanki ] [ stopsw anki ]
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/t /-  brought swarms [ bjawtswojmz ] [ bjowt + swajmz ]
/k/- neck sweaters [ nekswerajz ] [ nek + + swetajz ]
/s/- This swampy [ dis + swempi ] { diswamp ]
I II -  Josh swapped [ d3oi + swgpid ] [ d3oi + swapid ]
/f /-  wife sweating [ waifswitii] ] [ waifs wifi ]
/6/- Both swans [ botswamz ] [ bow0 + swanz ]
/ t  J/- Which sweater [ witiswitaj ] [ witiswitaj ]
Pol- Bob swatted [ bobsworid ] [ bobswatid ]
/d/- David swore [ d^ividswoj ] { deividswoj ]
/g/- Big swastikas [ bigswQstikaz ] [ bigaswastikas ]
/z/- These swimmers [ dis + svsjmajz ] [ diz + svyjmajz ]
/3/- Beige sweatbands [ bei3i + switbendz ] [ beid3a + switbendz ]
/v/- of swamps [avswemps ] [ afswamps ]
/3/- with swarthy [ WidSWQJtl ] [ w ibswajti ]
/d3/- huge switchboard [ hAQ + switiibojd ] [ hjyd3' + switjbojd 1
/m/- Jim swaggered [ d3im + swogajid ] [ d3im + sw agajid ]
/n/- in swaddling [ inswodiiQ ] [ inswadfi ]
/q/- long swallow [ lot] + swelow ] [ loQSwalow ]
/r/- Peter swam [ pjtaj + swam ] [ pjtejswam ]
/I/- Michael swabbed [ maikowswobid ] [ maikowsgbid ]
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null- Sweets [ sw its ] [ sw its ]
5) sm Clusters.
/!/-  see smugglers [ siasmAglajz ] [ si + izmAglajz ]
/ou/- So smokers [ sowasm aykajz ] [ sowizmaykaj ]
/au/- bow smashed [ bow + sm eiid ] [ bow asm ejid ]
/o i /- coy smile [ koizmail ] [ koi + izmail ]
/p/- soup smells [ SAP + izmelz ] [ sowpzm ewz ]
/t/-  got small [ gotsmol ] [ gotsmol ]
/k/- look smart [ luksmajt ] [ lukazmajt ]
/s/- its smog [ itsm og ] [ its + izmug ]
III-  Josh smirked [ d3oi + smjjkid ] [ d3oi + izmajkid ]
/f/-  wife smokes [ waifsm owks ] [ waifsm owks ]
/0/- both smashed [ botsmejir ] [ bow + izmejid ]
/tS/-Each smithy [ itjsmit ] [jtia  + izmjt ]
/b/- Bob smiled [ bobsmail ] [bobazm^ilid ]
/d/-dad smacked [ dedizmekid ] [ ded + izmekid ]
/g/- Big smelters [ bigizmewtajz ] [ bigasmeltajz ]
/z/- his smile [ hizizmaiw ] [ hizmail ]
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/3/- beige smock [ beid3sm ow k ] [ bei3izm yk ]
/v/- of smash [ 0V0zm ei 1 [ of + iznri£i0 ]
IQI- with small [ w id0sm ow  ] [ wrfsmow ]
/d3 /- huge smudges [ hAd3izmAd3iz ] [ h jyd30 +  + o zm yds ]
/m/- some small [ sAmsmel ] [ sAm0zm aw  ]
Ini- been smartened [ binzm ajt0nid ] [ b1 + izm ajtonid ]
/r)/- making small [ meikiQzmol ] [ meik1 + izmow ]
/r/- are smartly [ a ja s m a jtli ] [ 8J + izm ajtli ]
111- Bill smashed [ biw 0sm eiid  J [ biw izm ejid ]
null- Smallholdings [ sm ow how diGS ] [ izm aw how dlz ]
6) sn Clusters
111- She snores [ iiiznojz ] [ iiznojz ]
/e i / -  They snatched [ d eizn etjid  ] [ d eizn etjid  ]
/au/- How snobbish [ haw 0sngbii ] [ haw izngbii ]
/o i /- enjoy snuggling [ end3giiznAgliQ ] [ end30i +  +  IznAgfi ]
/p/- Stop snivelling [ stopsnjv0lii] ] [ 0stgpsnaivlii] ]
/t /-  it snappy [ m 0ik0snepi ] [ itsnepi ]
I s l  delicious snacks [ deljiiow s + 0sneks ] [ deLisiowsiznaeks ]
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/k/- Jack snared [ dseksneJid ] [ d3eks $ n ejid  ]
III-  Josh sneered [ d3oi +  iznjjid ] [ d3oi + iznJjid ]
/f /-  wife sniggered [ w aifsn jg sjd  ] [ warfe +  iznigajid  ]
/0/- both snicked [ botsnjkid ] [ bow0 +  iznikid ]
I t  11- Which sniper [ sw itisnip0j ] [ w itiiznjpaj ]
Pol Bob sneaked [ bobiznekir ] [ bobznikid ]
/d /- lid snapped [ lidsnepid ] [ lidazncpid ]
/g /- big snails [ bigasneilz ] [ bigazneiw z ]
/z/- these snappish [ d izaznepij ] [ dizaznepij ]
/3 /- beige sneakers [ beidjiznJkejz ] [ b e id ssn jkajz  ]
/v/- have snapped [ hevaznepid ]
/9/- with sneezing [ widsnjziQ ] [ wi0sniz1 ]
/d3 /- huge snack [ hAg + sneik ] [ hjud3a +  aznak ]
/m/- game snakes [ geinnisneiks ] [ g e im a s + azn eiks ]
/n/- Ian snagged [ ^lansneg ] [ jan +  aznegid ]
/r)/- long snakes [ loQsneiks ] [ loQazneiks ]
/r/- cure snakebites [ kAj + izneikbaits ] [kjuj + izn^ik +  b a its
/I/-Beautiful snapdragons [bjurifoweznepdjegenz] [bjujifowaznepdjegoz ] 
null- Snake [ sneik ] [ sneik ]
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7) sl Clusters
/ i / -  many slang [ menizlet] ] [ menizlet] ]
/ e i / -  They sleep [ deizlipid ] [ deiizHp ]
/u/- Sue slapped [ suazlcpid  ] [ su + + aziepid ]
/o i /- boy sliced [ boiizlaisid  ] [ bo izlaisid  ]
/p/- up sleepyhead [ Apishphed ] [ Ap + izHphcd ]
/ t / -  bit slack [ bitslek ] [ bitslek ]
/k/- Jack slung [ dsekslAQ ] [ dsekzlAt] ]
/s /-  dreamless sleep [ d jim ias + islip ] [ d^imles + aziip ]
III- Josh slandered [ d3oislend0Jid ] [ 3o i + a sla n d a jid  ]
/ f / -  rough slab [ jok + asleb ] [ Jud3 + azieb ]
/6/- both slept [ botslept ] [ bow s +  azljpt ]
/ t  S/-much slapstick [ nriAtislepstik ] [ m A tiasplatak ]
Pol- Bob slunk [ bobslAQk ] [ bobazlat]k ]
/d/- Ted sloshed [ tedazlpjid ] [ tedzlgiid ]
/g/- big sledgehammer [ bigisledsihAm aj ] [bigazledeg0++hAm 0j ]
/z/-always slagging [ olwizlegiQ ] [ aw eiz +  izlaegit] ]
/3/- beige sleeping [ beid3slipin ] [ beid3 + azljpin ]
/v/- o f slap [ afslep 1 [ onzlep ]
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IQI- with sleep [ widslip ] [ w i6 +  asHp ]
/ds/- huge slammer i hAdsizlem sj ] [ h ju d sa sla m a j ]
/m/- Tom slowed [tom + slow ed ] [ to + aziow ad ]
Ini- been slashed [ binislejid  ] [ binzleiid ]
/g/- long sleeves [ loQslivz ] [ loQzlivz ]
/r/- Peter slammed [ p jrajslem id  ] [ pitejizlaemed ]
111- All sleepers [ owasNpajz ] [ awazNpaj ]
null- Slackers [ sle ikajz ] [ aziakajz ]
8) spr Clusters
111- We sprayed [ w isp j^ iad  ] [ w isp j^ iad  ]
/u/- you spread [ ju ispjjd  ] [ ju asp je d  ]
/e i / -  They sprawled [ deispjgled ] [ d e ip jaw lid  ]
/ou/- so spry [ so w isp j^ i ] [ so w a sp ja i ]
/p/- hope sprouts [ h ow pspjaw ts ] [ h o w paspjaw ts ]
/t /-  meat spring [ mitspjiQ ] I mit + aspjjt] ]
/k/- Jack sprained [ d3ekispje_inid J [ d3ekd + a s p j^ in id  ]
Is l-  This sprinkler [ d ispjinklaj ] [ dizispjnklaj ]
I I I -  fresh spring [ fjejaspjit] ] [ f je j +  IspjjQa ]
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/f /-  JefF spread [ dsefspjid  ] [ d3Ef + a sp jc d  ]
IQI- Both spring [ botspjiQ ] [ bow 0 + aspjji] ]
/ t  S/- Each spring [ itispjiQ ] [ itiaspjiQki ]
/b/- Bob spring [ bobspjii] ] [ bob + aspjjt] ]
/d/- had sprung [ hedaspjAt] ] [ hedaspjAQid ]
/g/- Meg sprinted [ m egspjintid  ] [ meg + sp jin tid  ]
/z/- was sprung [ w azispjui] ] [ wozispjAQ ]
/3 /- beige springboard [ beid3ispj_ii]bojd ] [ beid30 +  asp jjn b o jd  ]
/v/- oF springy [ avspiiQ i ] [ ofspjjQi ]
IQI- with springboks [widspjjQboks ] [ w i6 +  aspjjnboks ]
/d3 /- village sprawled [ v ilad3ispjglir ] [ yilad3spjavylid ]
/m/- Jim sprinkled [d3im + 0spjJt]klid ] [ d3l + aspjjnkled ]
Ini- in springtime [1 +  ispjJotaim  1 [ inispjjQ taim  ]
/r)/- drinking spree [ djji]kit]ispjJ ] [ dj_it]kl + sp ji ]
/r/- Hair spray [ hej + isp je i ] [ hej +  a s p je i ]
111- Small sprats [ sm ow spjets ] [ izm ow ispjats ]
null- Sprayers [ sp je ijz  ] [ a sp j^ ia jz  ]
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9) spl Clusters
111- He splashed [ hisplajid ] [ hisplejid ]
/e i / -  motorway splits [morajweisplits ] [ m grajweiasplits ]
/u/- do splendid [ duasplendid ] [ duaspledid ]
/ou/- so splenetic [ sowasplenik ] [ sowasplsnatk ]
/p/- stop splinter [ istopispHntaj ] [ stopaspNntaj ]
/t /-  wrote splendid [ wjowtsplendid ] [ wjowtsplendid ]
fkJ- Jack splurged [ dseksplAQjid ] [ d3aek + asplygajd ]
/s/- police splashed [ pglisasplejid ] [ poljsaspleiid ]
III-  rush splenetic [ jAjisplenetik ] [ JAjasplanetik ]
/f /-  rough splintery [ jagasphntaji ] [ judasphntaji ]
/9/- Both splendiferous [ bot + asplendrfajaz ] [bow0+asplendifajowz]
/tS/-W hich split [ witjspit ] [ witisplit ]
Pol- bib split [ bib + ispKt 1 [ bibaspyt ]
/d/-loud splashes [ lawd + splEjiz ] [ lawdaspleiiz ]
/g/- big splinter [ bigisplintaj ] [ big + sphntaj ]
/z/- was splattered [ wozaspletajid ] [ wazasplatajed ]
Iz l-  beige splint [ beidsispHnt ] [ beid3splint ]
/v/- of spleen [ ovsplin ] [ ofaspHn ]
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Idl- with splayed [ w id asp le iad  ] [ w if + 0sple_i0d ]
/ds/- huge split [ hA3ispljt ] [ hjud3split ]
/m/- him splendidly [ him +  asp len d id li ] [ hi + 0splendli ]
/n/- Brian spliced [ b ja ien  + isp la isid  ] [ b ja i0 n 0 sp la is id  ]
/gZ-exciting splashdown [ eksaitlQ + aspleidaw n ] [ iksaifi + asp le id a\
/r/- Peter splashed [ p jt0 jsp le iir ] [ pitej + 0 sp leiid  ]
/I /  - occasional splatter - [ 0kej30naw ispleit0J ] [ oka3onaw 0splat0
null- Splats [ 0splets ] [ splets ]
10) str Clusters
/ei/-say strange [ se istje n d 3 ] [ se istje in d 3  ]
/u/- too strangely [ tu0stjet]li ] [ tu astJ^ind 30 li ]
/ou/- go straight [ g o w istje ir ] [ g o w 0 stje it ]
/a i /-  My strategy [ m a istje t0 3i ] [ m a istje t9d3i  ]
/p/- soap strewed [ sow p0stJU0d ] [ so pistju0jd  ]
/t/-  Eight streets [ e itstjits  ] [ e itstjits  ]
/k/- joke straight [ d 3o w kstje it ] [ d3ow ukstJeit ]
Is l-  Loose strands [ luz + astjendz ] [ luzastjendz ]
I II -  Turkish Straits [ tu jk iis tje its  ] [ tAJkij + 0 stje its  ]
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/f /-  wife strongly [ waifstJOQii ] [ waifstJOQii ]
/0/-cloth straps *14 [ klow0 +  stJEps ]
/ t  J/- much stretching [ m Atiastjitiit] ] [ m AtistJetjl ]
^ /- Bob struggled [ bobistJAglid ] [ bobastJAgow ]
/d/-bed straightaway [ b e d stje itw e i ] [ bed +  astje it +  a w e i ]
/g/- big streetlamp [ bigastjjplem p ] [ bigastjjlem pa ]
/z/- These strawberries [ 8izastJom bejiz ] [ d iztjo bajiz ]
/3/- rouge strangely [ j 0w d3istjei]li ] [ ju d 3 0 stie in d 3 a li ]
/v/- of strength [ avstjit] ] [ o fstje ints ]
/S/- with streams [ w idstjim z ] [ w i6 +  stjinnz ]
/ds/- village straggles [ v iladastjego w z ] [ v iladzistjagow z ]
/m/- became strained [ b ik^im istje in id  ] [ bikeinnistjeinid ]
/n/- Brendon strode [ b jend ow astjgw d ] [ b jend o + astjo w d  ]
/r)/- being straightened [ bain + a stje ita n id  ] [ b in istje itan id  ]
/r/- their struggle [ deuastJAgow  ] [ deuastJAgow  ]
/l/-tall strapping [ towstjepif] ] [ ta w a stje p i ]
null- Strict [ astjjkt ] [ a s t jjt i ]
M-  Sentence omitted from the corpus.
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11) skw Clusters
/u/- blue square [ bluaskw ej ] [ bluaskw ej ]
/ou/- No squads [ now askw eds ] [ now askw eds ]
/a i /-  guy squandered [ g a iisk w a n d a ji ] [ g a i + skw A ndajid  ]
/o i /- enjoy squalid [ end30i + askw ed ] [ end3gi + askw aelid ]
/p/- Stop squelching [ stopskweliiQ ] [ stopskw ew tjl ]
/t /-  eat squash [ itskwoj ] [ itskw ej ]
/k/- look squarely [ lukskw Ejali ] [ lukskw cjii ]
/s/- delicious square [ d e ljjaskw ej ] [ dahiuz + iskwEJ ]
/J/- Josh squatted [ d3oii +  askw g n d  ] [ d3o i + uskw atid ]
/f /-  Jeff squealed [ d3efiskwilid ] [ d3Efskwilid ]
/0/- Both squashy [ botskw eii ] [ bow0 + a sk w E ji ]
/ t y -  peach squash [ p itjaskw ej ] [ pjtja + askw Ei ]
/b/- Bob squeezed [ bobskwizid ] [ bobiskvvizid ]
/d/- hundred square [ hAndJidskwEj ] [ XAndjidskEJ ]
/g/- big squeeze [ bigiskwiz ] [ bigaskwiz ]
/z/- always squabbles [ glw eizaskw ebow z ] [ w aw eiz + iskw abow  ]
/3/- beige squares [ b eid3iskw8JZ ] [ b eid3skwEJz ]
/v/- of squalor [ avaskw elaj ] [ ofskwaloj ]
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IQI- with squirrels [ w id + 0skw ijow z ] [ w ifis + kw aijow z ]
/ds/- Village squatters [ vjlids $ kwot0jz ] [ yjlad3 + askw at0jz ]
/m/- him squeamish [ him + skw im ii ] [ h1 + iskvyimij ]
/n/-town square [ taw nskw ej ] [ taw n0skw ej ]
/r)/- strong squall [ 0stjoi]8skw aw  ] [ 0StJOQ0Skwol ]
/r/- car squashed [ kaj0skw giid  ] [ kaj0skw ejid  ]
111- Several squad [ sev0jaw skw ed ] [ sevejaw Q skw ed ]
null- Square [ skwoj ] [ 0skw ej ]
12) skr Clusters
/ou /- low scrub [ Ion + skjAb ] [ Iow 0 sk jub  ]
/a i / -  I scrabbled [ a isk je b 0 l ] [ a isk jaeb o w d  ]
/au /- how scrupulous [ h aw 0 sk ju p 0 lowz ] [ h a w 0 sk jsp 0 lowz ]
/o i /- boy scribbled [ bo i0 skj_ibow ] [ boiskjjb lid  ]
/p/- hope screenwriters [ h o w p sk jjn w ja ita jz  ] [hgw pi+ 0 skj_inwjaitajz]
/ t / -  somewhat scrappy [ SAm0WOtskj^ipi ] [ sw jm w ot0 sk je n p 0  ]
/k/- like scrambled [ la iksk jem bow  ] [ laikskjA m b0 d ]
Is l-  police scrawled [ pglisi + ask jow lid  ] [ poliso + skjglid ]
I I I  Josh scrambled [ d 3 oi + 0 sk jem b o w  ] [ d 3 oi + 0 sk jem b 0 d ]
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/f /-  Jeflf scraped [ dsefaskjep id  ] [ d3efskjepid ]
/0/- both scrape [ bo d skjip ar ] { bow 0 + askjep  ]
/ t  J/- such screening [ SAtiskjjrii ] [ sAtiskjjril ]
Pol- Rob screwed [ jo biskjuad ] [ jo b askjyo w d  ]
IdJ- should scram [ Jud + sk jim  ] [ judaskjA m  ]
/g/- Meg scratched [ m e g saskjetjid  ] [ m egaskjetJ ]
/z/- his scraggy [ h izskjegi ] [ h iza sk je d 3i ]
73/- beige scroll [ b eid 3isk jy  ] [ b e i3a sk jy  ]
/v/- of scraps [ avskjep s ] [ ofskjeps ]
/S/- with scripted [ w idaskjjid  ] [ w isaskjjp tid  ]
/d3 /- huge scrapbook [ hAd3iskJcpbuk ] [ hjud + askjepbuk ]
/m/- Sam screamed [ sam skjim id  ] [ sAm + a sk jjm id  ]
/n/- been scraped [ b in askjcp id  ] [ bin + ask je p id  ]
/^/-long screwdriver [ lo Q skjyd jaivaj ] [ lo Q a skjy d ja ive j ]
/r/-over screes [ o w vajiskjiz J [ o v a j + askjjz ]
/I/- small screens [ sm ow skjim z ] [ sm ow askjinz ]
null- Scruffy [ askjAfi ] [ askjAf ]
Subjects 5 and 6
1 7 3
1) sp Clusters
/i / -  He speaks [ hispiks ] [ hiispjks ]
/e i / -  They spoilt [ deisploilt ] [ d eispoilt ]
/u/- you spell [ juspew  1 [ juspel ]
/ou/- No spitting [ nowsspitit] ] [ notspjfi ]
/p/- map specially [ mep + a sp e iia li ] [ maep + a sp e ia li ]
/t /-  not speed [ notspir ] [ d ontspid  ]
/k/-black spades [ blekspeidz ] [ blaekispeidz ]
/s/- famous speech [ feim o w sp iti ] [ feim ow z +  isp iti ]
/J/- msh spoilt [ jaJ +  + eksploit ] [ hAjispgil ]
/f /-  life span [ laif + spen ] [ laifspaen ]
/ t  J/- such spoilt [ SAtiesplgid ] [ SAjspoild ]
/0/- twentieth Spanish [ tw eni00spenii ] [ tw entiBspaeniJ ]
/b/- mob spoke [ mob + + spow k ] [ mobispgwk ]
/d/- mad sponsor [ m ed asp o n saj ] [ m edspA nsaj ]
/g/- big spatula [ bigaspetjula ] [ bigispatyla ]
/z/- always specify [ g w eizasp esifai ] [ aw eiz + isp e sifa i ]
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/3/- beige spaniel [ bid3ispcnjal] [ b eid 3 + 0speniel ]
/v/- of spectators [ 0fspekteit0jz ] [ 0fspekteitorz ]
Idl- with spades [ w iOspeidz ] [ w iS sp eid z ]
/d3 /-judge special [ d3Ad30spei0 ] [ d3ud3isp ei0l ]
/m/- some special [ SAm0sp e i0l ] [ sAm speiow z ]
/n/- done specially [ dAn0sp e i0li ] [ dAnispeij0li ]
/13/- sang spectacular [ sei] +  +  spektekjulaj ] [ saQ spektulaj ]
/r/- beggar spelt [ beg0j0spelt ] [ b_ig0jispelt ]
111- Several species [ sev0jaw 0spJiiz ] [ sev0j0l0 sp esiz ]
null- Spaghetti [ 0 sp 0g eri ] [ sp ag eti ]
2 ) st Clusters
/ e i / -  may stay [ m e iiste i ] [ m eiistei ]
/u/- too stubborn [tustebojn ] [ tju isty b 0 jn  ]
/ou/- No standing [ now stendi ] [ now istendiQ ]
/a I/-M y staff [ m aistaf ] [ m aistef ]
/p/- hope steelworkers [ how pstiuw w3jk0jz ] [ h0upistiiww3jk0jz
/t /-  get stuck [ getstAk ] [ getstuk ]
/k/- like stale [ laiksteil ] [ laiksteil ]
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/s/- famous store [ feim ow zastoj ] [ feitsto j ]
I I I -  brush stallions [ bjAjsteljanz ] [ bjAistaelioz ]
/f /-  Jeff steals [ dsefstfivvz ] [ d3efstiwz ]
/0/- cloth stains [ kloBsteinz ] [ klowBsteinz ]
/ t  J/- such still *15 [ SAtiistjw ]
/b/- rob students [ jobastjudants ] [ jo b istjyd an ts ]
/d/- should stand [ kudastend ] [ iudistend ]
/g/- big stapler [ bigisteiplow  ] [ b ig istcp laj ]
/z/- was stabbed [ wazteb ] [ w ozistebid ]
Iz l-  rouge stuck [ jo w d astyk ] [ju3istyk ]
/v/- of style [ avstail ] [ avsta il ]
/S/- with sterilized [ w id stajila izd  J [ w iB stejila izad  ]
/ds/- judge stood [ d3Ad3astyd ] [ d3Ad3 +  istyd ]
/m/- I’m starving [ a im stajviQ  ] [ aim istajvit] ]
/n/- then stir [ d en astjj ] [ denist£ij ]
/q/- shooting stars [ iytiQ staj ] [ iytii]stajz  ]
/r/- Peter stares [ p jtajstejz ] [ pjteJStEJZ ]
111- All staple [ ow steipow  ] [ aw isteibow  ]
null- Students [ astjyd an ts ] [ stjyd an ts ]
' -  Scntcnce cancellcd due to the erroneous inclusion o f the indefinite article ‘a’ between the 
words.
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3) sk Clusters
/u/- do skateboarding [ duask^itbojdit] ] [ duiskeitbgjdiQ  ]
/ou/- go skiing [ gowskin ] [ gowiskin ]
/a i/-  guy skin [ gaiaskin ] [ g a i +  iskin ]
/au/- cow skipped [ kaw +  skipt ] [ kaw iskjpad ]
/p/- hope skiving [ howp + + askeiviQ ] [ howp + iskjvir] ]
/t/-  bit skew [ bitaikju ] [bitiskju ]
/k/- book skips [ bukaskjps ] [ bukskips ]
/s/- Famous skinheads [ feim ow zaskinhedz ] [ feim ow z + iskinhedz]
III-  Josh skidded [ d3oi + iskidad ] [ d 3o i + iskidid ]
/f /-  brief sketch [ bjifiskety 1 [ b jifsketi ]
/9/- Both skiers [ bowBaskaiJZ ] [ bow fskgiajz ]
I t l l -  Which ski [ w itikai 1 [ w itiiski ]
/b/- Bob skimps [ bobiskjm ps ] [ bobiskjm ps ]
/d/- passed skimming [ pesaskinm ] [ pesadskjmit] ]
/g/- Big skiffs [ bigskifs ] [ bigiskjfs ]
/z/- is skeptical [ izskeptikal ] [ z + skctipow  ]
/g/- Beige skirtings [ bjdsiskjjtirjz ] [ beid3isk_ijtit]z ]
/v/- of skis [ avskis ] [ avskis ]
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IQI- with skill [ wiBskiw ] [ wiBaskjy ]
/d s /- huge skirt [ hjud3isk_iJt ] [ hju3 + iskajt ]
/m/- Sam skinned [ sem askind ] [ sannskinid ]
/n/- human skeleton [ h jym anaskelitan ] [ jy m a n  +  iskelekton ]
/q/- Long skeins [ loQskainz ] [ loQiskjnz ]
/r/- roller-skating [ holajskeitiQ  ] [ holajiskeitiQ ]
/I/- Paul skewered [ p au ask jy jad  ] [ p a u isk jy jid  ]
null- Sketchpads [ sketipedz ] [ sketipedz ]
4) sw Clusters
/ou/- ago swearwords [ agow  + sw ejw 3jd z ] [ agovy +  sw ajw o jd z ]
/a i /-  Thai sweets [ ta isw its ] [ d eisw its ]
/au/- now swear [ naw sw ej ] [ naw  + sw e j ]
/o i /- boy swept [ boisw ept ] [ boisw ept ]
/p/- Stop swanking [ astgpsw anki ] [ istgpsw ankl ]
/t /-  brought swarms [ bJDtsw ajm z ] [ b jotsw ajm z ]
/k/- neck sweaters [ neksw etajz ] [ neksw etejz ]
Is l-  This swampy [ tisw a m p i ] [ d isw em pi ]
III-  Josh swapped [ d 3 o isw ap id  ] [ d3oi + sw opid ]
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/f /-  wife sweating [ w aif + swefi ] [ warfswefl ]
/0/- Both swans [ bow0sw enz 1 [ bow Ssw anz ]
/ t  S/- Which sweater [ h w itisw erej ] [ w itisw etej ]
Pol- Bob swatted [ bobsw atid ] [ bobsw eted ]
/d/- David swore [ d ^iv id sw o j ] [ d e iv id sw o j ]
/g/- Big swastikas [ b igsw astiikas ] [ bjgi + w astikaz ]
/z/- These swimmers [ d is  +  sw im ajz ] [ d isw jm ajz ]
/3 /- Beige sweatbands [ bid3swetbaendz ] [ beid3 + sw itbendz ]
/v/- of swamps [ avsw ap s ] [ ovsw em ps ]
/3/- with swarthy [ wis + Bwojti ] [ vvifa + sw arti ]
/ds/- huge switchboard [ hjud3isvvitiibojd ] [ h jy3' + sw itiibojd  ]
/m/- Jim swaggered [ d3im sw egajd ] [ 3lsw egud ]
/n/- in swaddling [ inswodliQ ] [ in + swedfi ]
/r)/- long swallow , [ loQswalow ] [ loQswalow ]
/r/- Peter swam [ p jtajsw am  ] [ n evejsw am  ]
111- Michael swabbed [ m aikasw abid  ] [ m aikow sw ebid ]
null- Sweets [ sw its ] [ sw its ]
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5) sm Clusters.
111- see smugglers [ siszm A glsjz ] [ sizmAgl0Jz ]
/ou/- So smokers [ sow0zmovyk0jz ] [ sAm zm ow k0j ]
/au/- bow smashed [ bow 0zm eiid ] [ bow izm eiid ]
/o i /- coy smile [ koizm aii ] [ koizm ail ]
/p /- soup smells [ sow psm ew z ] [ sow p +  izmewz ]
/t /-  got small [ QDtsmaw ] [ gotsm ow ]
/k/- look smart [ luksm ajt ] [ lukism aj ]
/s/- its smog [ itsm og ] [ Itsm og ]
/ y - Josh smirked [ d3oisrri3Jkid ] [ d3oi +  izm ukid  ]
/f /-  wife smokes [ w aifsm ow ks ] [ w aifism ow ks ]
/0/- both smashed [ bowBmeid ] [ bow fizm eiid ]
I t l l -  Each smithy [ iti0sm_i6i ] [ itjizm iti ]
Pol- Bob smiled [ bob0zm aild ] [ bobizm aiow d
/d/-dad smacked [ ded + 0zmek0d ] [ dedizm ekid ]
/g/- Big smelters [ bigizm ewt0jz ] [ bigizmevyt0jz ]
/z/- his smile [ hizm ail ] [ hizizm ail ]
Iz l-  beige smock [ bJdsiQasmok ] [ beid3i + izmgk ]
/v/- of smash [ 0fsm ei ] [ ovismow ]
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/3/- with small [ w i0mow ] [ wifismow ]
/ds/- huge smudges [ hjud30zm Ad3i2 ] [ hjud3iznriAg ]
/m/- some small [ SAmismol ] [ SAnniznnow ]
/n/- been smartened [ bin + izm ajtand ] [ bin +  izm ajted ]
/r)/- making small [ nrieikit]azmow ] [ meikliznnow ]
/r/- are smartly [ a ja zm g jtli ] [ a jizm a jtli ]
111- Bill smashed [ b iw asm ei ] [ biw izm ejid ]
null- Smallholdings [ smavyhowdit] ] [izmawhowdiQZ ]
6) sn Clusters
111- She snores [ iiznoJZ ] [ iiznojz ]
/e i / -  They snatched [ deizn etjid  ] [ d eizn etjid  ]
/au/- How snobbish [ haw znobii ] [ haw izngbii ]
/o i /- enjoy snuggling [ end3gi0znAglii] ] [ end3giiznAgIl ]
/p/- Stop snivelling [ stopsnjvri ] [ istopsnjvli ]
/t/-  it snappy [ Itsn ep i ] [diznep ]
I s l  delicious snacks [ d aljiu asn eks ] [ deHiowaznaeks ]
/k/- Jack snared [ d3eksnejd ] [ d3ekiznejid ]
I I I -  Josh sneered [ d3oisnijd ] [ d30snijd ]
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/f /-  wife sniggered [ w aif + a sn jg s jd  ] [ w arfiznjgajd ]
/0/- both snicked [ bow0snjkid ] [ bow fsnjkid ]
/ t  S/- Which sniper [ h w itisn m p a j ] [ w itisn a ip e j ]
/b/ Bob sneaked [ bobiznjkid ] [ bob + iznjgar ]
IdJ- lid snapped [ lidaznepid ] [ jida + iznepid ]
/g/- big snails [ bigizneilz ] [ bigizneiow z ]
/z/- these snappish [ diznepii ] [ dis + izn ep ij ]
/3 /- beige sneakers [ bjd3i + + azniksjz ] [ bei3isnjkajz ]
/v/- have snapped [ hevaznepid ] [ hevaznepa ]
IQI- with sneezing [ wi8nj3l ] [ wifznjzl ]
/d3/- huge snack [ hjud30znek ] [ hjud3 +  znek ]
/m/- game snakes [ g e im asn e ik s ] [ geim iznekaz ]
/n/- Ian snagged [ja n  + 0zn£g ] [ janznegid ]
/q/- long snakes [ loQzneiks ] [ loQzneiks ]
/r/- cure snakebites [ kjuj + izneikbaits ] [ k ju jizn eikbaits ]
111- Beautiiul snapdragons [bjurifulasnepdjaeganz] [bjurifow iznepdjeganz]
null- Snake [ asneik ] [ izneiki ]
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7) sl Clusters
/ i / -  many slang [ m Aniizlei] ] [ m en iz leQ  ]
/e i / -  They sleep [ d e iz lip  ] [ d e iiz lip  ]
/u/- Sue slapped [ su e z le p a d  ] [ su iz le p id  ]
/o i /- boy sliced [ b o iis ia js id  ] [ b o iiz la is id  ]
/p/- up sleepyhead [ ApsH phed ] [ Ap + iziiphed  ]
/t /-  bit slack [ b itslek  ] [ bit + iziek ]
/k/- Jack slung [ d3ekslA i] ] [ d 3ekizlAt] ]
/s/- dreamless sleep [ d jjm le s lip  ] [ d rim le s  + 0zljp ]
I I I -  Josh slandered [ d 3 o is la n d 0 jd  ] [ d 3 o ila n d 0 Jid  ]
/f /-  rough slab [ JAfaslaeb ] [ hu kzleb  ]
/9/- both slept [ b o w B sle p t ] [ b o w f + iz lcp t ]
/ t  J/-much slapstick [ rriA is le p stik  ] [ nriAtii + 0z le p stik  ]
/b/- Bob slunk [ bobazluQ k ] [ bobizlAk ]
/d/- Ted sloshed [ te d a s lo iid  ] [ te d 0slg {id  ]
/g/- big sledgehammer [ b ig 0z led 3 h se m 0j  ] [ big + izled3 ihA m 0j  ]
/z/-always slagging [ o w w iz leg iQ  ] [ o lw e iz leg l ]
/3 /- beige sleeping [ bidsizHpl ] [ b e id 3 + 0shp1  ]
/v/- of slap [ on zlep  ] [ of0zlap  ]
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IQI- with sleep [ wiBlips ] [ wi0slip ]
/d3 /- huge slammer [ hjudslerr)0j ] [ hju3zlem0j  ]
/m/- Tom slowed [ toslow J [ to + iziowad ]
/n/- been slashed [ binszleiad ] [ binzlEiid ]
/r)/- long sleeves [ iDQslivz ] [ loQzlivz ]
/ r / -  Peter slammed [ pjtarazlaemd ] [ pitajizlemid ]
111- All sleepers [ OWZlip0JZ ] [ awizjipajz ]
null- Slackers [slekajz ] [ izickajz ]
8) spr Clusters
111- We sprayed [ wispjeid ] [ Jispjeiad ]
/u/- you spread [ juaspjed ] [ juspjed ]
/ e i / -  They sprawled [ deispjowd ] [ deispjgled ]
/ou /- so spry [ sowaspjj ] [ sowispjai ]
/p/- hope sprouts [ howpspjawts 1 [ howpspjawts ]
/ t / -  meat spring [ mit + 0spj_iQ ] [ mit + ispjiQ ]
/k/- Jack sprained [ dsekspjeind ] [ dsekispjeinid ]
/s /-  This sprinkler [ dispj_ikl0j ] [ diz + ispjjklaj ]
/$/- fresh spring - cancelled - [ fjeJspjiQ ]
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/f /-  Jeff spread [ d3efspjed ] [ d3efspjed ]
/6/- Both spring [ bow 0 + 0 sp jjo  ] [ bowBspjiQ ]
/ t  J/- Each spring [ itispjiQ  ] [ itispjiQ ]
/b/- Bob spring [ bob + +  spjiQ ] [ bobispil ]
/d/- had sprung [ hedspjAt} ] [ hedispjAQ ]
/g/- Meg sprinted [ m egaspjintid  ] [ m egsp jjn tid  ]
/z/- was sprung [ wazpjAQ ] [ wozispjAQ ]
/3 /- beige springboard [ bidsaspjjQ bojd ] [ bei3ispjji]bojd ]
/v/- of springy [ afspjjQiQ ] [ ofspjjQi]
/3/- with springboks [ w iSspjjQ buks 1 [ w ifsaspjjnbuks ]
I&5I- village sprawled [ vilad3ispjold ] [ vili3i + ispjolid  ]
/m/- Jim sprinkled [ d3imaspj_inklow ] [ d3lispjJklow ]
Ini- in springtime [ in sp jjQ taim  ] [ inspjjQ taim  ]
/q/- drinking spree [ dwjnklspjj ] [ djjQkl + ispjj ]
/r/- Hair spray [ h e js p je i ] [ h c jis p je i ]
111- Small sprats [ sm o w asp jEts ] [ izm gw ispjets ]
null- Sprayers [ s p je ia jz  ] [ sp je ia jz  ]
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9) spl Clusters
H I- He splashed [ hiaspleit J [ h isplejid  ]
/e i / -  motorway splits [ m otojw eiisplits ] [ m o to jw eisp lit ]
/u/- do splendid [duasplendid ] [ duisplcndid ]
/ou/- so splenetic [ sow asplanetik ] [ sow isplenetik ]
/p/- stop splinter [ stopspHntaj ] [ istgpaspHnar ]
/t/-  wrote splendid [ w jow tsplendid ] [ w jow tsplendid  ]
/k/- Jack splurged [ d3eksplAjd3a ] [ d3egasplA jgaj ]
/s/- police splashed [ poHsaspleit ] [ p o ljsisp leiid  ]
III-  rush splenetic [ JAjsplenatik ] [ jaJ + asplenitk ]
/f/-  rough splintery [ JAfsplintaji ] [ jo w g a sp le n ta ji ]
/0/- Both splendiferous [ bow Basplendifajow s] [bowf + asp len d ifajaz]
I t l l -  Which split [ hw itisplit ] [ w itisplit ]
Pal- bib split [ bibaspjt ] [ bit + ispHt ]
/d/-loud splashes [ law dasplejiz ] [ lowd + ispleiiz 1
/g/- big splinter [ bigasphntaj ] [ big + ispHntaj ]
I'Ll- was splattered [ w azpletajd ] [ w azispletaj ]
Iz l-  beige splint [ beidsasphnt ] [ bei3ispynt ]
/v/- of spleen [ afaspNn ] [ afsplein ]
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161- with splayed [ W I0 + aspleid  ] [ w rfspleiad ]
/d3/- huge split [ hjudsplit ] I hju3 + split ]
/m/- him splendidly [ him splendidli ] [ HI + sp je n d e id li ]
/n/- Brian spliced [ b ja ia n sp la is  ] [ b j^ in  + isp la is id  ]
/r)/-exciting splashdown [ iksaitisp le id aw n  ] [ a k s ^ n  + ispleidaw n
/r/- Peter splashed [ p jta jsp ie iid  ] [ pjtarisp ie iid  ]
/I /  - occasional splatter [ 0kei3anaw splet0j ] [ 0 kei3an alasp letaj ]
null- Splats [ asplets ] [ isplets ]
10) str Clusters
ei/-say strange [ seiastjet] ] [ se iistJ§n 3i  ]
/u/- too strangely [ tu a stje n d sli ] [ t ju a stje n li ]
/ou/- go straight [ g o w stje it ] [ g o w istje id  ]
/a i/-  My strategy [ m a ia stja t0 d 3 i ] [ m aistret0 3i ]
/p/- soap strewed [ so w p astju ad  ] [ sup + istrjuad ]
/t /-  Eight streets [ eitstw its ] [ e itistjits  ]
/k/- joke straight [ d3o w kstjeit 1 [ d 3o w kstje it ]
Is l-  Loose strands [ luzastjendz ] [ luzistjendz ]
I I I -  Turkish Straits [ tAjki^stjeits ] [ tA jk ii +  s t je its  ]
/f/-  wife strongly [ warfstJOQli ] [ waifstJOQii ]
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/0/-cloth straps [ klostjeps ] [ klow6 + stje p s ]
/tJ /-  much stretching [ m A tistje tji ] { mAtiitJetfi ].
^ / -  Bob struggled [ bobastJAglowd ] [ bobstAgowd ]
/d/- bed straightaway [ b edstj^itaw ei ] [ b e d stje ita w e i ]
/g/- big streetlamp [ bigstwitlem p ] [ bigastjitlem p ]
/z/- These strawberries [ d iz0stjobejiz ] [ diz +  istrobejis ]
/3 /- rouge strangely [ howd +  + 0stJend39li ] [ JU3 + straQfi ]
/v/- of strength [ afsBjeinB ] [ 8vistJe_ind3 ]
161- with streams [ wiBtjim z ] [ w iBstjim z ]
/d3/- village straggles [ v_ilad30stjegowz ] [ v ilad3istjegliz ]
/m/- became strained [ b ikeim istje ind ] [ b ikam stje in id  ]
/n/- Brendon strode [ b jend ostjo w d  1 [ b je n d sn stjo w d  ]
/r)/- being straightened [ biQstJejtsn J [ b1 + istJ^itid  ]
/r/- their struggle [ deJstJAgow ] [ deiJstJAga ]
/l/-tall strapping [ taw stiepiQ ] [ towistjepi ]
null- Strict [ stJikt ] [ striktid ]
1 8 8
11) skw Clusters
/u/- blue square [ bluaskw ej ] [ bluiskw ej ]
/ou/- No squads [ nowskedz ] [ nowiskwed ]
/a i / -  guy squandered [ gaiaskw andajd  ] [ g a i + iskw an d ajid  ]
/o i /- enjoy squalid [ and30iaskw elid ] [ and30iiskw elid ]
/p/- Stop squelching [ stopskweltiiQ ] [ stop + iskelfi ]
/t /-  eat squash [ itaskw ej ] [ itiskweji ]
/k/- look squarely [ lukskw ejli ] [ lukskw cjali ]
/s/- delicious square [ daljJuzskw ej ] [ d eljio w  + iskw ej ]
I I I -  Josh squatted [ dsojskw etid ] [ 3o|skw etid ]
/f /-  JefF squealed [ d3efskwild ] [ 3efskwilid ]
/0/- Both squashy [ bow Bskw eji ] [ bow fskw eii ]
I t l l -  peach squash [ p itjskw ei ] [ p ijiskw ej ]
/b/- Bob squeezed [ bobskizd ] [ bobskjzid ]
/d/- hundred square [ hAPidjadskwej ] [ hAndJidskw ej ]
/g/- big squeeze [ bigaskwiz ] [ bigiskvviz J
/z/- always squabbles [ gwweizskwebalz ] [ glweiz +  skebowz ]
Iz l-  beige squares [ bidsiskw ej ] [ bei3 +  skw ejz ]
/v/- of squalor [ afskw elaj ] [ afskw elaj ]
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IQI- with squirrels [ w iskw uaiz ] [ w ifiskwlj0iz ]
/ds/- Village squatters [ vjlad30skw et0jz ] [ vila3iskw er0z ]
/m/- him squeamish [ him skim ii ] [ him + iskw im ii ]
/n/-town square [ taw nskw ej ] [ taw nskej ]
/r)/- strong squall [ 0stJOQ0skw aw  ] [ stJOQskwaw ]
/r/- car squashed [ kaj0skw ei0d ] [ kw ajisk w ejid  ]
/I/- Several squad [ sevejaw 0skw ad ] [ sev0j0iskw ed ]
null- Square [ askw ej ] [ iskw ej ]
12) skr Clusters
/ou/- low scrub [ low0skAjb ] [ lawiskjAb ]
/ a i / - 1 scrabbled [ ai0skjAb0ld ] [ aiskjebo w d  ]
/au/- how scrupulous [ haw 0skjup0l0z ] [ haw iskjupul0z ]
/o i/-  boy scribbled [ boi + skj_ib0ld ] [ boi + + skjjbow  ]
/p/- hope screenwriters [ ho w pskjinw jait0 jz | [ h o w pskjin m ait0 jz ]
/t /-  somewhat scrappy [ SAnriwDtskjepi ] [ sAm w otskjaepi ]
/k/- like scrambled
A
[ laikskjAm b0ld ] [ laiiskjAm bow  ]
/s/- police scrawled [ poliskjold ] [ p o lis0 sk ja lid  ]
/J/ Josh scrambled [ d3oiskjAb0 ld ] { 3oiskjAm blow  ]
/f/-  Jeff scraped [ d3efskjep ] [ d3epskjep id  ]
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IQI- both scrape [ bow Bskjeip ] [ bow Bskjep ]
/tJ /-  such screening [ SAtiskwiril ] [ SAtiskjjrii ]
/b/- Rob screwed [ jo b skjyad  ] [ hobskw jyad ]
/d/- should scram [ iudskjaem  ] [ JudskAm ]
/g/- Meg scratched [ m egaskjEtia  ] [ megi + iskjetid  ]
/z/- his scraggy [ hiskjaegi ] [ hiziskjaegi ]
/3 /- beige scroll [ bidsiskjow  ] [ bei3 + sk jo w  ]
/v/- of scraps [ avskjep s ] [ avskje p s ]
/3/- with scripted [ w id skjipta ] [ w iS sk jip a  1
/ds/- huge scrapbook [ hjudiskjcpbuk ] [ hju3 + iskjepbuk ]
/m/- Sam screamed [ saaskjjm d  ] [ sem skjim an ]
/n/- been scraped [ binskw eip ] [ binskjepid ]
/^/-long screwdriver [ lo Q skju d jaivaj ] [ lot] + iskrjydraiJ ]
/r/-over screes [ o w vajaskjjz ] [ovyvajiskjJz ]
/I/- small screens [ sm olskjinz ] [ izm gwiskjjm z ]
null- Scruffy [ skwAfi 1 [ skjAfi ]
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